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52n CONGRESS, } HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
2d Session.

REPORT
{ No. 2393.

PERMANENT CENSUS BUREAU.
FEBRUARY

1, 1893.-Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed.

Mr. WILLCOX, from the Select Committee on the Eleventh Census, submitted the following

REPORT:
[To accompany Mis. Doc. 72.]

The Select Committee on the Eleventh Census, to whom was referred
the resolution (H. Res. No.
) instructing the committee to inquire
into the expediency of establishing a permanent bureau, beg leave to
submit the following report:
To enable the committee to obtain the necessary information on
which to base an intelligent report on this subject, it was deemed
advisable to procure an expression of views from the Superintendent
of the present Census, the Superintendent of the last Census, and other
leading statisticians. Accordingly a series of hearings were held, at
which testimony was given, not only as to the general effect of the
permanent establishment of the Census Office, but as to the special
effect to be produced on the collection of different branches of statistics.
Among those called before the committee, in addition to the Superintendent of Census, were the following well-known statisticians:
Hon. J. Kendrick Upton, in relation to statistics of wealth, debt, and
taxation.
Mr. Thomas Donaldson, in relation to statistics of Indians.
Mr. Joseph D. Weeks, in relation to statistics of coke, natural gas,
petroleum, glass, and petroleum refining.
Hon. Francis A. Walker, superintendent of the Ninth and Tenth
Censuses.
Dr. John S. Billings, United States Army, in relation to vital statistics, the statistics of special classes, and the social statistics of cities.
Mr. Frank R. Williams, in relation to statistics of manufactures.
Hon. Carroll D. Wright, Commissioner of Labor.
Mr. J. A. Price, chairman of the statistical department of the national
board of trade.
The testimony of these gentlemen was unanimously to the effect that
the establishment of the Census Office on a permanent basis would not
only secure greater accuracy, both in the collection and compilation of
census statistics, but result in an absolute saving of money for the en- ·
tire ten years. Very full testimony was given, showing the reasons for
arriving at these conclusions, and a complete description was given to
the committee of the method of taking the census under the present
system, from the preparation of the schedules to be used by the enumerators to the printing of the final volumes containing the results of
the tabulations of the returns.
It was shown that in an branches of census work, but especially in
preparing for the important work of enumeration, great injury must
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necessarily result, both as regards accuracy and economy·, from the
hurried and hastily consi<lered methods incident to a system where no
sufficient time for careful and deliberate preparation could, in the
nature of things, be afforded. Methods of obtainiug information, which
should only be finally adopted as the result of painstaking study and
judicious experiment, must frequently be decided on a moment's notice
and without any means of knowing whether they will be productive of
successful results.
In addition, it was pointed out that while under the present system
all the numerous inquiries required by law to be prosecuted in connection with the census have to be crowded into the census year, thus
giving the enumerators so many schedules to carry and so many q uestions to ask that it is impossible for them to do their work thoroughly
or well; under a permanent system only those branches of ceusus
inquiry which necessitate a house-to-house canvass, need be taken up
in the decennial year, while the other investigations could be carried
on annually, biennially, or even triennially, as the case might be, during the intervening years. For instance, the work of enumerating the
people, collecting statistics of agriculture, procuring returns of births
and deaths in nonregistration Sta.tes and districts, etc., all of which
would require personal canvassing by means of enum~rators, could
with propriety be confined to the census year; while other statistics,
such as those of manufactures, mines and mining, vital statistics in
registration districts, educational and social statistics, financial statistics, etc., could be collected periodically at such intervals as might be
found practicable.
·
Your committee also received material assistance in its consideration
of this subject from a report prepared by the Superintendent of Census
in response to a resolution of the Senate. This (Senate Ex. Doc. No.
1, Fifty-second Congretis, first session) report goes exhaustively into
the question of the expediency of establishing the Census Office on a
permanent basis. It explains thoroughly the organization of the present Census Office, and the manner in which the different subjects of investigation provided for by law have been distributed among the various
experts and special agents employed, and then goes on to show in detail the advantages which would accrue to each branch of investigation
from permanency of organization.
The report also contains extracts from communications containing
expressions of opinion as to the expediency of establishing a permanent Census Bureau, from eminent statisticians in this country and in
Europe, officers of commercial organizations, including chambers of
commerce and boards of trade in all the principal cities of the country,
State commissioners of agriculture, officers of State agricultural and
horticultural societies and directors of agricultural experiment stations,
commissioners of State labor bureaus, officers of boards of health and
educational and benevolent institutions, and from bishops and other
prominent churchmen, as will be seen from the following list:
ST.A.TISTIOI.A.NS.
Hon. Carroll D. Wright, Washington, D. C.
Mr. Edward Atkinson, Boston, Mass.
Hon. David A. Wells, Norwich , Conn.
Rev. Frederick H. Wines, Springfield, ill.
President Newton Bateman, Knox College, Galesburg, Ill.
Prof. H. W. Caldwell, Nebraska State University.
Dr. Q. C. .A.. Smith, Austin, Tex.
Hon. A.G. Warner, Washington, D. C.
Hon . .John S. Clark, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Roland P. Falkner, University of Pennsylvania.
Prof. Simon N ewcomb, Washington, D. C.
Mr. W. H. Miller, Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. F. B. Thurber, New York.
Mr. B. C. Keeler, St. Louis, Mo.
Hon. W. T. Harris, Washington, D. C.
Hon. Thomas G. Shearman, New York.
Dr. Simon N. Patten, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. Simon Sterne, New York City, N. Y.
Mr. H. T. Newcomb, Washington, D. C.
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STATISTICIANS-Continued.

PiN~Ji-:it R . .A.. Seligman, Columbia College,
Mr . F. B. Sanborn, Concord, H . H .
Prof. H. S. Prichett, St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. Rar Greene Hulin g, New Bedford, Mass.
Prof . .Albert Bushell Hart, Harvard University,
Carn bridge, Mass.
Hon. S. M. Finger, Raleigh, N. C.
·
Prof. Franklin H. Giddings, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Dr. J.B. Clark, Northampton, Mass.
Dr. John W . Cook, State Normal University,
Illinois.
Dr. Stanley Hall, Worcester, Mass.
Dr. E. Benj. Andrews, Providence, R. I.
Dr. James B . .A.'1gell, .Ann .Arbor, Mich.
Mr. Aaron Gove, Denver, Colo.
Mr. Robert Giffin, assistant secretary of the London Board of Trade.
Dr. Emile L evasseur, vice-president of the Intern ational Statistical Institute, Paris, France.
Dr . .August Meitzen, statistician, Berlin, Germany.

Mr. A.O. Marble. Worcester , Mass.
Prof. M . .A.. N <'nvell , H avre 'd e Grace, Md.
Hon. J. R. Preston, Jackson , Miss .
Hon. H enry Sabin, s uperintendent public instruction , Iowa.
·
Dr. J. H . Smart, La :Fayette, Ind.
Hon. Thos. B. Stockwell, Providence, R. I.
Rev. Wasbington Gledden, Columbus, Ohio.
Prof. Anson D. M orse, .Amherst College, Massachusetts.
U.S. Fish Commissioner McDonald, Washington,
D. C.
Mr. Van Buren Denslow, New York.
Hon . .A.. R. Spofford, Librarian of Congress,
Washington, D. C.
Mr. Thomas Donaldson, Philadelphia. ,
Dr. D. H. Von Scheel, director of the German Imperial statistical bureau, Germany.
Sir Rawson W. Rawson, president International
Statistical Institute, London, England.

CHURCHMEN.
Bishop John F. Hurst, D. n., Methodist Episcopal
Church, Washington, D. C.
Bishop Chas. B. Galloway, D. D. , Methodist Episcopal Church South, Gree]];'/(ille, N. C.
Bishop Eugene .R. Hendrix, D. D ., Methodist Episcopal Church South, Kansas City, Mo.
Rt. Rev. F. X. Katzer, D. n., archbishop of Milwaukee, Roman Catholic Chuuch.
Rev.John Nicum, secretary General Council Evangelical Lutheran Church, Rochester, N. Y.
Rev. H enry .A.. Hazen, statistician Congregational
churches, .Auburndale and Boston.
Rev. Lansing Burrows, D. n., statistician of the
r egular Baptist churches, .Augusta, Ga.
Rev. W. H. Roberts, n. n., stated clerk General
.Assembly, Presbyterian Church in the United
States of .America, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Rev. .A.. G.Wallace, D. D., statistician of the United
Presbyterian Church of North · .America, Sewickley, Pa.
Rt. Rev. M . .A. Corrigan, n. D., archbishop of New
York, Roman Catholic Church.
Rev. S. E. Ocbsenford, Evangelical Lutheran
Church, Selinsgrove, Pa.
Bishop H. C. P otter, D. n ., Diocese of New York,
Protestant Episcopal Church, N cw York.
Elder Robert Moffett, secretary General Convention of the Disciples of Christ, Cleveland, O.
Bishop Cyrus D. Foss, D. n., 'Methodist Episcopal
Church, Philadelphia, Pa.
Bishop T. M. Clark, D. D., Diocese of Rhode Island, Protestant Episcopal Church, Providence,
R.I.

REPRESENT.A.TIVES OF COMM.ERCI.AL ORGANIZATIONS.
Mr. J . .A. Price, Scranton Board of Trade.
Master Builders ' Excl1ange, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. Hamilton .A.. Hill, secretary of the National The Grocers and Importers' Exchange, Philadelphia, Pa.
Board of Trade.
•
Secretary of the Board of Trade, Bridgeport, Secretary of the Produce Exchange, Philadelphia,
Conn.
Pa.
Secretary of the Board of Trade, Norwich, Conn.
Chamber of Commerce, Boston, Mass.
Maritime Exchange, Philadelphia, Pa.
Secretary of the Board of Trade, New Orleans, Hon. Jonathan .A.. Lane, president Boston MerLa.
·
chants' Association. Boston, Mass.
Secretary of the Stock Exchange, New Orleans,
Mr. James M . Swank, genera.I manager of the
La.
.American Iron and Steel .Association, Philadelphia, Pa.
GeorgeR. Brown, secretary Board of Trade, Little
Secretary of the Board of 'l'rade, Grand Rapids,
Rock, .Ark.
Mich.
Secretary of Chamber of Commerce, Helena,
H. L. Smith, secretary of the Board of Trade, San
.Ark.
Francisco, Cal.
Secretary of Chamber of Commerce, Charlotte,
N.C .
Sefii~~ry of the Board of Trade, Prescott,
.A.. K. Shepard, secretary of Chamber of Commerce,
Mr. Robert Oates, secretary of the Commercial
Birmingham, A.la.
.Association, Memphis, Tenn.
Hon. Myron M. Parker, president Board of Trade,
Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati.
Washington, D. C.
.A.. C. Land.Ii, secretary Board of Trade, Baltimore, Secretary of the Board of Trade, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Md.
Secretary of the Board of Trade, Fitchburg, Secretary of Chamber of Commerce, Milwaukee.
Mass.
·
Secr etary of the Chamber of Commerce, St. Paul,
Secretary of the Board of Trade, Salem, Mass.
Minn.
.
Secr etar\' of Corn and Flour Exchange, BaltiSecretary of the Board of Trade, Indianapolis,
more, Md.
Ind.
Secretary of Builders' Exchange, Baltimore,
Secretary of the Board of Trade, Peoria, Ill.
Md.
H. C. Turnbull, jr., president Real Estate Ex- Secretary of the Board of Trade, Detroit, Mich.
Bu11iness Men's A ssociation, Grand Rapids,
change, Baltimore, Mel.
Mich.
Board of Trade, Wilmington, Del.
M. M. Rich, secretary of Portland Board of Trade Secretary of the Board of Trade, Burlington,
Iowa.
and Maine State Board, Portland, Me.
Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce, Denver,
Secretary of the Board of Trade, Bangor, Me.
c~.
.
Chamber of Commerce, New York.
Secretary of the Buffalo Merchants' Exchange, Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce, Los .Angeles, Cal.
Buffalo, N. Y.
'
W. R. Tucker, secretary Board of Trade, Philadelphia, Pa.
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COMMISSIONERS OF AGRICULTURE AND OTHERS.
Secretary of State Board, Ohio.
Secretary of State .Board, P enns_yl vania.
Director of Agriculture, Rhode Island.
Compiler of Agricultural Statistics, South Dakota.
Director of Agriculture, Texas.
Director of Agricultural College, Utah.
Director of Agriculture, Vermont.
Commissioner of Agriculture, Virginia.
Director of Agriculture, Virginia.
Director of Agriculture, ,Yest Virginia.
Secretary of Horticultural Society, Wisconsin .
Director of Agriculture, Wisconsin.
Secretary Horticu~tural Society, Misso.uri.
.
Superintendent of State Farmers' Institute, Mm·
nesota.
Director of Agricultural Experiment Station,
Colorado.
Secretary of mate Horticultural Society, Kentuckv.
Commi'ssioner of Agriculture, Mississippi.
Secretary of State Board, New Hampshire.
Commissioner of Agriculture, Mississippi.
Secretary State Board, New Hampshire.
Dir~tor Cornell University Experiment Station,
:New York.
Director AgricultUl'al Experiment Station, Geneva, N. Y.
Secr etary Horticultural Society, Mount Clair,

Commissioner of Agriculture, Alabama.
Director of Agriculture, Arizona.
Commissioner of Agriculture, Arkansas.
Director of Agriculture, California.
Secretary of State Board of Agriculture, California.
Secretary of State Board of Agriculture, Massachusetts,
Secretary of Maryland State Farmers' Association, Maryland.
Director of Agriculture, Maryland.
Secretary of the State Board, Missouri.
Secretary State Horticultural Society, Michigan.
Secretary of State Board of Agriculture, Michigan.
Secretary of the State Fair Association, Montana.
Director of Experiment Station, Minnesota.
Secretary of State Board of Agriculture, Colorado.
Secretary of State Bureau of Horticulture, Colorado.
Secretary of State Board of Agriculture, Connecticut.
Director of Agriculture, Delaware.
Secretary of the State Board, Delaware.
Director of Experiment Station, Florida.
Director of Experiment Station, Georgia.
Director of Agriculture, Illinois.
Secretary of State Agricultural Society, Iowa,
Commissioner of Agriculture, Kentucky.
Secretary of State Board of Agriculture, Kansas.
Director of Sugar Experiment Station, Louisi-

N . .T.

Secretary State Board, New J'ersey.
Secretary State Board, Nebraska.
Director Agricultural Experiment Station, North
Carolina.
Editor Manufacturers' Record, Baltimore, Md.

ana.

Secretary of Central Missouri Horticultural
.Association, Missouri.

OFFICERS OF BO.A.RDS OF HEALTH.
Dr. Roger S. Tracy, of New York.
Dr. Ezra M. Hunt, of N ew J'ersey.
Dr. Samuel W. Abbott, of Massachusetts.
Dr. G. P. Conn, of New Hampshire.
Prof. C. A. Lindsey, of Connecticut.

I

Dr. Chas. H. Fisher, of Rhode I sland.
Dr. J'. V. P. Turner, of Pennsylvania.
Dr. J'. Berrien Lindsley, of Tennessee.
Dr. J'. N. McCormack, Kentucky.
Dr.Jerome Cochran, of Alabama.

OFFICERS OF INSTITUTIONS.
Dr. W. W. Godding, superintendent of Govern- / Mr. W. D. Parker, superintendent of State School
ment Hospital for Insane, District of Columfor Blind, Janesville, Wis.
bia.
Mr. J'ob Williams, principal of American Asylum
Prof. P. G, Gillett, Quperintendent of State Insti- / for Deaf and Dumb, Hartford, Conn.
tution for Deaf and Dumb, Jacksonville,
Dr. C. E. Wright, superintendent of Indiana Hoslli.
pital for Insane, Indianal)olis. Ind.
Mr. Frank H. Hall, superintendent of Institution Dr. E. M. Gallaudet, president of Columbia Instifor Blind, Jacksonville, lli.
,· tution for Deaf and Dumb, District of ColumDr. C. W. Page, superintendent of Danvers Lunabia.
tic Hospital, Massachusetts.

I

OFFICERS OF ST.A.TE BUREAUS OF LABOR.
Hon. Horace G. Wadlin, Boston, Mass.
Mr. S. W. Matthews, A.ugusta, Me.
Hon. Albert S. Bolles, Harrisburg, Pa.
Mr. .Tames Bishop, Trenton, N. J'.
Mr. Frank H. Betton, Kansas.
Mr. H . F . Downs, Nebraska.
Hon. Henry A. Robinson, Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Lester Bodine, Denver, Colo.

Hon. Almon K. Goodwin, Rhode Island.
Commi ssioner Powers, Minnesota.
Mr. W. A . Peele, Indiana.
Commissioner Scarborough, North Carolina.
Commissioner of Labor, California.
Mr. Samuel Gompers, New York, president Ameri.
can F ederation of Labor.

These _communications from persons, associations, and organizations,
fairly representing public opinion in all departments of statistics, exhibit an almost absolute unanimity of expression in favor of a permanent Census Bureau as to indicate not only that there is widespread
interest taken in this subject, but that there is an almost universal demand among business and scientific men for an improvement in the
prese.nt system of taking the census.
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Your committee is of the opinion that the :field of operation of the
Census Office is so broad, and such a wide range of subjects are· now
embraced by the several branches of inquiry that it is impossible to do
them full justice with any organization possible under existing law.
To accomplish the work now undertaken by the decennial census .requires a force so large as to be unwieldy and which it is impossible to
form of proper material. ·were the Bureau so organized that its work
would be continuous, tbe force required would be comparatively small,
and competent statisticians and specialists could be secured for the
service. It is also of opinion that the amount of money needed to
carry on such a continuom, bureau, di~tributing its work through the
ten-year periods, would be materially less than the amount which would
be necessary to take the census under the present system, and that in
addition the work of collection and compilation of the returns would be
more accurately and satisfactorily performed, and the results obtained
would be of greater value. ·
In the preparation of the bill herewith submitted the committee has
endeavored to retain the most valuable features of the present census
law, strengthening it by making the officer permanent and amending it
wherever suggested by previous eKperience.
The bill provides for a permanent force, consisting of Superintendent
of Census, chief clerk, disbursing officer, and five expert chiefs of divisions, together with an office force, the aggregate cost of which is
estimated will not exceed $200,000 annually. The chiefs of divisions
who are to receive $2,500 per annum must be experts, not merely head
clerks; that is, men thoroughly trained in statistical methods. The
clerks of class four, three, and two may be statistical experts, and in
calling for these clerks a special examination may be required." of the
Civil Service Commission. The bill places the ent:i,re permanent force
of the office under civil-service rules, excepting such experts and trained
clerks who have served two years in the Eleventh Census, as the Secre. tary of the Interior in his discretion may select, as provided in section 22.
This force, with the special agents, will give a working office capable
of conducting many of the special branches of inquiry annually and
every five years, thereby relieving the decennial enumerators of the
infinite variety of questions and large number of schedules with which
they are burdened by the present system.
The bill increases the number of supervisors from 175, as in the
present law, to 300, and provides for supervisors'· clerks. It also
authorizes the employment of chief enumerators, if found . necessary.
It r~~uces the size of t~e ~num_eration districts, and places the :final
dec1s10n as to these d1str1cts m the hands of the Superintendent of
Census, who is not likely to be biased by local considerations. A permanent bureau will enable the geographical division of the Census
Office to make these divisions with greater skill than heretofore, and
with less dependence upon the supervisors.
In order to show at a glance the changes which would be made in
the present law by the enactment of the proposed bill, the following
table has been prepared, giving in parallel columns a comparison by
sections between the two.
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1.
Comparison "by sections of the act to p1·ovide for taking the Eleventh Census anil the "bill
to establish a permanent census office.
AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR TA.KING THE
ELEVENTH AND SUBSEQUENT CENSUSES,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
.America in Congress assernbled, That a
census of the population, wealth, and
industry of the United States shall be
taken as of the date of June first, eighteen hundred and ninety.

A BILL TO ESTABLISH A PERMANENT CENSUS OFFICE AND TO PROVIDE FOR TAKING THE TWELFTH AND SUBSEQUENT
CENSUSES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
.America in Congress assernbled, That a
census of the population, wealth, and
industry of the United States shall be
taken as of the date of June :first, nineteen hundred, and once in every ten years
thereafter, as of the said date of June
first; and that there shall be a periodic
collection of vital and social statistics,
and of statistics of agriculture, manufactures, ruiuing, :fisheries, churches, education, :finance, transportation, and insurance, to be made as hereinafter provided.

2.
SEC. 2. That there shall be established
in the Department of the Interior an office
to be denominated the Census Office, the
chief officer of which shall be called the
Superintendent of Census, whose duty it
shall be, under the direction of the head
of the Department, to superintend and
direct the taking of the Eleventh Census
of the United States, in accordance with
the laws relating thereto, and to perform
such other duties as may be required of
him bylaw.

SEC. 2. That there shall be established
in the Department of the Interior an office
to be denominated the Census Office, the
chief officer of which shall be called the
Superintendent of Census, whose duty it
shall be, under the direction of the head
of the Department, to proceed as soon as
practicable to organize the Census Office
upon a permanent basis of organization,
to superintend and direct the taking of
the Twelfth and each succeeding census
of the United States, and each periodical
collection of statistics herein provided
for, in accordance with the laws relating
thereto, and to perform such other duties
as may be required of him by law.

3.
SEC. 3. The Superintendent of Census
SEC. 3. The Superintendent of Census
shall be appofated by the President, by shall be appointed by the President, by
and with the advice and consent of the and with the advice and consent of the
Senate; and he shall receive an annual Senate; and he shall receive an annual
salary of six thousand dollars; and for salary of six thousand dollars. And there
the purposes of taking the Eleventh Cen- shall be in the Census Office, to be apsus of the United States, the Secretary of pointed by the Secretary of the Interior,
the Interior may from time to time as the in the manner hereinafter provided, a
necessity therefor arises appoint a chief chief clerk and one disbursing clerk of
clerk and one disbursing clerk of the the Census O.:ffice, and :five expert chiefs
Census Office at an annual salary each of of divisions, at an annual salary each of
twenty-five hundred dollars, two stenog- twenty-five hundred dollars, one stenographers, ten chiefs of divisions, at an an- rapher, at an annual salary of two thounual salary each of two thousand dollars; sa.n d dollars, six clerks of class four, ten
ten clerks of class four, twenty clerks of clerks of class three, :fifteen clerks of class
class three, thirty clerks of class two, two, and such number of clerks of class
with such number of clerks of class one, one, and of clerks, copyists, and compuand of clerks, copyists, and computers, at ters, at salaries of not less than six hunsalaries of not less ·than seven hundred dred dollars nor more than one thousand
and twenty dollars nor more than one dollars per annum, as may be found necesthousand dollars per annum, as may be sary for the proper and prompt perform-
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ance of the duties herein required to be
undertaken. And the Secretary of the.
Interior may also appoint, in the manne1·
hereinafter specified, one captain of the
watch at a salary of eight hundred aud
forty dollars per annum, two messengers,
and such number of watchmen and assistant messengers, laborers and skilled laborers at six hundred dollars each per
annum, and messenger boys at salaries of
four hundred dollars each per annum,
and charwomen at salaries of two hundred and forty dollars each per annum,
as may be found necessary to carry
out the provisions of this act. The five
chiefs of division must be statistical experts, and all of the clerks of classes four,
three, and two, above provided for, may
be statistical experts. The disbursing
clerk herein provided for shall, before
entering upon his duties, give bond to
the proper accounting officers of the
United States in the sum of fifty thousand dollars, which bond shall be conditioned that the said officer shall render
a true and faithful account to the proper
accounting officers of the United States
quarter-yearly, of all moneys and properties which shall be by him received by
virtue of his office, with sureties to be
approved by the Solicitor of the Treasury.
Such bond shall be filed in the office of
the First Comptroller of the Treasury, to
be by him put in suit upon any breach of
the conditions thereof.

found necessary for the proper · and
prompt compilation of the results of the
enumeration of the census herein provided to be taken. And the Secretary of
the Interior may also appoint one captain
of the watch at a salary of eight hundred
and forty dollari::1 per annum, two messengers and such number of watchmen
and assistant messengers, laborers and
skilled laborers at six hundred dollars
each per annum, and messenger boys at
salaries of four hundred dollars each per
annum, and charwomen at salaries of two
hundred and forty dollars each per annum, as may be found necessary to carry
out the provisions of this act. And upon
such compilation and publication of said
census, or at an earlie~ date, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, the
pe1·iod of service of said clerks and employes shall end: Provided, That clerks
transferred or detailed for service under
this act from existing branches of the
civil service shall not lose their positions
or. rights under the act to regulate and
improve the civil service of the United
States. All of the clerks of classes four,
three, and two, above provided for, may
be statistical experts. The disbursing
clerk herein provided for shall, before
entering upon his duties, give bond to the
Treasurer of the United States in the
sum of fifty thousand dollars, which bond
shall be conditioned that the said officer
shall render a true and faithful account
to the Treasurer, quarter-yearly, of all
moneys and properties which shall be by
him received by virtue of his office, with
sureties to be approved by the Solicitor
of the Treasury. Such bond shall be
filed in the office of the First Comptroller
of the Treasury, to be by him put in suit
upon ::my breach of the conditions thereof.
All examinations for a,p pointment and
promotion, under this act, shall be in the
discretion and under the direction of the
Secretary of the Interior.

4.
SEC. 4:. That the Secretary of the Interior shall, on or before the first day of
March, eighteen hundred and ninety, on
the r ecommendation of the Superintendent of the Census, designate the number, whether one or more, of supervisors
of census, to be appointed within each
State and Territory and tbe District of
Columbia, who shall be appointed by the
President of -the United States, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate. The number of such supervisors
shall not exceed one hundred and seventyfi ve. The Superintendent and the super-visors shall, before entering upon the
duties of their offices, respectively, take
and subscribe the following oath or affirmation: "I, - - - - - - (Ruperintendent or supervisor, as the case may be),
do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will

SEC. 4:. That the Secretary of the Interior shall, at least six months p1·ior to the
date fixed for commencing the enumeration of the Twelfth and each succeeding
decennial census, on the recommeudaiion
of the Superi11tendent of Census, designate the number, whether one or more,
of supervisors of census to be appointed
within each State and Territorv and the
District of Columbia, who shall be appointed by the President of the United
States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The number of such
supervisors shall not exceed three hundred. The Snperintenclent and the supervisors shall , before entering upon the
duties of their offices, respectively, take
and subscribe the following oath or affirmation: "I, - - - - - -.- (Superintendent or supervisor, as the case may be),
0
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support the Constitution of th e United
States, and perform and di_scha.rge the
duties of the office of (Supcrmtendent or
supervisor, as the case may beJ, accorQ..
ing to law, honestly and conectly, to the
best of my ability" ; which oaths shall be
filed in the office of the Secrntary of the
Interior.

do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will
support the Constitution of the United
Sates, a.ml perform and discharge the
duties of the office of (superintendent or
supervisor, as the case may be), accordino- to law, honestly and correctly, to the
be~t of my ability 11 ; which oath shall be
:filed in the office of the Secretary of the
Interior.

ii.
SEC. 5. Each supervisor of census shall
be charged with the p erforma,nce1 within
his own district, of the following duties:
~To propose to the Superintendent of Cen sus the division of his clistrict int0 subdi visions most convenient for the purpose
of enumeration; to designate to the
Superintendent of Census suitable persons, and, with the consent of said Superintendent, to employ such persons as
enumerators within his district, one for
each subdivision:, and resident therein,
who shall be selected solely with reference to fitness, and without reference to their political party affiliations,
accordmg to the division approved by
the Superintendent of Cen$us: Provicleil,
That in the appointment of enumerators
preference shaU in all cases be given to
properly qualified persons honorably discharged from the military or naval service
of t,he United States residing in their respective districts; but in case it shall occur in any enumeration district that no
person qualified to perform and willing
to undertake the duties of enumerator
resides in that district1 the supervisor
may appoint any fit person, resiilent in
the county, to be the enumerator of that
district; to transmit to enumerators the
printed forms ancl schedules issued from
the Census Office, in quantities suited to
the requirements of each subdivision; to
communicate to enumerators the necessary instructions and directions relating
to their duties1 and to the methocl1:1 of
conducting the census, and to advise with
and counsel en um er a tors in person aud by
letter1 as freely and fully as may be required to secure the purposes of this
act; and under the direction of th~ Superintendent of Census, and to facilitate the
taking of the census with as little delay
as possible, he may cause to be distributed by the enumerators1prior to the ta.king of the enumeration, schedules to be
filled up by householders and others; to
provide for the early and safo transmission to his office of the returns of enumerators, embracing all the schedules
filled by them in the course of enumeration1 and for the due receipt and custody
of such returns pending their transmission to the Census Office; to examine and
scrutinize the returns of enumerators, in
order to ascertain whether the work has
been performed in all respects in compli-

SEC. 5. Each supervisor of census shali.
be charged with the performance, within
his own district, of the following duties:
To consult with the Superintendent of
Census in regard to the division of his
district into subdivisions most convenient for the purpose of enumeration;
which said subdivisions shall be declared
and the boundaries thereof fixed by the
Superintendent of Census; to designate
to the Superint,e ndent of Census suitable
persons, and, with the consent of said
Superintendent, to employ such persons
al:! enumerators within his district, one
or more for each subdivision, and resident
therein, who shall be selected solely with
reference to fitness,and without reference
to their political party affiliations1 according to the division ordered by the
Superintendent of Census: P1·ovided,
That in the appointment of enumeratori.
preference shall in all cases be given to
properly qualified persons honorably discharged from the military or naval servi ce of the United State~ residing in their
r espective districts; but in case it shall
occur in any enumeration district that
no p erson qu alified to perform and willin g to undertake the duties of enumerator resides in that district, the supervisor may appoint any fit person, resident
in tho county, to be the enumerator of that
district; and in case it shall occur t,hat
no person qualified to perform and willing to undertake the duties of enumerator shall be found residing in such
county, the Superintendent of Census may
appoint some fit and proper person as
enumerator of said district without reference to residence; to transmit to
enumerators the printed forms and
schedules issued from the Census Office,
in quantities suited. to the requirements
of each subdivision; to communicate to
enumerators the necessary instructions
and directions relating to their duties,
and to the method1:1 of conducting the
census, and to advise with and counsel
enumerators in person and by l etter, as
freely and fully as may be required to
secure the purposes of this act; and
under the direction of the Superintendent of Census, and to facilitate the taking of the census with as little delay as
possible, he shall in all incorporated
places, and wherever practicable in other
places, cause to be distributed by the
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ance with the 1>rovisions of law, and
whether any town or village or integra:
portion of the district has been omitted
from enumeration; to forward to the
Superintendent of Census the completed
returns of bis district in such time and
manner as shall be prescribed by the said
Superintendent, and in the event of discrepancies or deficiencies appearing in
the returns from his district, to use all
diligence in causing the same to be corrncted or supplied; to make up and forward to the Superintendent of Census
the accounts required for ascertaining
the amount of compensation due under
the provisions of this act to each enumerator of bis district. Whenever it
shall appear that any portion of the enumeration and census provided for in this
act has been negligently or improperly
taken and is by r eason thereof iucomplete, the Superintendent of the Census,
with the approval of the Secretary of the
Interior, may cause such in complete and
unsatisfactory enumeration and census
to be amended or made anew under such
methods as may, in his discretion, be
practicable.
·
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enumerators, prior to the taking of the
enumeration, schedules to be filled up by
householders and others; to provide for
the early and safe transmission to his
office of the returns of enumerators, embracing all the schedules filled by them
in the course of enumeration, and for the
due receipt and custody of such returns
pending their transmission to the Census
Office; to examine and scrutinize the
r eturns of enumerators, in order to ascertain whether the work has been performed in all respects in compliance with
the provisions of law, and whether any
town or village or integral portion of the
district has been omitted from enumeration; to forward to the Superintendent
of Census the completed returns of his
district in such time and manner as shall
be prescribed by the said Superintendent,
and in the event of discrepancies or deficiencies appearing in the returns from
his district, to use all diligence in causing the same to be corrected or supplied;
to make up and forward to the Superintendent of Census the accounts required
for ascertaining the amount of compensation due under the provisions of this
act to each enumerator of his district.
Whenever it shall appear that any portion of the enumeration and census provided for in this act has been negligently
or improperly taken and is by reason
thereof incomplete or erroneous, the
Superintendent of Census, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior,
may cause such incomplete and unsatisfactory enumeration and census to be
amended or made anew under such
methods as may, in his discretion, be
practicable.

6.
SEC. 6. Each supervisor of census shall,
upon the completion of his duties to the
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior, receive the sum of one hundred and
twenty-five dollars, and in addition thereto, in thickly-settled districts, one dollar
for each thousand or majority fraction of
a thousand of the population enumerated
in his district, and in sparsely-settled
districts one dollar and forty cents for
each thousand or majority fraction of a
thousand of the population enumerated
in such district; such sums to be in full
compensation for an services rendered
and expenses incurred by him, except
that an allowance for clerk-hire may be
made, at the discretion of the Superintendent of Census: Proi,idecl, That in the
aggregate no supervisor shall be paid less
than the sum of :five hundred dollars.
The designation of the compensation per
thousand, as provided in this section,
shall be made by the Secretary of the
Interior ttt le~st one mon,th in advance of

SEC. 6. Each supervisor of census shall,
upon the completion of his duties to the
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior, receive the sum of one hundred
and twenty-five dollars, and in addition
thereto, in thickly-settled districts, one
dollar for each thousand or majority fraction of a thousand of the population
enumerated in such district, and in
sparsely-settled districts one dollar and
forty cents for each thousand or majority
fraction of a thousand of the population
enumerated in imch district; such su·ms
to be in full compensation for all services
rendered and expenses incurred by him,
except that in serious emergencies arising during the progress of the enumeration in his district, or in connection with
a reenumeration of any subdivision, he
may, in the discretion of the Superintendent of Census, be allowed actual and
necessary traveling expenses, and an
allowance in lieu of subsistence not exceeding three dollars per day, during his
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necessary absence from his usual place of
residence, and that an allowance for clerk
hire may be made, when deem ed necessary by the Superintendent of Census:
Provided, That, in the aggregate, no
supervisor shall be paid less th:m the sum
of one thousand dollars. The designation
of the compensation per thousand_, as
provided in this section, shall he made
by the Secretary of the Interior at least
one mouth in advance of the date for the
commencement of the enumeration.

the date for the commencement of the
enumeration.

7.
SEC. 7. That all mail matter of whatever class, r elative to the census and
a<l.dressed to the Census Offi.ce, to the
Superintendent of Census, his chief clerk,
supervisors, or enumerators,and indorsed
"Official business, Department of the
Interior, Census Office," shall be transported free of postage; ancl if any person
shall make use of any such indorsement
to avoid the payment of postage on his private letter, package, or other matter in
the mail, the person so offending shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
subject to a fine ofthree hundred dollars,
to be prosecuted in any court of competent jurisdiction.

SEC. 7. That all mail matter of wha,tever class, relative to the census and
addressed to the Census Office, to the
Superintendent of Census, his chief clerk,
supervisors, or enumerators, and indorsetl
" Official business, Department of the
Interior, Census Office/' shall be transported free of postage; and all mail matter, of whatever class, relative to the
census and addressed to the Census Offi.ce,
to the Superintendent of Census, his chief
clerk, supervisors, or enumerators, and
indorsed "Official business, Department
of the Interior, Census Offi.ce, registered,"
shall be transported free by registered
mail; and if any p erson shall make use
of either of such indorsements to avoid
the payment of postage or of any registry
fee on his private letter, package, or
other matter in the mail, the person so
offending shall be . deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and subject to a fine of
three hundred dollars, to be prosecuted
in any court of competent jurisdiction.

~SEC. 8. No enumerator shall be deemed
SEC. 8. No enumerator shall be deemed
qualified to enter upon his duties until qualified to enter U].>0n his duties until he
he has r ecei vcd from the supervisor of has r eceived from the supervisor of cencensus of the district to which be belongs sus of the district to which he belongs a
a commission, under his hand, authoriz- commission, under his hand, authorizing
ing him to perform the duties of an enu- him to perform the d11ties of an eJJnmeramerator, and setting forth the boundaries tOl', and. setting forth the boundaries of
of the subdivision within which such the subdivision within whlch snch <l.11ties
duti es are to be performed by him. He are to be performed by him. He shall,
shall, moreover, take and subscribe the moreover, take and subscribe the followfollowing oath or affirmation:
ing oath or affirmation:
"I, - - - ----, an enumerator for
"I - - - - - - r esiding at - - - in
takin g the - - - census of the United the doun ty of---', State ( or 'rerrito'ry)
States, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that of---, an enumerator for taking the
I will make a true and exa.ct enumeration - - - census of the Uuited States, do
of all the inhabitants within the subdivi- solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will
sion assigned to me, and wm also faith- make a true and exact enumeration of all
fully collect all other statistics therein, the inhabitants within the subdivision
as provided for in the act for taking- the · assigned to me, and will also faithfully
- - census, and in conformity wi tli all collect all other statistics therein, as
lawfnl instructions whieh I may receive, provided for in the act for taking the said
and will make dne and correct returns census, an<l. in conformity with all lawthereof as required by said act, and will ful instructions which I may r eceive and
not disclose any information contained will make <lue and correct returns thereof
in the schedules, lists, or statements oL- as required by said act, and will :not d,is.~
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tained by me to any person or person1.,,
except to my superior officers.
"(Signed)
- - - ---."
Which sai<l. oath or affirmation may be
administered by any judge or clerk of a
court of record, or any justice of the
peace, or notary public empowered to
administer oaths; which oath, duly authenti cated, shall be forwarded to the supervisor of census before the date fixed
herein for the commencement of the enumeration.
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close any information contained in the
schedules, lists, or statements obtained
by me to any 1)erson or persons, except
to my superior officers.
(Signed)
- - - ---."
Which said oath or affirmation may be
administered by any judge or clerk of a
court of record, or any justice of the
peace, or notary public empowered to
administer oaths; which oath, duly authenticated, shall be forwarded to the
supervisor of census before the date fixed
herein for the commencement of the enumeration, or, in the case of any enumerator appointed subsequent to such date,
before he shall enter upon the discharge
of his duties. It shall be held to be a
violation of said oath or affirmation if
any enumerator shall be accompanied or
otherwise assisted in the performance of
his duties as such enumerator by any person not duly appointed as an officer or
employeofthe Census Office, and to whom
an oath or affirmation has not been duly
administered, as provided in this act.

9.
SEC. 9. No person employed as a clerk
by any supervisor of census, either at the
personal expense of such supervisor or by
authority of the Superintendent of Census, shall enter upon his duties until he
shaTI have taken and subscribed the following oath or affirmation: '' I - - - - - - - , a clerk in the office of the supervisor of census for the-.- . - district
o f - - - , do solemly swear (or affirm)
that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all
enemies, foreign or domestic; that I will
bear true faith and allegiance to the
same; that I take this obligation freely,
without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion; and that I will well and
faithfully discharge the duties of the
office on which I am about to enter, and
will not disclose any information obtained by me in connection with the discharge of such duties, except to my
superior officers. So help me God."
Which said oath or affirmation may be
administered by any judge or clerk of a
court of record, or any justice of the
peace, or notary public empowered to
administer oaths, which oath, duly authenticated, shall be forwarded to the
Superintendent of Census.

9-10.
SEC. 9. It shaU be the duty of each
enumerator, after being qualified in the
manner aforesaid, to visit personally each
dwelling-house in his subdivision, and
each family therein, and each individual
living out of a family in any place of

H. Rep.2-60

SEC. 10. It shall be the duty of each
enumerator, after being duly qualified in
the manner aforesaid, to visit personally
each dwelling-house in his subdivision,
and each family therein, 'and each individual living out of a family in any place
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abode, and by inquiry made of the head
of such family, or of the member thereof
d emed most credible and worthy of trust,
or of such individual living out of a family, to obtain each and every item of information and all the particulars required
by this act. as of date June first, eighteen
hundred and ninety. And in case no person shall be found at the usual place of
abode of such family or individual living
out of a family competent to answer the
inquir'ies made in compliance with the
requirementS- of this act, then it shall be
lawful for the enumerator to obtain the
required information, as nearly as may be
practicable, from the family or families,
or person or persons, living nearest to such
place of abode. The Superintendent of
Census may employ special agents or other
means to make an enumeration of all Indians living within the jurisdiction of the
United States, with such information as
to their condition afi may be obtainable,
classifying them as to Indians taxed and
Indians not taxed.

of abode, and by inquiry made of the head
of such family, or of the member thereof
deemed most credible and worthy of trust,
or of such individual living out of a family, to obtain each and every item of information and all the particulars required
by this act, as of date June first of the year
in WJ.1ich the enumeration shall be made.
And in case no person shall be found at
the usual place of abode of such fa,mily
or individual living out of a family competent to answer the inquiries made in
compliance with the requirements of this
act, then it shall be lawful for the enumerator to obtain the requir'ed information, as nearly as may be practicable,
from the family or families, or person or
persons, living nearest to such place of
~od~
-

10-11.
SEC. 10. And it shall be the duty of each
enumerator to forward the original schedules, duly certified1 to the supervisor of
census of liis district, as his returns under the provisions of this act.

SEC. 11. And it shall be the duty of
each enumerator to forward the original
schedules, duly certified, to the supervisor
of census of his district, as his returns under the provisions of this act.

11-12.
SEC. 11. The compensation of enumerators shall be ascertained and fixed as follows: In subdivisions, where the Superintendent of Census shall deem such
allowance sufficient, an allowance not exceeding two cents for each living inhabitant, two cents for each death reported,
fifteen cents for each farm, and twenty
cents for each establishment of productive
industry enumerated and returned, and
for each surviving soldier, sailor, or marine, or widow ofsuch soldier, sailor or marine returned five cents may be given in
full compensation for all services: Provided, That the subdivisions to which the
above rate of compensation shall apply
must be designated l)y the Superintendent of Census at least one month in ad vance of the enumeration. Rates of compensation for all other subdivisions shall
be fixed in advance of the enumeration
by the Superintendent of Census, with
the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, according to the difficulty of enumeration, having reference to the nature
of the region to be canvassed and the
density or sparseness of settlement, or
other considerations pertinent thereto;
but the compensation allowed to any
enumerator in any such district shall not
be less than three dollars nor more than

SEC. 12. The compensation of enumerators shall be at the rate of three dollars
a day of ten hours, which shall be in full
for all services, except that where enumeration would be more difficult, b ecause of
the natnre of the region to ue canvassed,
den sity or sparseness of settlement, or
other considerations pertinent thereto,
the Superintendent of Census may, with
the consent of the Secretary of the Interior, fix a rate in excess of three dollars,
but not exceeding six dollars per day; but
the subdivisions in which the increased
rate will apply shall be designated by the
Superintendent of Census at least one
month in advance of the enumeration, and
the decision of the Superintendent of
Census as to how many days' service has
been performed by any enumerator shall
be final. No claim for mileage or traveling expenses shall be allowed any enumerator in either class of subdivisions, except
in extreme cases, and then only by authority of the Secretary of the Interior on
the recommendation of the Superintendent of Census. The Superintendent of
Census shall prescribe uniform methods
and suitable forms for keeping accounts
of the number of people enumerated or of
the time occupied in :field-work for the
purpose of ascertaining the amounts due
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six dollars per day of ten hours' actual
:field-work each, when a per diem compensation shall be established by the Secretary of the Interior; nor more than
three cents for each living inhabitant,
twenty cents for each farm, and thirty
cents for each establishment of productive
industry enumerated and returned, ,vhen
aper capita compensation shall bedee~ed
advisable by the Secretary of the Interior.
No claim for mileage or traveling expenses
shall be allowed any enumerator in either
class of subdivisions, except in extreme
cases, and then only when authority has
been previously granted by the Superintendent of Census. The Superintendent
of Census shall prescribe uniform methods
and suitable forms for keeping accounts
of the number of people en um era ted or of
the time occupied in field-work for the
purpose of ascertaining the amonnts due
to enumerators, severally, under the provisions of this act.
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to enumerators, severally; under the provisions of this act.

13.
SEC. 13. The Superintena.ent of Census
may authorize and direct supervisors of
census to employ interpreters to assist
the enumerators of their respective districts in the enumeration of persons not
speaking the English language. The
compensation of such interpreters (not
to exceed four dollars per day) shall be
fixed by the Superintendent .of Census
in advance, and they shall take and subscribe the oath or affirmation prescribed
for enumerators, except that wherever
the wonl "enumerator" occurs in said
oath the word "interpreter" shall be
substituted.

12-14.
SEC. 12. That the subdivision assigned
to any enumerator shall not exceed four
thousand inhabitants, as net.r as may be,
accordingto estimates based on the Tenth
Census. 'fhe boundaries of all subdivisions shall be clearly described by
civil divisions, rivers, roads, public surveys, or other easily distinguished lines.

SEC. 14. That the subdivision assigned
to any enumerator shall not exceed two
thousand inhabitants, as near as may be,
according to estimates based on the preceding -census or other reliable data.
The boundaries of all subdivisions shall
be clearly described by civil divisions,
rivers, roads, public surveys, or other
easily distinguished lines.

13-lo.
SRC. 13. That any supervisor or enumerator, who, having taken and subscribed the oath required by this act,
shall, without justifiable cause, neglect
or refuse to perform the duties enjoined
on him by this act, or sliall, without the
authority of the Superintendent, communicate to any person n t authorized to
recei ve the same, any information gained
by him in the performance of his duties,
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction shall be finecl not

SEC. 15. That any supervisor, enumerator, interpreter, or supervisor's clerk,
~pecial agent or other employe, who, havrng taken and subscribed the oath required by this act, shall, without justifiable cause, neglect or refuse to i,erform
the duties enjoined on him by this act, or
shall, without the authority of the Superintendent of Census, communicate to any
person, not antho1 ized to receive the
same, any information gained by him in
the performance of his duties, shall be
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exceedinCT five hundred dollar ; or, if he
shall wilifully and knowingly swear or
affirm fal ely, he shall be d,e med 0 ·uilty
of pe1jury, and, on conviction thereof,
shall be imprisoned not exceeding three
year , and be fined not exceeding eight
hundred dollai s; or, if be shall willfully
and knowingly make false certificates or
:fictitious returns, he shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction of either of the last-named offense , he shall be fined not exceeding
five thousand dollars and be imprisoned
not exceeding two years.

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
npon conviction, shall be fined not exceeding five hundred dollars; or, if he
shall willfully and knowingly swea~ or
affirm falsely, be shall be deemed gmlty
of perjury, and on conviction thereof,
shall be imprisoned not exceeding three
years, and be fined not exceeding eight
hundred dollars; or, if he shall willfully
and knowingly make false certificates or
:fictitious retnrns, he shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction of either of the last-named offenses, he shall be fined not exceeding
five thousand dollars and be imprisoned
not exceeding two years.

14:-16.
SEC. 14. That if any person shall receive or secure to himself any fee, reward,
or compensation as a consideration for
the appointment or employment of any
person as enumerator or clerk or other
employe, or shall in any way receive or
secure to himself any part of the compensation provided in this act for the services of any enumerator or clerk or other
employe, he shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof,
shall be fined not more than three thousand dollars, or be imprisoned not more
than one year, or both, in the discretion
of the court.

SEC. 16. That if any person shall receive or secure to himself any fee, reward,
or compensation as a consideration for
the appointment or employment of any
person as enumerator or clerk or other
employe, or shall in any way receive or ·
secure to himself any part of the compensation provided in this act for the services of any enumerator or clerk or other
employe, he shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof,
shall be fined not more than three thousand dollars, or be imprisoned. not more
than one year, or both, in the discretion
of the court.

Hi, 17.
SEC. 15. That each and every person
more than twenty years of age, belonging to any family residing in any enumeration di trict or subdivision.; and in case
of the absence of the heaas and other
members of any such family, then any
representative of such family shall be,
and each of them hereby is, required, if
thereto requested by the uperintenclent,
supervisor, or enumerator, to render a true
account to the best of his or her knowledge, of every person belonging to such
family in the various particulars required
by law, and whoever shall willfully fail
or refuse shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in a sum not exceeding one hundred doll ars.
.And every president, treasurer, secretary, agent, director, or other officer of
every corporation from which answer to
any of the schedules provided for by this
act are herein required, who shall, if
thereto requested by the uperintendent,
eupervisor, or enumerator, willfully n eglect or refuse to $'ive true and complete
answers to any mguiries authorized by
this act, or shall willfully give false information, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall

SEC. 17. 'rhat each and every person
more than twenty years of age, belongto any family residing in any enumeration district or subdivision, and in case
of the absence of the heads and other
members of any such family, then any
representative of such family, shall be,
and each of them hereby is, required, if
thereto requested by the Superintendent,
supervisor, or enumerator, to render a
true account, to the best of his or her
know ledge, of every person belonging to
such family in the various particulars required by law, and whoever shall willfully fail or refuse shall be g11ilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in a sum not exceeding oue
hundred dollars .
And every president, treasurer, secretary, agent, director, or other officer of
every corporation and every establisb.ment of productive industry, whether
conclucted as a corporate body, limited
liability company, or by private intlividuals, from which answers to any of the
schedules provided for by this act are
herein required, who shall, if thereto requested by the Superintendent, supervisor, or enumerator, willfully neglect or
refuse to give true and complete answers
I
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be fined not exceeding ten thousand dollars, to which may be added imprisonment
for a period not exceeding one year. ·
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to any inquiries authorized by this act,
or shall willfully give false information,
sha.ll be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on
conviction thereof shall be fined not exceeding ten thousand dollars, to which
may be added ip:iprisonment for a pe!i?d
not exceeding one y ar; and every m1111s- ·
ter of the gospel, judge, or other person,
authorized by law to perform marriages,
and every physician, surgeon, or undertaker, shall render, when required by the
Superintendent of Census so to do, a full,
true, and particular account of the nummer of births, marriages, and deaths in
connection with which he shall have been
employed, together with such other information relative thereto, as the Superintendent of Census, with the consent of
the Secretary of the Interior, may require, and in case of refusal shall be liable to the penalties prescribed by tpis section.

16, IS.
SEC. 16. That all fines and penalties imposed by this act may be enforced by indictment or information in any court of
competent jurisdiction.

SEC. 18. That all fines and penalties
imposed by this act may be enforced by
indictment or information in any court ·
of competent jurisdiction.

17, 19.
SEC. 17. That the schedules of inquiries
at the Eleventh Census shall be the same
as those contained in section number
twenty-two hundred and six of the Revised Statutes of the United States of
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, as
amended by section seventeen of the act
entitled "An act to provide for taking
the Tenth and subsequent censuses," approved March third, eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine, with such changes of
the subject-matter, emendations, and
modifications as may be approved by the
Secretary of the Interior ; it being the
intent of this section to give to said Secretary full discretion over the form of
the schedules of such inquiries: Provided,
however, That said Superintendent shall,
under the aut,hority of the Secretary of
the Interior, cause to be taken on a
special schedule of inquiry, according to
such form ashemayprescribe, the names,
organizations, and length of service of
those who had served in the Army, Navy,
or Marine Corps of the United States in
the war of the rebellion, and who are survivors at the time of said inquiry, and
the wi<lows of soldiers, sailors, or ma- ·
rines : And provided, That the population
schedule shall include an inquiry as to
the number of negroes, mulattoes, quadroons, and octoroons. The report which
the Superintendent of Census (if directed
by said Secretary) is required to obtain
from railroad corporations, incorporated
express companies, telegraph companies,

SEC. 19. Thattheschedulesofinquiries
at the Twelfth and succeeding censuses, ,
and at all other collections of statistics ,
authorized by this act, shall be the same
as those contained in section number
twenty-two hundred and six of the Revised Statutes of the United States of
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, as
amended by section seventeen of the act
entitled "An act to provide for taking '
the Tenth and suusequent censuses," ap- l
proved March third, eighteen hundred
and seventy-nine, with such changes of
the subject-matter, emendations, and
modifications as may be made by the
Superintendent of Census and approved
by the Secretary of the Interior; it being
the intent of this section to give to saidi
Secretary full discretion over the form of·
the schedules of such inquiries. The re- ·
port which the Superintendent of Census ,
(if directed by said Secretary) is required
to obtain from railroad corporations, incorporated or unincorporated express
companies, telegraph companies, and insurance companies, and all incorporated ,
or unincorporated companies doing a
carrying business, whether by land or
water, and from all corporations or establishments, firms or individuals reporting
products other than agricultural products, shall be of and for the fiscal year
of such corporations or establishments .
having its termination nearest to the first
day of October of the year for which said
report may be gathered. The Superin- ,
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and in urance companies, and from all
corporations or tabli hments reporting
product other than aO'ricul tural products
shall be of and for the fiscal year of such
corporations or establishments having its
termination nearest to the first of June,
eighteen hundred and ninety; the Superintendent of Census shall collect and
publish the statistics of the population,
industries, and resources of the district
of Alaska, with such fullness as he may
deem expedient, and as he shall find
practicable under the appropriations
mad~ or to be made, for the expenses of
the ~leventh Census. He shall alf,o, at
the time of the general enumeration herein provided for, or prior thereto, as the
Secretary of the Interior may determine,
collect the statistics of and relating to
the recorded indebtedness of private corporations and individuals, and make report thereon to Congress; and he shall
collect from official sources information
relating to animals not on farms. The
only volumes that shall be prepared and
pubUshed in connection with said census
shall relate to population and social statistics relating thereto, the products of
manufactories, mining and agriculture,
mortality and vital statistics, valuation
and public indebtedness, recorded indebtedness, and to statistics relating to
railroad corporations, incorporated express, telegraph, and insurance companies, a list of the names, or~anizations,
andlength of service ofsurvivmg soldiers,
sailors, and marines, and the widows of
soldiers, sailors, and marines.

tendent of Census may employ special
agents or other means to make an enumeration of all Indians _livin~ within ~he
jurisdiction of the Umted ~tates, with
such information as to their condition as
may be obtainable, classifying them as
to Indians taxe<l and Indians not taxed.
'l'he Superintendent of Census shall collect and publish the statistics of the
population, industries, and resources of
the district of Alaska, with such fullness
as he may deem expedient and as he shall
find practicable under the appropriations
made, or to be made, for the expenses of
the Census Office. He shall also, at the
time of general enumeration herein provided for, or at any other time, as the
Secretary of the Interior may determine,
collect the statistics of and relating to
private wealth and indebtedness, including statistics of farm and home proprietorship, values and incumbrances and
make report thereon to Congress, and for
this purpose he may employ experts and
special agents; and he shall collect from
official or other sources information relating to animals not on farms. '

18,20.
SEC. 18. That each enumerator fa his
SEC. 20. That each enumerator in his
subdivision shall be charged with the subdivision shall be charged with the
collection of the facts and statistics re- collection of the facts and statistics required by each and all the several sched- quired by the popoulation schedule, and
ules, with the foJlowing exceptions, to such other schedules as the Superintendwit: In cities or States where an official ent of Census may determine shall be
registration of deaths is maintained, the used in connection with the decennial
Superintendent of Census may, in his enumeration. In cities or States where
discretion, withhold the mortality sched- an official registration of deaths is mainule from the several enumerators within tained, the Superintendent of Census
such cities or States, and may obtain the may, in his discretion, withhold the morstatistics required by this act through tality schedule from the several enumeraofficial records, paying therefor such sum tors within such cities or States, and mas
as may be found necessary, not exceeding obtain the statistics required by this act
the amount which is by this act author- through official records, not only at the
ized to be paid to enumerators for a sim- time of the decennial enumeration, but at
ilar service, namely, two cents for each such other times and for such periods as
death thus returned. Whenever he shall he may deem expedient, paying therefor
deem it expedient, the Superintendent of such sum as may be found necessa.ry, not
Census may withhold the schedules for exceeding two cents for each death thus
manufacturing, mining, and social statis- returned. Whenever be shall deem it
tics from the enumerators of the several expedient, the Superintendent of Census
subdivisions, and may charge the collec- may withhold the schedules for agricultion of these statistics upon experto and tural, manufacturing, mining, and social
special agents, to be employed without statistics from the enumerators of the
respect to locality. And said Superin- several subdivisions in any or all cases,
tendent may employ experts and special and may charge the collection of these
agents to investigate and ascertain the statistics upon experts and special agents,
statistics of the manufacturing, railroad, to be employed without respect to local-
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fishing, mining, cattle, and other incln s- ity. And said Sup erintendent may emtries of the co unt ry, and of telegraph: ploy experts and ~pecial age-?-t~ to invesexpress, tran sp ortation, an d insurance tigate and ascertam the s~at1stics _of the
companies as h e may desi gn ate and r e- agricultnrnl, m:mufacturrng, ra~lroad,
fishing, mining, cattle, and other mdusquire.
Arnl t he Superintendent of Census shall, tries of the country, and of telegraph,
with the approval of the 1-'l ecretary of the express, transportation, and insurance
Interior, prepar e schedules containiug companies as h e may designate and resuch interrogatories as sh all, in his judg- quire, and at such times and wi~h such
ment, be best adapted to elicit this in- frequency as he shall deem expedient.
And the Snperin tendent of Census shall,
formation, with such specifications, divisions, and particulars under each head with the a)_)proval of the Secretary of the
as he shall deem n ecessary to that end. Interior, prepare schedules containing
Such experts and special agents shall such interrogatories as shall, in his judgtake the same oath as the enumerators of ment, he best adapted to elicit this inforthe several suhdivisiom,, and shall have mation, with such specifications, diviequal authority with such enumerators sions, and particulars nnder each head as
in respect to the subjects committed to h e shall deem necessary to that end.
t hem, and they shall receive compensa- Snch exp erts and special agents shall
t ion at rates to be fixed by the Superin- tak e the same oath as the enumerators of
tendent of Census with the approval of the several subdivisions, and shall have
t he Secr etary of the Interior: Provided, eq_ual authority with such enumerators
Tha t t he same shall in no case exceed six in respect to the subjects committed to
d ollars p er day and actual necessary trav- them, and they shall receive compensation at rates to be fixed by the Superinoling expenses.
tendent of Census with the approval of
the Secretary of the Interior: P1·01•ided,
That the same shall in no case exceed six
. 9-ollars per day and actual necessary
traveling expenses, and an allowance in
lieu of subsistence not exceeding three
dollars per day during their necessary
absence from their usual places of residence.

19, 21.
SEC. 19. Thattheenumerationrequired
b y t h is act shall commence on the first
Mon ilay of June, eighteen hundred and
ninety, and be taken as of that date, and
each enumerator shall prosecute the canvass of his subdivision from that date
forward on each week day without intermission, except for sickness or other urgent cause; and any unnecessa:ty cessation of his work shall be sufficient ground
for his removal and the appointment of
another person in his place; and any person
so appointed shall take the oath required
of enumerators, and shall receive compensation at the same rntes. And it shall
be the duty of each enumerator to complete t h e enumeration of his district, and
to prepare the return!J herein before required to be made, and to forward the
same to the supervisor of his district on
6r before the first day of July, eighteen
hun dred and ninety, and in any city
having over ten thousand inhabitants
under the census of eighteen hundred
and eighty, the enumeration of population shall be taken within two weeks
from the first Monday of June; and any
delay beyond the dates above respectively, on the part of any enumerator, shall
be sufficient cause fo:t withholding the
compensation to which he would be en-

H. Rep. 2393-2

SEC. 21. That the enumeration required
by this act sha.11 commence on the first
Monday of ,June, nineteen hundred, and
on the first Monday of June of the year
in which each succeeding decennial enumeration shall be had, and be taken as of
that date, and each enumerator shall
prosecute the canvass of his subdivision
from that elate forwal'Cl on each week-day
without intermission, except for-sickness
or other urgent cause; and any unnec- ·
essary cessation of his work shall be su.ffi.cient ground for his removal and the appointment of another person in his place;
and any person so appointed shall take
the oath required of enumerators and
shall receive compensation at the same
rates. And it shall be the duty of each
enumerator to complete the enumeration
of his district, and to prepare the returns
hereiubefore required to be made, and to
forward the same to the supervisor of his
district on or before the first day of July
in such year; and in any city having
over eight thousand inhabitants under
the preceding census the enumeration of
population shall be taken within two
weeks from the first Monday of June as
aforesaid; and any delay beyond the
dates above, respectively, on the part of
any enumerator shall be sufficient cause
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titled b. ompliance with the provi ions
of this act, nntil proof satisfactory to the
'uperintendent of Cen us shall be forni bed that snch delay was by reason of
causes beyond the control of such enumerator.

for withholding tlrn compensation to
which he would be entitled by compliance with the provisions of this act, until
proof satisfactory to the Superinten<lent
of Census shall be fnrnished that such
delay was by reason of causes beyond the
control of such enumerator.

20.
SEC. 20. That the sum of six million
four hundred thousaud dollars is hereby
fixed and limited as the maximum cost of
the census herein provided for, exclusive
of printing, engraving, and binding, and
it shall not be lawful for the Secretary
of the Interior or the SuperinteD<lent of
Census to incur any expense or obligation
whatever, in respect to said census, in
excess of that sum; and the sum of one
million dollars is hereby appropriated,
out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to be immediately available, and continue available
until the completion of the Eleventh
Census.

92.
SEC. 22. All appointments provided for
in section three of this act shall be made
in accordance with the provisions of the
act entitled "An act to regulate and improve the civil service of the Government" and the amendments thereto,except
such appointments as the Secretary of the
Interior may in his discretion select from
the trained clerks and experts employed
in taking of the Eleventh Census who
shall have served therein satisfactorily
for two years.

21, 23.
SEC. 21. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, whenever h e
may think proper, to call upon any other
Department or office of the Government
for information pertinent to the enumeration herein required.

SEC. 23. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, whenever he
may think proper, to call upon any other
Department or office of the Government
for information pertinent to the enumeration h erein required.

22, 24.
SEC. 22. Any supervisor of census may,
with the consent of the Superintendent
of Census, remove any enumerator in his
district, and fill the vacancy thereby
caused or otherwise occurring; and in
such cases but one compensation shall be
allowed for the en tire service, to be apportioned among the persons performing
the same in the discretion of the Superintendent of Census.

SEC. 24. Any supervfaor of census may,
with the consent of the Superintendent
of Ceusus, remove any enumerator in bis
district, and fill the vacancy thereby
caused or otherwise occurring.
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~3, 2:i.
SEC. 23. That upon the r eq nest of any
municipal government, meaning t.JJ.ereby
the incorporated government of any town,
village, township, or city, or kindred municipality, the Superintendent of Census
shall furnish such government with a
copy of the names, with age, sex, birth~
place, and color or race, of all persons
enumerated within the territ,ory in the
jurisdiction of such municipality, and
such copies shall be paid for by such municipal governn 1ent at the rate of twentyfive cents for each one hundred names,
and all sums so received l>y the Superintendent of Census shall be accounted for
in such way aFl the Secretary of tho Interior shall direct, and covered into the
Treasury of the United States to l>e placed
to the credit of, and in addition to, the
appropriation herein made for taking the
Eleventh Census.

S1<;c. 25. That upon the request of any
municipal government, meaning thereby
the incorporate<l government of any town,
village, township, or city, or kindred
municipality, the Superintendent of Census shall furnish such government with
a copy of the names, with age, sex, birthplace, and color or race, of all p ersons
enumerated within the territory in the
jurisdiction of such municipality, and
such copies shall be paid for by such municipal government at the actual cost of
making, such cost to be computed according to the number of clerks needed to
make such copies and the time actually
occupied; and all sums so received by
the Superintendent of Census shall be
accounted for in such way as the Secretary of the Interior shall direct and covered into the Treasury of the United
States, to be placed to the credit of the
appropriations for census purposes.

24.
SEC. 24. That the Secretary of the Interior may authorize the expenditure of
necessary sums for the traveling expenses
of the officers and employes connected
with the taking of the census, and the
incidental expenses essential to the carrying out of this act, including the rental
of convenient quarters in the District of
Columbia and the fumishing thereof,
and an outfit for printing small blanks,
tally-sheets, circulars, and so forth, and
shall from time to time make a detailed
report to Congress of such expenditures.

26.
SEC. 26. All records, files, furniture,
and property of whatever nature, including the printing-office outfit, appertaining to and used by the Eleventh Census,
or by any previous census, shall be transferred to the control and custody of the
Census Office created bv this act. The
said furniture and property shall be inventoried by the chief clerk of said office,
who shall be the custodian thereof, and
an attested copy of said inventory filed
and preserved in the office of the Secretary of the Interior.

27.
SEC. 27 . ..(\.nd the Superintendent of
Census is hereby authorized to print and
publish from time to time bulletins containing statements of preliminary and
other results of the various investio·ations undertaken by the office, toO'ether
with such volumes as Congress may hereafter direct and provide for.
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28.
SEC. 28. That if any State or Territory,
through its duly appointed officers or
agents, shall, during the two months beginning on the :first Monday of October
of the year which is the mean between
the decennial ('.ensuses of the United
States by this act directed to be taken,
take and complete a census according to
schedules and forms of enumeration to
be approved by the Superintendent of
Census, and shall deposit with the Secretary of the Interior, on or before the first
of January following, a full and authentic copy of all schedules returned and reports made by the officers aml agents
charged with such enumeration, then the
Secretary of the Treasury shall, upon receiving a certificate from the Secretary
of the Interior that such schedules and
reports have been duly deposited, pay,
on the requisition of the governor of such
State or Territory, out of any funds in
the 'freasury not otherwise appropriated,
a sum equal to :fifty per centum of the
amount which was paid to all supervisors and actual enumerators within such
State or Territory at the United States
censns next preceding, increased by onehalf the percentage of gain in population in such State or Territory between
the two United States censuses next preceding.

29.
SEC. 29. That the Ser.retary of the Interior may authorize il'he expenditure of
necessary sums for the traveling expenses of the officers and employ es of the
Census Office, and the incidental expenses essential to the carrying out of
thi act, including the rental of convenient quarters in the District of Columbia
and the furnishing thereof, and the continuance of the printing office now in
the Census Office, and shall from time to
time make a detailed report to Congress
of such expenditures.

S11::c. 25. That the act entitled "An act

to provide for the ta.king of the Tenth

and subsequent censuses," approved
March third, eighteen hundred and
Reventy-nine, and all laws and parts of
laws inconsistent with the provisions of
this act are hereby r epealed; and all censuses subsequent to the Eleventh Census
shaH bo taken in accordance with the
provisions of tliis act, unless Congress
!:ihall hereafter otherwise provide.
Approved, March 1, 1889.

SEC. 30. That the act entitled "An act
to provide for the taking of the Eleventh
and subsequent censu~es," approved
~arch first, eighteen hundred and eightynme, and all laws and parts of laws inconsistent with the provisions of this act
are hereby repealed: P1·ovidecl, 'l'hat nothing in this act shall be construed to interfere with the operations of th e present
establishment of the Census Office until
the work of taking and compiling the
results of the Eleventh Census shall have
been completed; and all censnses subsequent to the Eleventh Census shall be
ta.ken in accordanee with the provisions
of this act, unless Congress shall hereafter otherwise provide.
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The first, second, a,nd third sections pr~vide for t~e organizat~on of
the office on a permanent basis. In the fourth sect10n_ the _maximum
number of supervisors is increased from 175 to 3_0?, It 1s beheved that
this increase will result in more thorough superv1s10n of the work of enumeration and bring the supervisors and enmneratorsinto closerr~lations1
with resultant benefit to the completeness and accuracy of then· work:.
Sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 are similar to the corresponding sections of the present act, with such minor amendments as have seemed
advisable.
In section 11 the compensation of enumerators has been changed from
a per capita allowance to a per diern., of $3, and in ~par1'ely settled districts a higher rate not to exceed $6 per day. This c~ange, '.3'lthou~h
a radical one, h3:s been deemed necessarr on a~count of the difficulties
encountered durmg the present census m gettmg the enumera~ors to
perform their work accurately and thorougl1ly under the per capita system of compensation. The per diem system was tested by the office in
making the recounts which were necessary in certain cities, and in every
case it was found to work much more satisfactorily than the per capita
system, and to involve little increased expense. Under the present
system the enumerators can not be paid until their accounts are made
up from the schedules returned. The work of examining and auditing
the schedules necessarily requires considerable time, which frequently
necessitates the enumerator's waiting many months for his pay, thus
often causing great inconvenience and hardship.
By section 15, in addition to supervisors, enumerators, etc., special
agents are made also amenable to the penalty prescribed for making
false returns, etc. The necessity for this amendment was made manifest in recent prosecutions of special agents making false returns who
escaped punishment, owing to the insufficiency of the present law.
Section 19, prescribing the inquiries to be prosecuted, corresponds to
section 17 of Eleventh Census act. In it provision is made for continuing the farms, homes, and mmtgages investigation authorized by
the act of February 22, 1890.
The remaining sections are similar to the corresponding sections of
- the present act. Section 28 is a new section and reenacts a section Qf
the census act of 1879 (20 Stats., 734), wherein it was provided that any
State taking an interdecennial census in accordance with the forms
adopted by the Superintendent of Census could draw upon the Treasury for an amount equal to one-half of the cost of the enumeration in
such State at the preceding national census. Several States availed
themselves of this wise provision, which was proposed by Hon. S. S.
Cox, and copies of the returns were filed with the Secretary of the
Interior. As no office force was available for the tabulating of these
returns no use was made of them. With a permanent census office
these State interdecennial census returns would be invaluable, and
could easily and inexpensively be tabulated. This section has therefore been included in the bill, with some slight modifications, which
will make the provision more practical and enable a larger number of
States to avail themselves of the opportunity.
There are a number of minor changes incorporated in the bill, nearly
all of which have been suggested by the experience of the Eleventh
Census and all of which are in the direction of simplifying the work
and increasing the value of the results obtained.
Your committee respectfully begs leave to report back the resolution
with the r~commend~tion that the accompanying bill be passed. It
also submits the testimony taken before the committee and asks that it _
be printed as part of this report.
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT P. PORTER.
WASHINGTON, D. c., March 25, 1892.
Hon. ROBERT P. PORTER, Superintendent of Census, appeared and
addressed the committee as follows:
GENTLEMEN: You will remember that at the meeting last week the
idea was suggested that I should give you something of a bird's-eye view
of the organization of the office, showing the difficulties of organizing
a concern· so large and wide in its ramifications, extending as it does
to every part of the United States, in the time usually allowed for that
purpose. As you-are probably aware, both the Tenth and Eleventh
Oensuses were organized practically in less than a year; in fact but
a few months were allowed in either census for the preparation and
distribution of the schedules to enumerators and the preparation,
printing, and distribution to them of instructions, because alterations
in the schedules and additional inquiries were required by Congress
as late as April 20, 1880, in the Tenth Census, and February 22, 1890,
in the Eleventh Census.
The former act made many important changes in the organic act for
the Tenth Census, not only in reference to inquiries to be made but in
regard to duties of enumerators, methods of enumeration, etc. The
latter act, that of February 22, 1890, called for an entirely new inquiry
of the Census Office, namely, number of farms and homes in the United
States which were owned or hired, whether mortgaged, etc. This
necessitated the adding of five questions to the population schedule and
the preparation of additional instructions to enumerators in regard to
them. It will thus be seen that but little over sixty days were allowed
for the printing of 20,000,000 schedules and their distribution, accompanied by printed instructions to the 50,000 enumerators all over the country, many of them remote from railroads or telegraph lines. This work
was hurried through as rapidly as possible, but much more time should
have been allowed in order that the enumerators might have had greater
opportunity for studying the instructions and becoming thoroughly acquainted with the schedules.
The point I wish to make is the necessity of having all this preliminary work ready. There is necessarily considerable delay under the
present system in the appointment of supervisors and enumerators,
some of the supervisors in the Eleventh Census not getting their commissions until May. The appointments have to be made by the President and then confirmed by the Senate. When it is remembered that
under the law the supervisors are charged with the duty not only of
subdividing their districts into enumeration districts but of selecting
and appointing the enumerators. for said districts, amounting .~o nearly ,
23
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a thousand in some cases, it will be seen what an immense amount of
work must thus be crowded into the last month or two, and even the
la t week or two, before the commencement of the enumeration..
This could easily be remedied in a permanent law. In the :first place,
it could be provided that the supervisors must be a,p pointed at least a
certain time before the enumeration, say three months, or even six
months. As they are paid a certa,i n specified sum, it would not make
a particle of difference in the cost, and it would enable the Superintendent to call upon them earlier. They get $1,000 for their services;
so that you will see that if the date of appointment is fixed,
as it coi;i.ld be in a permanent law, no increased expenditure would
be involved. Besides this, the census. inquiries should be permanently :fixed, and it should be arranged that no changes in them
or additions to them could be made within a certain time before the
enumeration; in other words, that in this respect the books should be
closed in the same way as the stock-transfer books of a corporation are
closed for a certain time before the meeting of the stockholders.
Coming down to the organization itself, we find that within this time
we have to organize the machinery of putting into the field an army of
50,000 enumerators and the necessary number of supervisors to look
after their work. These people have all to be instructed in reference
to their duties, and instruction books can not be sent out until we
know all the inquiries. In addition, they ought to have some kind of
training (at least the supervisors), and it should be arranged that some
trained men from the central office should be sent to important points,
such as the large cities, or wherever there was likely to be any difficulty
in getting out a good enumeration. I consider this matter of instruction and training a very important one indeed.
I have brought with me, and will submit to the committee, lists
showing the organization of the office as it was when at the highest
point, the organization at the present time as reduced to suit requirements, and the propo ed organization of the office under a permanent
establi hment. The e lists are a follows:
ORGANIZATION J.A. TUARY

1, 1891.

Superintendent, chief clerk, assistant chief clerk.
First Division.-Appointments.
Second Division.-Disbursements a.nd accounts.
Third Division.-Geograpby.
Fourth Division.-Population.
Fifth Division.-Vital statistics.
Sixth Division.-Church statistics.
Seventh Di11ision.-Educational statistics.
Eighth Division.-Pauperism and crime.
Ninth Division.-Wealth, debt, and taxation.
Tenth Division.-National and state finances.
Eleventh Division.-Farms, homes, and mortgages.
Tw elfth Division. -Agriculture.
· Thirteenth Division.-Manufactures.
Fourteenth Division.-Min:es and mining.
Fifteenth Division.-Fish and fisheries.
Sixteenth Division. -Transportation.
Seventeenth Division.-Insurance.
Eighteenth Division.-Printing and stationery.
Nineteenth Division.-Statistics of special classes,
Twentieth Division.-Supervisors' correspondence,
Twenty-first Division.-Alaska.
Twenty-second Di·v ision.-Statistics of Indians.
Twenty-third Divisfon.-Social statistics of cities.
Twenty-fourth Division.-Accounts, farms, homes, and mortgages.
, Twenty-fifth Division.-Revision and results.
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PRESENT ORGANIZATION.

Superintendent's Office.-Chief clerk, assistant chief clerk, disbursing officer, and
geograph er.
.
. .
. ·
First Division.-Popu] at1on, Wilham C. Hunt m charge.
Seconcl Division.-M:mufactures, Frank R. Williams in charge.
Third Division.-Agriculture, John Hyde in charge.
.
Fourth Division.-Farms, homes, and mortgages, George K. Holmes .m charge.
Fifth Division.-Vital statistics, Dr. John S. Billings, expert special agent, and
three assistants.
·
Sixth Di1,ision.-Social statistics, Prof. James H. Blodgett in charge.
Seven th Division.-Wealth, debt, and taxation, J. K. Upton in charge.
Eighth Division.-Printing and stationery, Dr. Orland_o C. Ketcham in charge.
Ninth Division.-Revision and results, A. E. Shuman m charge.
SUGGESTED ORGANIZATION OF PROPOSED PERMANENT CENSUS OFFICE.

A.dministrative.-Superintendent, chief clerk, disbursing officer, geographer, population work, and priJ.?-ting.
.
. . .
. .
First division.-Manufactures, mcludmg mmes and mmmg.
Second division.-Agriculture.
T hird division.-Social statistics.
Fourth division.-Vital statistics.
Fifth division.--Wealth and :finance.

A s you will see, the office until recently consisted of twenty-five
divisions. The first division, that of appointments, had very important duties to perform. In addition to the 50,000 enumerators,
2,500 special agents for the mortgage work had to be put in the field,
which was a very difficult undertaking, as it was an entirely new investigation and quite different from other census work. About 1,500
special agents had to be appointed and commissioned for the manufacturing work of the census; and then there were, say, in round numbers, 500 special agents for fish and fisheries and other branches of the
work; in addition to this the special agents of the office, supposed to be
experts, had ·to be selected. Altogether I figure out that nearly 60,000
people have been connected with and helped in one way or another in
the work of the Eleventh Census. The difficulty of securing the right
people, placing the instructions in their hands, and seeing that the work
is done properly, all going on about the same time, is something prodigious, and one can hardly realize it who has not been through it. There
may be some man who will be courageous enough to take the census
under this system again, but I would like to know who be is, and if I
am alive I will help him in any way I can.
Let me give you an idea of the infinite number of blanks required
in the work of taking the census. There is a little paragraph in the
census law which provides for '' an outfit for printing small blanks,
tally-sheets, circulars, etc." Now, that looks like a very little thing.
The ordinary idea of a tally-sheet, for instance, would be that it was a
very simple affair, like the sheets used in an election to tally voters, or
something of that kind. But as you will see from the sheet I hold in
my hand it is a very complicated and intricate piece of work. Thousands of these had to be prepared and printed. Since the beginning
of the Eleventh Census we have printed for the use of the army of
people I have spoken of 120,000,000 copies of blanks from 2,350 forms.
There are now in the census printing office, but not yet printed,
about 50 forms, aggregating about 250,000 copies. These latter are
mainly tabulation sheets.
We had 150 distmct lines of inquiry, and no man can point to a single inquiry conducted by this census that was not authorized by law.
Each of these inquiries ~f course required distinct forms of blanks.
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We had not nl to in tru t the mplo
and pecial agents in the
u of th e blank , but their form had to be devis d and carefully
ow, to 'Uide u in g tting up the e blanks we had only a
prepared.
few rapbook that ome one had had the forethought to u e in saving om of the form of blank in h la t cen u . He had taken them
home, a few copie at a time, and put them into crapbooks. The
Governm nt had taken no care of the e thing in 1885, when the office
wa clo d up. Some of them had been old for wa te paper, others
had been burned, and other lo t.
ow, when you come to the point of
saving, you ha e a good opportunity for it right here.
nder a permanent e~tabli hment it would not be necessary to employ so many of what we call expert pecial agents. You can not get
a man, for in tance, familiar with all the textile industries of this country unle you train him, and train him in that particular work. You
can ea ily ecure a man who i thoroughly acquainted with the woolen
industry.
nother knows all about cotton; another about silk; another
about linen; anoth r about £ lt hats; and o with hosiery, knit goods,
carpets, etc. The e are sufficient to how the variety of textile industries. For each of the e it is nece ary to have different schedules.
You or I alone could not get up any of the e cheuules without advice from experts, ju t a the Way and Means Committee did in preparing the tariff bm.
saving in thi connection, if the office were
permanently organized, would be effected, because we would have one
man who would know not only all about the e industrie , but would
know how to get up the chedule and how to take the facts and marshal
it i , we have to get various persons, each
them when secured.
of whom i. an exp rt in re£ rence to some particular industry-men
getting. 5,000 per year, perhap , or som of them at least. We have
m n tog t up the ·e various schedules and then to take
to a. l th
char · of the coll ·tion of the ini rmation call d for in them. Men of
thi kind, w h ar e I rt in their particular line of bu iness, and
wh und •rtak th w rk more n a ount f the int re t they take in
the tati 'ti-.·
be ll ted than£ r h
mp n ation we are able to
i
11 m mu.-t of ur e b all ed to hav their wn way omewhat
and ·an n t be got d wn to th rerular r utin of office work.
wh t
ing would b ff t d if we could have,
ou ·an r adily
in t ad of tlJi · y t m, n man who a n t only thoroughly familiar
with a h f th variou bran h of produ ti e indu try, but had the
n ce ary · utive ability to tak harge of th whole ubject; such
a man, for iu. ·tan , a Mr. illiam , who ha added the benefits of his
experience in th pr ' nt en u to tho e acquired in the Tenth Census.
1.1 n year · ago G n.
alker' id a was to get ome special expert in
each line of textile indu try. II aid, We will get Ed ward .Atkinson,
of Bo ton, to collect stati tics of cotton manufacturing and tabulate
the return ther . We will let Wyckoff do the silk work. We will let
Bond do the woolen work and make his own tabulations, and so on.
Bnt that fell to the ground when the crisis came, because .Atkinson
wanted to tabulate one way, Wyckoff another, and Bond another.
When the r turns reached the office it was difficult to fit them all together, so that while that was a move in the right direction and secured the first report that had been worth anything at all, there was
the di advantage of having no uniform tables.
In thi · census we appointed some of the same men. We could not
get .Atkinson, but Ed ward Stanwood took his place. He knew all
about cotton, and orth al1 about wool. Mr. Swank, who bad collected
the iron and steel statistics, had his time fully occupied and wanted his
1
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:first assistant, Mr. Sweet, appojnted, and we appointed him. But we
said, Gentlemen, you can make no tabulation. yoursel ve . You send
the facts to the office here and we will talmlate them. In this way we
bave secured uniform re. ults. Now, my notion is that instead of employing these experts rjght along and paying them as we do, and keeping them going back and forth between Boston and W a Lington, and
Philadelphia and Washington, etc., it would be better to pay tllem so
much money for preparing the scnedules, and that is all we need of
them until we get the statistics ready to write tbe report, and then we
could get them to write the report for us. This would result in a great
saving, as can be seen by lookjng at the :figures of what the Bpecial
agents' work has cost in the Eleventh Census. It can easily be ·
shown, because we have kept separate accounts in all these cases.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like t o ask you whether these tabulations
you speak of in the different industries made by men who are interested in these various industries are as reliable as if made by disinterested parties¥
Mr. PORTER. No, sir; I do not think they are in many particulars.
I think the plan we adopted is much superior. But you will understand the difficulties that Gen. Walker had to contend with. The law
was passed just before he had to go to work. It was largely a matter
of experiment. The result was that some very valuable reports were
made ten years ago and some not so valuable. The schedules should
undoubtedly be revised and the tabulations made at one central office.
1 1
J he CHAIRMAN. You obtain th.is information at the central office by
sending experts to collect the statistics¥
Mr. PORTER. Yes, sir; as we did this time, and as Gen. Walker did
to a certain extent ten years ago. These statistics should be collected
on specially prepared schedules by the aid of enumerators or agents
appointed for that purpose and paid by the day. You can always get
nearly everything by sending to the cities and towns. Suppose we
agree to-day to have a special agent for every town of 2,500 inhabitants.
You can see that that covers nearly all, and we can leave the balance,
villages, etc., to the regular enumerators, because they are so small that
there will be very little left,. excepting perhaps in the case of some place
like South Manchester in your own State, Mr. Chairman; but such towns
we know perfectly well and appoint special agents particularly far them.
In that way you cover from 90 to 95 per cent of all the manufacturing industries. This time we appointed 1,100 in round numbers of such special
agents, and thus relieved the population enumerators of all that sort of
work. I would do that in all matters relating to manufactures and
mines and mining. That would be sufficient, because, as I shall perhaps
show later on, a good many things can be thrown out altogether, such
as statistics of :fish and :fisheries, etc. In this way the special agents
now used for these investigations and for collecting• statistics of mortgage indebtedness, which I presume need not.be gone into again, could
be entirely used for manufactures and mining, as I propose here to
combine manufactures and mining. You could find one expert or one
statistician who, with the assistance he could get frorn experts, merely
paying them so much for advice and not employing them right straight
along, could cover all those :fields, and you would then save the cost of
two or three divisions. That is all I care to say on the subject of manufactures. ·
I next come to population. I have here a memorandum in regard to
population, in which I will show you some of the difficulties we have to
contend with in reference to that. The enumeration of the population
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should be the fundamental idea in census work, and any reorganization
of the Census Office should keep one thing constantly in view-to simplify and increase the effectiveness of the populati?n wo~k a?d at the
same time to throw out of the Census Bureau all mvestigat10ns that
do not turn upon a house-to-house canvass or upon a visitation direct
to individual farms or places of industry, except iu the case of social
statistics that do not depe11d upon that. In other words, the census
should be first of all a correct statement of the population in the country and a basis for all these other inquiries, and not the mea,n s-as I
told the chairman last week a,fter you gentlemen had gone-not the
means for a whole lot of people interested in a variety of inquiries to use
the Census Office to enlarge upon their particular lines of inquiry, which,
as a matter of fact, would be conducted just as well in other bureaus as
in the Census Office.
Now, I have spoken of the lack of time to properly prepare for taking
the census. I do not think I need say anything more upon that subject. The strongest point is that with 60,000 people in the field in one
shape or another sufficient time should be given for their careful selection and for instructing them in the use of the 120,000,000 blanks required.
The CHAIRMAN.· How long before the decade commences does the
work of the Census Bureau begin t
Mr. POR'l'ER. 'l'he Superintendent in both the last two censuses was
appointed in April of the year preceding the enumeration, but when I
was appointed I had nothing but one clerk and a messenger, and a desk
with some white paper on it. I sent over to the Patent Offi~e building
to find out all I could get of the remnants of ten years ago and we got
some old books and schedules and such things as we could dig out.
Then the difficulty comes in getting your force together, picking out
your men. I was not able to get more than three of the old men from
this city. Be ide Mr. Wardle and Mr. Williams, there were two men
who were in the public service, one in the Interior Department and one in
the Land Office. I succeeded in getting those two at once. Then, knowing all the old special agents of the Tenth Census, I wrote asking them
if they were prepared to take up the work again. Some were and some
declined. Then I had to look around for experts to fill these different
positions. Looking over the different States, I was only able to find one
man trained in this particular work, and he was in Massachusetts. That
was Mr. W. C. Hunt. He bad had charge of the population work in
Massachusetts in the State census of 1885. He was a young man, but
had shown great aptitude for statistical work, and hence was a good
man to get. In most of the other States, where they took a State
census, it was merely an enumeration of the people, and they took them
as quickly as they could and bad the totals added up.
I knew most of the old census people. Some of them were dead and
some in private business. I succeeded in getting one from Colorado.
That was Mr. W. A. King, who had charge of the statistics of mortality
under Dr. Billings. I was glad to get him. He had a good practice
out there as a lawyer in Denver, where he had gone originally for his
health. I could not pay him as much as he was makin g, but he was
fond of statistical work and was desirous of again taking up the inquiry
he had conducted in the Tenth Census. With these men we started up
the organization.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask you what would be a reasonable
time,. in your judgment,. in which to complete the census 7 say for 1900,.
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the next decade; what would be a reasonable time for the completion of
the whole work-I mean under the present system,
Mr. PORTER. Under the present system it would be very difficult
to make an estimate of that kind. Of course, if you have unlimited
means and not hampered with lack of appropriation, and would pour
money in, you could complete it in a reasonable time; but of course you
would have to contend with an untrnined force, etc.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, how long do you think it would takef
Mr. PORTER. It could not be done under three or four years, and then
there is the natural delay in getting out the large volumes of the census in the Government Printing Office. You see you have to bear
this in mind, and it is a very important fact. The Encyclopedia Britannica has been coming out for a great many years. Our census ten
years ago was equal in number of volumes to that work, and it takes
physically a long time to get them out. That in itself is an enormous
piece of work, and is never really completed. As soon as you get
through with one census you ought to be thinking of another, thinking
how to save money in regard to clerical force, etc. I have explained
how we got our field men and special agents, and have explained the
different kinds of special agents. The two kinds most satisfactory
were those in the recorded-indebtedness work, who, as I explained before, we got entirely on the recommendation of members of Congress,
and who were men available for that work, and the special agents we
had for collecting manufacturing statistics.
Now we come to the office force. There is where we had more trouble. While we can get experts in each particular line of work-they
like to conduct a Government inquiry, it gives them standing-there is
more difficulty in getting trained men for chiefs of divisions. Now, in
the population work I had but one man, Mr. Hunt, but he had an assistant, a lady who had been with him in the Massachusetts bureau,
but she left shortly after the work began. Then we had to take the
brightest men we could find out of those who had passed the office examination. These men had to be trained and instructed, and from them
were selected the section chiefs. Twenty-seven hundred people passed
our examinations and no one ever was appointed as a computer or
copyist who had not passed a good examination. The examinations
were as just and as fair as those of the Civil Service Commission. I was
before the Civil Service Committee last year and Mr. Roosevelt admitted that. In spite of that it was hard to get the proper office force,
because we had not more than ten or a dozen young people who knew
anything about this kind of work. They were at sea and did not know
wbat to do. And it will be so ten years hence.
I think the new law should provide for a skeleton force made up of
this kind of people~ who are now really statisticians. This force
should be under civil-service rules, and the privilege should be given to
employtemporarypeoplewhen thecensusistaken, who should have some
special examination, which examination could be taken long before
the time when they would be needed. When I was in England a year
ago they were preparing then for the census taken in April last. I was
there in October, 1890, and they told me that they had had applications months before that for positions as enumerators and tabulators.
These people had to come and pass examinations and then remain
subject to call. With a permanent organization it would be possible
to have such a system here, and you would have lists of competent
people to call upon who had passed good examinations. As it is now,
however, there is nothing to go upon exc_ept that the newspapers an-
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noun e tbat number, of people are being appointed in the Census Office,
and th n there i a cramble.
1:lleu there i another kind of work-mechanical work-for which we ·
g t people at Jes compensation and without examination wh~ d~d
very good work. But we did not get as good work as tbey did m
Canada for imilar work. There, however, they paid by the piece,
which under the law we could not do. Tiley got more work out of the
clerk , and probably it was as correct. They had the same method of
machine tabulating as we had. There was an opportunity for measuring the con cientiou ness of men and women. Taking 100 as the maximum, it was found that when paid a salary women worked to about 60
per cent of their ability and men 30. But change to piecework and
the men are ahead of the women. In other words, women are the
mo t con cientious workers by the difference between 30 and 60. We
could not pay by the piece in that way. The only way we bad of urging them along was by means of promotion, etc. These are matters of
detail, but are essential in organization, and they ought to be thought
about a long time before the work begins.
Mr. BAKER. I have seen it stated that in England they are able to
get out the census inside of twelve months. Is that true¥ If that is
true, can we by the proper adoption of a system governing the Census
Bureau here be enabled to attain that limit~
Mr. PORTER. Unquestionably. There is no question about it. You
ee, Mr. Baker, we announced the count of the people on the 26th of
ovember, 1890. We then had the population by States in tlie office, and
if we bad had a better trained force we could have soon tabulated the
particular thing that were necessa,ry. Of course the Euglish census
i not anything like as elaborate as ours. 'V\r e could give the census
complete within a year by having a trained force. We could then go
to work and tabulate important facts. Here we have an aggregate
p pul tion of about 63,000,000 cattered over an area of 3,000,000
square mile , with 34,000 minor civil divisions, the boundaries of which
are n tantly changinO', while in Rn O'}ancl the population, 29,000,000,
i contained within an area of 58,000 square miles, divided into about
4,000 ubregi tration di. trict , corre ponding for purposes of enumeration to our minor civil divi ions. You see at once that the conditions
are o entirely different a to prevent any fair comparison.
Mr. BAKER. What I wa trying to ask, could we not by having such ·
a condition a you speak of complete the whole within twelve months 0/
Mr. PORTER. ~o; only population. That is all that England does.
She has only thirteen inquiries, not as many as we have on the population schedule alone. I can take the English schedule and take the
census and have it bound and published in a year; that is, with a good
office force.
Mr. BAKER. I was thinking perhaps the Census Bureau might do it
with a sufficient force.
Mr. POR1'ER. No; you could not do it. You would have to have
such an enormous force that it would be unwieldy and you could not
handle it. And then you would require so many buildings. Think of
the Joss of force and energy in having so many buildings. It would
be necessary, for instance, to cart schedules from one place to another.
We have to-day nearly 2:1,000,000 schedules to keep track of.
Mr. BAKER. I can readily see that one man must superintend this
whole thing. But can you not have one man in entire charge of manufactures, another in charge of agriculture, etc.1
Mr. POR'.I.'ER. That is my proposition here. We had twenty-five
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divisions fo tlrn Oen us Office when it reached it high t point. But my
idea would be to organize the office permanently with five divisious, as
follows:
·
..d.dministrative.-Snperintendent, chief clerk, disbursing officer, geographer, population work, and printing.
First Division.-Manufactures, including mines and mining.
Second Division.-Agriculture.
Third Division.-Social statistics.
Fou1·th Division.-Vital statistics.
Fifth Division.-Wealth and :finance.

I think that is all that is absolutely necessary. I would throw out
of the census altogether the statistics of fish and fisheries. That could
be turned over to the Fish OomIDission. The statistics of transportation, including railroad and water transp0rtation, while they are important jnquiries, can be quite as well conducted by the Interstate
Commerce Commission. 'fhat is a permanent office, and they have a
statistidan to whom they pay $2,500 a year, Prof. Henry 0. AdamR,
who is the best authority on all these matters. I secured him to do this
work for us, and the report on railroad and water transportation bas
been conducted by him. I consider it the most comprehensive report
we have ever had, especially in regard to water transportation. It has
been done very thoroughly, and will make a good basjs for future work.
The Interstate Commerce Commission might well take that matter up.
As to the matter of insurance, if it were found necessary to go into
that I should put it in under the head of wealth and finance, but I
think it might well be thrown out altogether. The States cover the
insurance work. That is one thing they do well, and I do not see the
necessity of the National Government doing it. Ten years ago Gen.
Walker undertook it, but never printed the report.
Mr. HU.FF. If the Census Office is made a permanent bureau, would
it be compatible to associate the Geological Survey with it,
Mr. PORTER. No, sir. That has been talked about, but I think it
would be the very worst thing that could happen, because the census
is now too big, and my idea would be to throw out altogether some of
the inquiries now made and put them into other departments. It is
large enough now for one man to think about, and to have a number of
experts to help him who could be thinking about it all the time.
Now, as to statistics of Indians. The law calls this time not only for
an e11umeration of the Indians but for a statement of their condition.
We have gone into that very thoroughly, and shall have a volume out
in a few mo.nths that will cover that subject for all time to come. It
will be a piece of work that can be kept up in the Indian Office, and
the only thing for the census in the future will be the enumeration of
the Indians. The same thing applies to the investigation into the resources of Alaska. It will be sufficient when the next census comes
around to enumerate the population of Alaska, but not to investigate
its resources.
The same may be said of the farms, homes, and mortgages investigation. That is a matter that will not have to be taken up again, I fancy,
for some time.
Mr. BYNUM. The less we know about that the better.
Mr. PORTER. We have some information about it now, and it will
last for some time. The next thing will be to pay the debts.
Mr. BYNUM. It is not a matter that will be beneficial to any industry.
Mr. PORTER. It is a special matter, and should not go into any permanent census law.
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Th n a to stati tic of education. The only essential things in this
branch 'are illiteracy and chool attendance. I presume the church stati •tic will have to remain with the Oen -a.s Office. I do not know any
d partment that would want them, and by conducting the investigation
in a simple way, as we did this time, a very complete report can be made
without great expense.
Vital stati tics and statistics of special classes must be retained, but
you can throw out the inquiry as to diseases. Then, of course, the inquiry as to urviving· veterans of the war was a special thing for this
census and need not be put in a permanent law. So that, you see, by
cutting these things down you can put the census on a reasonable
basis.
A MEMBER. I have forgotten what your questions were, but some of
them were considered inquisitorial.
Mr. PORTER. Those were questions relating to mortgage debt and
in regard to disease. These last have been asked in England, and
vital stati. -ticians, especially Dr. Billings, were anxious to have
them in. They were asked ten years ago. They gave rise to some
criticism, but there is this advantage in criticisms, that they have interested people in the census and have attracted attention te the defects in the system. These things are not new; there were just as many
complaint ten years a.go, and a little more, because the last decade
has been an epoch of great development in cities. Ten years ago the
rate of increa e in urban population was much lower than in the previous decade, but now there is more complaint in cities. This time one
or two have been especially noisy, St. Paul, Minneapolis, etc., but all this
has brougbt the whole matter more generally before the attention of the
public, and now i the time to do something toward making the census
a permanent bureau. If you let it sleep people will say, "Oh, the
c n u , that i a mall matter; it will be time enough to attend to that
wh n we come to it."
MEMBER. The question of the greater increase of cities at the
expen e of country towns is a matter that you <lo not go into-the
rea on for it.
Mr. PORTER. Yes, sir. When you think that 30 per cent of the population to-day live in cities of over 8,000 inhabitant and 36 per cent are
found in places of over 2,500 (village in which the occnpations are not
rural), and when you consider that 42 per cent of the population of this
great country are living to-day in cities of 1,000 inhabitants, it is a
very serious matter. Then, if you come down to the question of l1ow
they are living, you will :fittd, and it astonished me, that 66 per cent of
the population in these cities live in houses containing more than 20
people; that is to say, the majority of them live in the great tenement
houses. But I am very happy to say that w bile all this is true, the
dwelling houses, individual homes, and by that I mean one family in
one home, are iucrea ing relatively; that is to say, the number of dwellings_ in the _country at large has increased 28 per cent, while the populat10n has rncreased 25 per cent. But there has been a serious decrease in the size of the families. In other words, if families in the
United States were as large to-day as in 1880 the population would be
70,000,000. That is where we got leit a little. For instance, in 1870
there were 5.9 persons in a family; in 1880, 5.4. Now, estimating on
that, we said the number in 1890 ought to be about 5, but we were
surprised to find that it had shrunk to 4.91, and that difference would
give about the number of population to make up 64,000,000. So that
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you see the people of the country, and not the Superintendent of Census, are responsible for that.
Of the native married women 20 per cent are apparently barren. Onefifth of the married women in New England are having no children.
Families are massing in these large cities a11d live in small rooms, and
have no object in increasing and multiplying.
The difficulty in obtaining a complete list of the minor civil divisions
of the country and correctly defining their boundaries bas been one
of the great troubles in the present census, which a permanent office
could easily overcome. There are 34,000 places all over the country the areas and boundaries of which have to be established.
That is where the English census has the advantage. There the areas
have all been established for a century. Here _new States are being
formed, new counties are constantly being laid out, and the minor civil
divisions are changing frequently. These changes should be kept right
up and the lists corrected accordingly.
Mr. LAWSON. Which of the seven divisions do you consider the
most accurate Y
Mr. PORTER. My proposition now is to have five divisions. In the
present census, during most of the time, we had twenty-five.
Mr. L.A. wsoN. Of the twenty-five divisions which do you regard as
the most accurate Y The population work, enumeration of the people,
vital statistics, manufactures, etc. Y
Mr. PORTER. The most accurate work, of course, is tbe financial work,
because that is susceptible of proof everywhere. It includes every
town of over 1,000 inhabitants. The first thing the town or
county clerk does when he receives these bulletins is to turn to his own
town and verify the figures, and therefore the most accurate work must
be the financial work, for anyone can prove that. The next most accurate work of this census is probably the statistics of manufactures, because there we had a very good line of special agents, who were paid
by the day and did the work quietly and did it well, and I think that
is probably the next most accurate work, excepting, perhaps, the recorded-indebtedness work, which, so far as transcribing from the records
was concerned, was absolutely accurate. Of course, many elements enter
into the fiual correctness of this work, such as partial payment, etc.,
which affected the accuracy of the results to a certain extent, but
probably n.ot over 5 per cent.
Then, in the matter of population, of course the test of population
work is analysis. When you come to analyze the results you can prove
their accuracy. They prove themselves. For instance, if families had
been as large this time as they were ten years ago, then you might begin to question the population work. But there was diminution in the
number of births, which had its effect upon the population returns.
Mr. L.A.WSON. Has it been demonstrated that there has been a diminution of births Y I do not believe in it. I think there is an increased
mortality.
Mr. PORTER. In some parts of the country there has bee:µ a diminution of births, notably in the New England States. You see in those
States you have the State censuses as well as ours. There you have a
pretty good line of statistics. The State censuses are taken midway
between the Federal censuses.
Mr. LAWSON. Is there not a bureau ofvitalstatisticsineveryStatet
Mr. PoR'.l.'ER. No, sir; I wish there was.
l\fr. L.A. wsoN. Do not all States keep records of deaths!
Mr. PoR'.l.'ER. No, i:,ir; the only Southern State whose records w~
R. Rep. 2393-3
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ould n~e wa

labama. That State has a very good registration sysfew other States, eight, I believe, including New
J ers
l\la · a •bu ett ,, etc., amou11ting to about 17 per cent of the populatiou in which the record are complete. So as to 17 per cent of t1?-e
population we get <l.eath retums as complete, probably, as they do m
Eugland, but a to tbe rest the returns are utterly worthless. For
in tm1ce, an enumerator calls at a house, say a teiiement house, and
iIH]_uire, how many deaths there have been in that house during the
y ar. Of cour e, you see, he can not get them. The enumerators do
not get more than 50 per cent of the deaths. In fact, we can not tell
anything about it.
Mr. BAKER.· Do you find that the increase in the number of per~ons
to a family tbat you have spoken of is greater in manufacturing than
in agricn]tural centers,
Mr. PORTER. In the large cities there ha8 been a great decrease. In
the South I think tbere bas been very little change.
Mr. BAKER. Is it true of manufacturing cities more than of commercial citie ,
Mr. PORTER. Wen, I think the most glaring case probably is- New
York, which is a combined manufacturing and commercial city. In
Philadelphia it is much less so. That is a city of homes.
:Mr. BAKER. Then you think the number of homes has more to do
with it than any occupation in life~
Mr. PORTER. Well, of course, manufacturing attracts people to leave
the country districts.
Mr. BAKER. We very frequently see it stated in the papers that in
manufacturing di::-.tricts the employment of children is of such a nature
that it unfit them for marriage, etc.
1r. PoR'rER. That is undoubtedly true to a certain extent.
The rr rm,uN. In many States the employment of children is forbidd n uncl r a certain age. In our State the limit is 16.
The collllllittee then adjourned uutil Friday, April 1, 1892.

t m. 'Iherc ar only a

WASHING-TON,

D. C., April 1, .1892.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT P. PORTER-Continued.
Hon. ROBERT P. POR'.l'ER, Superintendent of Census, continued his
statement before the committee, as follows:
Mr. CHAIRMAN .A.ND GENTLEMEN OF THE COMMITTEE: As suggested
last week I have prepared an estimate of the amount that might be saved
in census work by certain changes in the law, the idea being to throw
out ome matter that we were really burdened with this time and which
ought to go to other bureaus. .As I stated last week, the fundamental
idea of cen us work should be the enumeration of the population, and
any reorganization of the Census Office should keep one thing constantly in view, to simplify and increase the effectiveness of the population work and at the same tiine throw out of the Census Bureau all
investigations that do not turn upon a house-to-house canvass or upon
a visitation direct to individual farms or places of industry, except in
the case of social statistics that do not depend upon that. In other
wo!'ds,.thecensus should be, first of all, a correct statement of the population m the c~untry a~d a basis for all th~se other inquiries. In the
case of education, for mstance, as 1 explamed to the committee, the
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investigation should be confined to as few things as possible, illitera~y,
etc., which the Bureau of Education could not collect, but other mformation in reference to education could be collected by the Bureau of
Education as well as the Census Office could do it.
The chairman asked me to submit this morning an estimate of what
could be saved by a permanent bureau op. the basis of such an organization as I proposed, which was simply five divisions. The population
work would. be part of the administrative branch of the office, under
the direction of the Superintendent. The first division, manufactures,
would include mines and mining; second division, agriculture; third
division, social statistics, would include education, church statistics,
pauperism and crime, etc.; fourth division, vital statistics, would include statistics of births and deaths, statistics of special classes, that is
to say, the deaf, dumb, insane, etc.; and the fifth division, wealth and
finance, would include municipal and county debt and taxation, national and State finances, etc.
That, I think, would cover everything that was necessary. I would
throw out altogether, as I said before, statistics of fish and fisheries,
because they could be better collected by the Fish Commission. Their
method is to take one section of the country at a time, as there is no
special n:eed of working up the whole country at once. Take the Great
Lakes, for bstance. They send their expeTts there and work up that
section completely. After they have thoroughly digested that information and tabulated the results they then take the Atlantic coast,
then the Pacific coast, and following those down they would do the
work precisely as we would do it. It is useless to send ordinary enumerators on such work, because it is necessary to have men who know
something about fish.
Then, again, take insuranQe. That should be thrown out, because it
is something that the States go into thoroughly themselves.
The present law calls for an inquiry into the condition of the Indians.
This work has been thoroughly done and will not need to be gone into
again.
I have here a table showing inquiries that could be taken from the
Census Office and given to other bureaus, and also inquiries not likely
to be gone into again, such as farms, hom~s, and mortgages, surviving
veterans of the war, condition of Iudians, etc. In this way a saving
could be effected in round .figures of $2,050,000, as will be seen by the
following table:
Farms, homes, and mortgages . - .• _•• - ____ . - • • • • . . • • . • . • • . • • . . . . . . . . • . • . $1, 500, 000
V ~terans of the: war ... _... _______ ...... ___ .. ___ ..... _......... _. _ ... _.
100, 000
Fish and :fisheries ........ - ...... - - ... __ . _.. - ~ .... ___ ... _. _... _..... ___ .
150, 000
Transportation, water and rail .... __ .. ___ .. ____ ... ___ .... _........ __ ...
150, 000
Insurance .. - - - - . - - -- •. - -....... ___ .. _______ ...••••. __ ...... __ ...... _..
75, 000
Indians, condition of...... . . . • • • . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • .
75, 000
2,050,000

· In other words, this amount has been spent on tb.ose inquiries which
another census would not have to take up, that is, which a census
organized on this principle would not take up.
I also referred last week to a proposed change in the method of employing experts. I saiq that under the present system it was neces~
sary to have one expert in charge of cotton, another in charge of wool,
and so on, whereas if we had a trained man, who knew all about the
industries of the country, constantly at work, he would be able to get
along by calling upon certain people to simply get up his schedules,
and, if necessary, to help him with the report, and leave the interim to
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the office. It would be much safer to do that. I can say this also from
th tandpoint of a special agent, because I was a special agent myself
t n y ar ago, but I came here and attended to my work and got
through. A great many experts could not do that. They come here
and giv part of their time to the work, but they feel that they should
be 1mid l'ight along, because they are thinking about the work all the
time and because of their expert knowledge. There are about thirty
special agent connected with the Census Office of the class I speak of,
men of ability and character and high standing in their particular line
of inquiry. At the same tjme I believe you could get those men for
the next cen 'US if you include iu the law a paragraph authorizing the
Superintendent of Census to employ, say, thirty experts and to pay
them a :fixed sum for their services, not to exceed $500. This would involve a minimum expenditure for expert special agents of $15,000, instead about $180,000, as under the present system.
Mr. TAYLOR. For how long a time would they be employed~
Mr. PORTER. Not for any specific time at all. They could be paid
in the same way as supervisors are paid, who get $1,000 each for their
work. The same thing might be done in the case of expert special
agents, except that the amount might be left to the discretion of the
Superintendent, not to exoee1J $500, however. I merely throw this out
as a suggestion. I think in this way you could get advice and suggestions from these men in the preparation of these schedules, that is,
when they are needed.
Gen. Walker started out with the jdea that the experts could go
ahead and collect statistics in each particular line and make their own
tabnlatfon. That utterly failed, and we did not do it this time. We
did our own ta,b ulating here. There a considerable saving could be
effected. We had twenty-six separate inquiries in the manufacturing
divi iou alone. For instance, lumber and· sawmills, timber productswe had an expert for that; slaughtering and meat packing· we had an
expert for, but only paid him $:WO; that is to say, lie was paid by the
day, but we only agreed to pay him for enough days to make up $200.
The rnqmry into chemical manufactures and salt is a much larger one,
involving auout 150,000,000 of capital. There we had two special
ag nt. , or l'ather one pecial agent and an as istant. Olay and pottery
product , we had a man for tllat. Coke and glass, we had Mr. Weeks,
of Pitt burg, for that. For cotton we had Mr. Stanwood, of Boston.
Dyeing and finishing we practically did ourselves, and we had a man
who had had experience in that ten years ago and who was a good censui:, man. He would go to buying e tablishments and , get information
and work up the subject in that way. We had an expert for iron and
steel. We had an expert for printing and publishing-the same man
employed ten years ago, as we had in mo t cases. We had an expert for
ship building, and an expert for silk goods who, however, did not receive
full compen ation. He received pay occasionally, but that work was
largely done by one of our own men under the general direction of Mr.
Ross, who is the editor of the principal silk journal of the United States.
The stati ·tics of agricultural implements, paper mills, boots and shoes,
leather, etc., we took ourselves without any experts.
I have here letters written by some of our experts in regard to what
they think would be a fair saving on the basis of a permanent organization. They run about the same, yet not one of them knew about any
other being asked and each told me his own views. The first one I
have here is from Prof. Blodgett, who has had charge of the statistics
of education. The point about his letter is this: his idea is that illit-
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eracy must be investi gated by the census and also Rchool attendance,
but that other information can be as well secured by the Bureau of
Education. His letter is as follows:
In reply to the inquiry regarding the general pecuniary saving in the long run
upon educational investigations were the census. made permanent, I ha"."e the honor
to state that estimates must vary greatly accordmg to the extent to which the office
will maintain the 0o-eneral educational inquiries of the past six censuses. Much must
also rlepend on the freqnency with which results are to be -published. The expense
wonld depend upon the rank and compensation of the clerical help assi~ned.
The effect of permanent organization would at once be evident in makmg yet more
general the existing disposition to harmon~ze local system of. report to th~ forms
that might be adopted by the Censm; Office m regard to essential facts. This alone
would produce a great economy of correspondence, of printing, 3:nd of clerical labor.
Having no information on cost of rent, printing, and cel'tam other matters of
general administration, it is necessary to speak in relative rather than absolute
terms.
Illiteracy must be investigated by the Census almost beyond any possibility of
question. The gross receipts and expeuditures for public schools may be t~eated
with school attendance or with the general subject of wealth, debt, and taxat10n.
On the presumption that the same general results would be sought as in the
Eleventh Census, I beg to outline as a skeleton form: one expert, one clerk who,
as now, might also have charge of the Census library, one clerk who should be a
typewriter for necessary correspondence. The enhrg-ement of this force in special
years would depend on the decision regarding frequency of publication.
The necessary furniture, desks, typewriter, letter-press, chairs, cases, and minor
equipments in use in the present census could be made available without additional
expense.
·

The next letter is from Mr. Wm. C. Hunt, who had ten years' experience in the Massachusetts bureau of statistics, and, as I said last
week, was one of the young men I was very glad to get, because he had
had the right kind of training for this work. He says:
After careful consideration of your request of the 28th instant, as to what general
saving in the long run would be effected in the work of this division by the establishment of a permanent Census Office, I am of the opinion that the work could be
accomplished for at least one-fourth less relatively than it has cost to do the work
under the present temporary organization.
With a nucleus of trained and experienced employes, whose tenure of office is secure and compensation provided for by annual appropriations, and with a large
temporary force of limited employes at a compensation not higher than $50 per
month, there is no reason to suppose but that the great mass of work in this division
can be done much more economically, and, by more thorough and competent supervision, more accurately and expeditiously.
'l'his statement is based largely, of course, upon my general knowledge of census
work, and the saving which might actually be effected by aP-tual experience under
a permanent organization might be even more than indicateg. by me. Certainly it
can not be very much less in any event.

Mr. Olcott, the writer of the next letter, has, under Dr. Billings, had
charge of what we call this time statistics of special classes. Ten years
ago we called them the defective, delinquent, and dependent classes. In
them are included the deaf, dumb, blind, insane, idiotic, etc. In this
division great ad vantage would accrue from a permanent establishment,
because it would be able to keep up lists of institutions, etc., and there
would be, as he says, a saving of about 25 per cent. He writes:
I have the honor to reply to your instructions of the 28th instant, relating to the
percentage of saving which would accrue to this division by a permanent organization, that in my opinion at least 25 per cent could be saved by the employment of
trained, experienced clerks. ThiA estimate alludes almost entire]~r to the clerical
force.. _T_he cost of training n ew clerks and the constant change in 'the personnel of
the div1s10n have done much to retard and delay the work, and conAiderable work has
been clone over on account of the inexperience of new clerks. It is impossible for
me ~o estimate on saving in printing, supplies, rent, etc., but I presume it to ba
considerable.

The next letter is from Dr. David T. Day, of the U. S. Geological
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n ye T, wl10 without compen. ation, took charge of the collection a~d
ta nlatiou of ,'tati ti· of mine aud mining in this cernms. You will
n t what h a: a to the aving which can be accomplished in a perman nt bur au by ·ecuriug through corre pondencew~at must now _be
obt, in ,d by mean of exp n ive traveling agents. I tried to emphasize
thi la t we k. The work of the mortgage divi ion has shown what can
be accompli h d by corre pondence, that is by sending out circ1;1lar inquirie . I never believed it pos ible before to do so much in this way.
For in tance, in the State of Kansa" 85 per cent of the people answered
the ritt n inquirie of the office. From this you can see what can be
effected if you only work up the people to the point and keep the lists
up. When I nw Dr. Day's e timate of a saving of 50 per cent it startled m for a moment, but his statement as to the lists explained it,
becau e he i able him elf in the Geological Survey to get up very respectable retums in this way. But his letter speaks for itself. It is
as follows:
In reply to your favor of yesterday, requesting an estimate of the saving in cost
of taking future minino- censuses if the Census were made permanent, I would say
that tho saving would be fully 50 per cent, principally in the direction of rendering
a new oro-anization unnecessary and by providing means for keeping up a complete
list of the producer , by which the entire mining census could be taken practically
by corre pondence without any considerable number of expensive :field agents.
Thi , it should be uuuerstood, is my estimate of the saving over what the next
census would otherwise cost. This is not speculation, as has been shown by the
pr ent censn , where, in spite of a great increase in the number of producers to be
oanva ed, the expen e was recluced by more than half. I clo not, however, think
that the next census can be takon for the small cost of the present one. A complete
list of the producers to start with would mean a saving of at least a year in the
time of final publication.

I have a hort letter here from Mr. Ivan Petroff, who was the special
ag nt in charge of the work of enumerating the population and investigatin · tbe r ources of la ka. Ile states thatth
oll tion of population and the other statistics in Alaska could be accomplish d by a p rm:rn nt or~anization in xperienced hands, and by means of preliminar.v orr spond nee a. e<l upon experience already acquired, at a reduction in
e penditur f from 30 to 40 per cent.

Of ur e, as the y ars go on, it will be easier to get at Alaska, which
will help to reduce the cost of the census there.
I have a letter h re from Mr. W. A. King, who had charge, under
Dr. Billing. , of the vital-statistic~ work, both in the present census
and in the Tenth Oen. u . I wish Mr. Lawson was here this morning,
becau e, a you will remember, he a ked Reveral questions at the last
meetino- a to vital . tatistics, especially with reference to systems of
regi tratiou, etc. The nine registration States and the large number of
citie -eighty, I think-which have a complete system of registration
will give u, returns of deaths on a basis of twenty millions of population. Now, all that could be secured at very small cost between these
years from the various State departments of health, and then we should
have a good deal of the work done by the time what we call the zero
year-the cen us year- comes around.
Mr. King writes in reference to this question of saving:
In response to your request for an estimate of the saving in cost of compilation
o_f the mortality ancl vital statistics, whic?- might be effected by a permanent establi shment of the Cen. us Office and the mamtenance of a small force in this work I
have the honor to rnport that I have already given this subject much thouo·ht a~d
made a very careful tudy of the various items of expense involved in pro:ecuting
th e work under the present method.
There are circumstances connected with the work of the divi8ion which woulcl be
most particularly and favorably affected by a permanent organization. The data

,
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usually embraced in a census report, relating to deaths occurring during the" census
year," so called, have not.only been collected, b-?,t beyond_ an_d outside of the cen~us
year most valuable material has been collected f_or our prmc1pal and representative
cities for the whole period of five yeal's ·p receclmg the census year, and the same
exhaustively compiled.

Dr. Billings tells me that th~ collection of vita~ statistics, returns ?f
death, etc., ouee in ten years 1s really of very little u_se, and ~ha~ 1s
one reason why in this census we went back five year~ m_ the p~rnc1paJ
registration cities. Now, under a permanent orgamzat10n this work
could very well be done every year, and you would have a basis of returns each year, which would be ofvery great importance to the medical profession.
.
The amount of work thus accomplished, Dr. Billings says, outside of
the regular census work, may best be appreciated when stated to be
about equal to the whole work involved in compiling the mortality returns of the Tenth Census, which forms about two volumes of the
Tenth Census Reports.
This is a very good comparison. In other words, Dr. Billings, whois to-day the best man in the world on that subject, is better satisfied
with the results he has got from these States and cities than the entire
work of the Ten.t h Census. That is, you may obliterate all the enumerators' work and he would still be better satisfied with the results
thus obtained than with the whole work of the last census.
Mr. King continues:
With a permanent force, all this and much additional work in the same line, of
great value, could be collected and completed during the interim, besides the preliminary work usually essential, without interfering with the rapid performance of
the work of the census year.
As the result of my experience in charge of compiling these returns during this
and the Tenth Census I am convinced that a saving of fully 20 per cent in the ordinary
cost of this worlc could be effected by m.aintaining a small force of trained and experienced
employes on a permanent basis. Besides the argument of a considerable saving in the
actual cost of the work, the incalculable increase in the value of t_h e statistics resulting from the earlier publication made possible by thorough organization and
understanding of all the details on the part of employes selected to form the skeleton
organization should furnish sufficient reason for permanency of the office.

Now, the gentleman who writes that letter is, as I have said, the
chief of Dr. Billings' division in this census, as he was in the last
census. Be is the man I was able to get from Colorado. Re had a
fine law practice, but was willing to abandon it to take up this work,
and I have no doubt under a permanent organization such a man
would settle right here, and should he do so it would insure the accuracy
of these statistics.
To show you the character of that man and the thoroughness of his
work, I will tell you that from that one small division 35 clerks have been
called to the permanent service of the Government in . other Departments and bureaus. So well had he trained them, so well were they
selected, that other bureaus were glad to get them, and they were a
serious loss to the census. And I am losing them right now on account
of the small pay and the superior inducements of permanent positions.
Mr. A. E. Shuman, who writes the next letter, is the bead of the division of revision and results. He has no particular work of his own
except that he revises all other work. He was at the head of an important division ten years ago and is a very careful calculator. If you
had his checkmark on anything depending on the accuracy of the calculation you could pay out millions of dollars on it. He estimates a
saving of 25 per cent on the general cost of the whole census work.
The CHAIRMAN. I should think you could make an approximate esti-
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mat ., b a nmhlg hat th offi had run a, a permanent bureau fr?m
h, I : , f th t nth until the pr , nt cellsus and compare that with
11 ,
m 'OU n w h
.
~ r. P RT~ • That i a very good idea, and I will get Mr. Shuma~ to
d that. All timat of co t, however, hould be made after throwmg
out th farm , horn , and mortgages inve ·tigation and tba,t relating to
,1 ran of the war, b cause those were special things and not likely
to om up ag in. It may b that when the time for taking the next
c n us ome there will be other pecial subjects of investigation, but
th y will ha e to be arranged for when the time comes.
The next letter i from Mr. Leland, who has been chief of the division
of geoITTaphy in th present cen us under Prof. Gannett. He makes a
su ·o- tion which I thlnk is a good one in regard to the proposed permanent cen u law that it should provide for a geographer. I must
coni that was an important omission, but we had so good a geograph r in thi' cen u who was working for us for nothing that I did
not think of it, but of course the Census Office should have one.
Mr. Leland write :
Your letter of the 28th instant, in which you ask an estimate of the percentage of
saving which, in my opinion, wonld be accompli hed in the geographical division of
th C n ns Office with a permanent organization of trained and experienced employcs, is r ceived. In answer I would say that I would, with snch a force, be
·w illing to enter into contract (and give proper bond) to obtain and produce the same
character of r ult that have been olitained of this division since its organization
in .June, 1889, for 65 per cent of what the cost has actually been.
With a keleton org-anization in this division, runnin'g from one decade to another
without any intermediate special investigations by the Census Office, such as might
be inaugurated und r a permanent bureau, the work of preparing for the Twelfth
C usus would co t le s, surely no more, than has been the cost of the work of this
divi i n for this ensus. 'bould there be intermediate investigtttions, the work of
th di vi i n w nlcl cost nothing additional. The larger and more material saving to
th<' ffi · woul<l, however, b iu the divi ions affected by tho information supplied
th •m l>y his divi ion. Tb 'np rinten<lent, in his report (Senate Ex. Doc. No. 1),
on pug 9, ay , "1I r i lai<l th £ unclation on wllich the work is built." With the
w rl p rtaining to th divi ion maturely con id •red, and ample time given for its
pr •para ti n, a vny lur •e saving f niouey in th settlement of enumerators' accounts
and th
mpilation of 1>opulation and all other stntistics by minor civil divisions
w uld r ult. ( ''e aid Bx. Do ., Geographical Division; page 9; Population, fifth
para1rraph of pag 11; nd General Conclusions; last part of the third paragraph,
page 26.)
'!Jrn far we have considered only the question of expense from a given standpoint,
and the poi;caible savincr in a few given lines. It is almost impossible to say to what
extent the roal saving would run, because much of the work is interchangeable in
many of its parts, all(l a saving in one branch implies a resultant saving in several
others. I n<.itice that the bill before the Senate does not provide for a geographer,
Should a pornianent bureau be established, it wonld not be advisable or pra cticable
to call upon other bureaus to furnish free such an officer, and in my judgment one
should be provided for fn the bill.

Mr. Leland had charge of part of the population work ten years ago,
after which he was employed in the Interior Department here, and I
succeeded in getting him to take charge of this minor civil division
work.
This letter is from Rev. Fred. H. Wines, secretary of the State Board
of Public Charities of Illinois. He has had charge of stath,tics of pauperism and crime, etc., in the censuses of 1880 and 1890, and also rendered material assistance to Gen. Walker in the census of1870. He says:
Your inquiry as to what general saving would accrue in the work of the sixth
division, were the Census Office made permanent, is received.
The chnracter of the saving which would follow can be easily stated. It would
c.onsist in two things, chiefly: first, in avoiding unnecessary duplication of work
already done; second, in avoiding waste in the form of misdirected and futile effort
after the unattainable. Continuous work is always more fruitful in comparison to
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its cost than spasmodic, intermittent attempts to accompli._sh great results in a limited time, with inadequate resources. An additional savrng would ~e effected by
having at least a skeleton force of clerks who would understand what 1s expected of
them, and would.not have to be taught their duties and the outlines of the subject
to be investigated.
.
.
A permanent office with permanent quarters, would of course be economical m
the matter of rent and furniture. In respect of postage, printing, and stationery, I
do not see how it could make much di:fference in cost.
I am unable to estimate the amount of the saving in all ways, and unwilling to
hazard a guess.

Mr. Charles F. Pidgin, chief clerk of the Massachusetts bureau ot
labor statistics, a man of great,experience in census and statistical matters, and who had charge in the Eleventh Census of statistics of :fish
and :fisheries, writes:
I have given very careful study to your circular letter of the 28th instant, _relating to the comparative expenses of a permanent Census Office and one temporarily organized. The history of this bureau ( Massachusetts Bureau of Labor Statistics) has
been that of a constant struggle to so increase the scope and work of the bureau as
to enable us to keep clerks employed during the entire year, and thus always have
a force of "trained and experienced employes," so that whenever the exigencies of
the service required a large increase in the number of clerks we should have a well
trained and disciplined body as a nucleus. In the early days of the bureau a force
of three clerks, employed from three to six months, did the statistical work required
in the reports. At the present time we run a force of forty clerks for four months in
the year and about twenty-five for the balance. We comider that this for,ce of
twenty-five experienced clerks will be of great value to us when the time comes for
taking the State census of 1895, for with the improved methods of tabulation in use
in the office we do not estimate that it will require more than :fifty clerks to do the
work of the next census, consequently we shall have nearly enough experienced
clerks to do the work.
This advantage, although plainly apparent to the mind, it is hard to express in a
percentage. This percentage must be based upon such gains as the following,
which, as you will see, it is hard to reduce to figures.
(1) The organization of the office being permanent, we are able to consider our
work, prepare schedules and instructions, devise tables, and work out the entire
machinery of an investigation months in advance of doing the field work.
(2) Knowing that the office is permanent, we prepare our printed forms and
blanks and put them in plate, which reduces the cost of printing in the future.
Our supplies are bought for steady use and not for temporary service. We have
better furniture because we know that it is to be used for years instead of being put
to temporary service and then sold for almost nothing. In the case of rent we a.re
able to make terms lower by taking a lease for a long term of years instead of paying a higher sum for temporary quarters.
(3) The clerks having been taught, each clerk in turn becomes, to a certain extent, a teacher and, when the force is increased, the strain upon the officers of the
bureau is not as great as it would be if all the clerks were untrained. In the case
of special agents, as they go over the same ground from year to year, they become
acquainted with the business, with the most expeditious and cheapest means of
traveling, and there is a consequent saving to the office. For instance, to cover the
statistics of manufactures of a certain city required last year the services of a
special agent for eight weeks. This year the same special agent covered the same
city in four weeks' time. The amount of work performed in the two years was about
the same.
I have made the comparison upon the basis of work in the Massachusetts Bureau
of Statistics of Labor instead of in the :fisheries division of the Census Office, because in the latter case there is no opportunity for comparison.
.
In conclusion, I would s~y, making the best estimate possible from a thorough
knowledge of lte prosecution of the work during the nineteen years of the existence of the bureau with which I am connected, that the :financial gain in a permanent Census Office as compared with a Census Office organized for temporary service
would be expressed by a figure between 15 and 33 per cent. An intermediate figure
would be about 25 per cent, and, in my opinion, to put it in round numbers, work
done by a temporary Census Office costing $100,000 could be better done by a permanent office for the sum of $75,000.
·

Mr. Hyde, the special agent in charge of agriculture, estimates the
saving that would accrue to that division, were the census made per-
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manent, at not less than 25 per cent, and thinks it might even exceed
38 per cent.
I have one more letter, from Mr. Vivian, in charge of statistics of
tran portation, which I will not read in full, because he simply surmises
the co t of the rail and water tran portation of the country, showing
$132,000 up to the present time. So that much would be cast out in
the event of our throwing that work into the Interstate Commerce
Commission. They are now making a very good report on railroads,
and I have had the same expert they had.
Mr. B.A.BBI'l'T. Would taking these things out of the Census Bureau
and putting them into other bureaus increase the expenditures of the
other bureaus to that extenU
1\fr. PORTER. I do not think it would. There is now a certain
amount of overlapping. Take transportation, for instance. We are
required ab olutcly by law to take these stati ·tics, and the Interstate
Commerce Commi 'Sion also collects these statistics. Our schedules
were made out identically with th~ Interstate Commerce Uommission,
because ten years ago I had charge of the railroad statistics iu the Cen•
sus Office, and the Interstate Commerce Commission, wben constituted,
adopted my clai;;sification, because that afforded them a basis or anchorage, as it were. At the same time under tbe law 1 was not allowed
to use their figures, but was compelled to make an independent investigation. When we came to look over the question, aJld I got Mr.
Adarus, the Interstate Commerce statistician, to take charge of it, be
concluded to keep the same form, so that our schedules were really
identical, and it simply meant that if you were a railroad man and received these schedules you would sit down and make out the schedule
for the Interstate Commerce Commission and then copy it for the Ce.nu, Office or vice ver a. That is so far as the 1890 was concerned.
But we thought we ought to have the statistics for the whole decade,
so we tool ea ·h year ba ·k to 1880. In this way we now have a straight
line of figur from 1880 to 1890, and have arrived at a point where the
Iut r tate ommerce Commi sion can just as well go on with the matt r them Ive .
A I bav aid, I have come before this committee without any desire
to build up any office or department for myself, and probably in that
way., ince we are all actuated somewhat by selfish motives, you can
get oetter at the truth.
The new law should, in my opinion, have some statement in it in regard to the forms of schedules. There are several que ,tions that I think
hould be tricken from the population schedule. You must either do
one of two thing ·, either leave everything to the discretion of the Superintendent or state what questions should be asked. My own opinion
i that it i ju 't as well to state just exactly what the questions should
be, o that there may be no mi take about it. If Cougrnss wants any
more questions put in, they can of cour e in ert them. The English
census, for in tance, has only thirteen que tions, but these are quite
enoug-lt for their purposes, and for comparative purposes i~is better to
have uniform questions, so that one Su1>erintendent will not undo the
work of another. One gentleman I wrote to in New England for an
opinion as to a permanent census wrote back rather ironically tb at so far
as he could see each Superintendent llad devoted his tirue to overturning
the work of the previous Superintendent.
The CHA.IRMAN. In what countries, Mr. Porter, have they a permanent census i
Mr. PORTER. In England they have practically a permanent estab•
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lishment. They have permanent statistical bure~us in Germany,
Austria Italy and France. I wrote to the gentlemen m charge of these
and oth~r sta'tistical bureaus in Europr when I was preparing the report on this subject for the Senate. I will read yo~ extracts f~om some
of the replies received. In Germany each state m the Empue looks
after its own census. That is one reason why they do not have the same
system there as here. Each state sends its tabulations on to the
central bureau, and that ends it. That would not work so well here,
because, you know, there are some States and cities that are given to
doing a little padding once in a while, and we could not depend altogether on that.
Dr. August Meitzen, of Berlin, one of the most prominent statisticians
of Europe, writes as follows as to the German methods:
In the German Empire, with the exception of the statistics emanating _from the
bureau of imperial customs relative to the movement of goods (merchandise), each,
state has to collect and prepare the first compilations of the several parts of statistics
which are demanded by the general government. This causes a less mechanical
and tiresome activity at the several points on account of the lesser portion of the
labor and the greater knowledge of the locality, and easier collection of statistics
and a better examination and revision may be made on account of the closer connection with the government of the single states.
The central bureau of statistics for the Empire, which prepares the general compilations of the collections by the single states, is thereby liberated from overburden
and given an opportunity to revise the work from the single states and obtain results from a uniform basis. Should difficulty be encountered in establishing in all
the States of the Union and Territories well-regulated and uniform bureaus, then it
may be the duty of the central bureau to temporarily use supervisors and commissions until the local bureaus may be able to work independently.

You see what his idea is: that we could manage such a system here, and
that we coukl work those State bureaus for a great many things. This
might be done in case of death returns, for instance, and undoubtedly
under a permanent census they would conform their schedules to our
schedules if we had some one always at work here; but under the old
system there was no encouragement for that. I think myself we never
could take the population that way, but nearly everything else could
be helped by inducing the States to take an interest in the matter. Dr.
Meitzen, continuing, says:
It appears to me best not to centralize the collection and first compilations of statistics, but merely to prepare li>nd give uniform and detailed instructions regarding
the same. The giving of such instructions regarding formulation to the single States
would apparently in the United States (as well as in Germany) come from the Pre·sident, as far as not controlled by Congress, and not from the central bureau.
The central bureau should, upon requisition, or in connection with the administration or legislature, prepare and recommend a system of compilation, verification,
and revision of the materials collected by the single States and prepare the same for
final publication, the latter, regarding the details and results, to conform with the
existing requirements of the administration, the action of Congress, and the main interests of the people.

Mr. Robert Giffen, of the London Board of Trade, and a very eminent authority on statistical matters, testified before the committee of
· the House of Commons which had these questions under consideration. In answer to my request he furnished the following testimony,
which he gave before the committee of the House of Commons, and
which is embodied in the report of the Senate committee on a permanent Census Bureau, with other valuable information, (pages 94-97 of
the Permanent Census Report, Senate Ex. Doc. No. 1, Fifty-second
Congress, first session):
"I beg leave to forward to you a copy of the 'Report to the committee appointed

to inquire into questions connected with the census,' which contains the evidence

H. ltep. 2-62
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which I gav b f r that ommitt , and I would refer you more particularly to the
an w r to qu tions 1650, 1651, 1671, 1694 and 1695, and 1716 and 1717."
Th om.mitt r f: rr d to by Mr. Giff n was appointed b~ t~e chan~ellor of the
exch qu r la t y ar and wa in tructed to r_eport "wheth~r 1t 1s exp~d10nt that_ any
ohan
houlu b made in the mode in which the census 1s taken or m the subJects
enum rat d and what estimated chano-cs in the staff would be necessary, a.nd what
additional cbarrre in urred by takino- the census at more frequent intervals or by any
oth r chanrr ~hich the committee may recommend."
This committee took a large amount of testimony and made an exhaustive re:port.
It d als, howev r, specially with the _ques_tion of more frequent enumerations_ of the
population and makes recommendations m reference to the manner of takmg the
Briti h Censns which would not be applicable in this country.
The committee, however, calls attention to the importance of a permanent census
organization, and this paragraph of its report may be found interesting in connection
with the consio..eration of the proposed bill. It is as follows:
"If the attention of a small staff of officers were constantly directed to the census
statistics, not only could those statistics be improved but more use could be made
of th rn by th preparation of special reports upon many subjects which they arn
capable of illustratinl?· If there were a permanent Census Office, such business as
that of the revision of enumerators' districts could be undertaken, and a considerable ·
1:rnm of mon y thereby saved. The advantage of concentrating the attention of
trained offi ials upon so elaborate a work as the census is evident."
Th extracts from Mr. Giffen's testimony referred to in his letter are given h erewith for the information of the Senate:
"1650. Have you an opinion as to the frequency with which the census should be
taken f-That is a matter which I have also considered to some extent, and I may
say that, along with many other statisticians, my prepossessions h ave rather been
in favor of a quinquennial c nsus as compared with a decennial census; that the
natural feeling with us is that ten years is a very long period indeed, and that if the results are worth obtainin~ at all, you ought to endeavor to get them for shorter periods,
so as to allow for the cJlanges which occur in human affairi;. On considering the
matter more carefully, and looking to the great difficulties connected with any census, I am inclin d to think that it woulu be quite sufficient to have the decennial
census as w hav now, and that for the intermediate five years' period there should
be simply a counting of the populA-tiou,., a mere enumeration, distinguishing the sexes
-tbat that would. be quit suffi i nt 1or very many of the purposes for which the
quinqu nni 1 cen us has b en sugg st d.
"1651.
x and a
or sexes onlyY-Not ages; sexes only. A mere count of
th numb rs f h p opie is what is sugg sted. That would provide for a great
many of th pUI'J.'lO s f r which a quinquennial census has been suggested. In
auditiou t tlrnt, y u might take power by ord r in council to have a fuller census
of any particul r farge town or county that might happen to desire it, and might
be willmO' to pay for 1t. .And you might also take power by order in council to
hav asp ial ensus in some particular locality where for any purpose the GoYernm nt mi ht consider it to be d airable. In such a question, for insta,n ce, as the settlement of for i~ners in the east end of London. When that question arose two or
three years ago 1t might have been very desirable 1f there had been an office in
existence which had power by order of council to order a new census of that particular locality to be taken, without going through the formality of an act of Parliament.
"1652. (Mr. Booth.) That a census, you mean, might be taken at any timefTaken at any time; that you should have the power by order in council.
"1653. (Sir Brydges Henniker.) Why not in the census actf-The census act
would give you power to do it by order in council. I mean that there are certain
thin gs that it is not altogether desirable to leave to the department to do by its own
authority. They should have to go through the formal business of having an order
in council; and that is how things are arranged in one department inmy own office
with regard to the corn returns. The act of Parlfament says that wh en you want
to change the particular towns for which the corn returns are obtained, you have to
do ~t by order in council. It is considered a mere form~l proceeding, but it gives
notice to everybody of what the towns are to be from which you are to obtain these
returns, and applies to some persons in each town a legal obligation which would
not otherwise be imposed on them.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"1671. You were saying you would like a permanent census act. Is it not the
case that at the return of almost every census some alteration-some further powers
-are asked for; or is it not likely that such powers mighlt be necessary and therefore, a g.o od thing to reconsider the act from time to timef-I hav e not observed
~hat. I have rather l?oked at it f~om the point of convenience-that, here you are,
m the year 1890, makmg preparations to pass a new census act, and, if the census is
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to be done well, you ought to have been commencing your preliminary operations a,
year or t wo ago. * * *
" 1694:. The present arrangement of the census office is shut up; there is no
machineryf-Of course;that is the difficulty which one contemplates being removed
by a permanent census act.
"1695. By a permanent census department. Then there was one other point arising out of anot her question which-Sir Reginald Welby put to you, whether, if the
expense w as thought too gr eat for a quinquennial census, it would be sufficient to
hold this occasional census. You see, I think, that the enumeration ofmerely a few
chosen t owns would practically not at all fill the same points as far as regards vital
statistics, or fill the same duty as taking an enumeration of the whole population f No doubt t h at would b e so; but my diffi culty with regard to vital statistics for the
whole country would be that there is no such inaccuracy in the figures that the
r egistrar-gcnenl is able to use now as to throw o.ut your percentages very much for
t he whole country. It seems to me that it is a question of detail very much as to
p articular localities wh ere you require a more frequent census; but where you come
t o the whole country I should not be prepared to admit that there is any percentage
of birth or death rate that is so extremely inaccurate that it is necessary to have a
census every five years in order to rectify it. At any rate, if there is any allegation
of t hat kind, I should like to see what it is in detail.
"1716. And with regard to that, and your suggestion that there should be a permanent act, you would wish the permanent act to be made as simple as possible,
untying the hands of the department as to the process of carrying it outf-As to
the process of carrying it ouili.
"1717. rrhen, with rega,r d to what may be called the centralized work, the work
of a census office if made permanent, if the act were permanent and the office was
also permanent would you wish them to undertake a comparison between various
r esults t o be got out of other government departments, or only to confine themselves t o such general statistics as you have referred to, such as those of the United
Kingdom, or, possibly, varied statistics; woul<l. you think it would be their business to collate togeth er such information as you collect with their own, or as might
be got from the factory department's information f-That is very difficult, indeed,
t o express a-n opinion up on. It would depend upon what the particular kind of
result was that the editor thought could be made a matter of figures. I shall say,
possibly, very probably, that some reference to the figures of other, departments
would frequ ently be very useful, but how far they should go is a question really
for t h e particular work or particular illustration in hand."
Sir Rawson W. Rawson, of London, England, president of the International Stat istical Institute, in r eplying to the communication of the Superintendent, forwards
a copy of the r eport of the committee of the Royal Statistical Society, of which he
was ch airman, in r eference to the English census. As it conta.i ns much that may be
of value to the Senate in considering this subject, it is given here, as follows:
" The committee appointed by the council of the Royal Statistical Society with
r eference to the census of 11891, submit the following report:
"(1) The commtittee desire to repeat, but with increased urgency, the recommendation made by the former committees that a census of the United Kingdom should
be t ak en more frequently-once in every five years-instead of at intervals of ten
year s.
" (2) The information to be thus acquired with regard to the growth, movement,
and condition of the population becomes every year more -needful for manifold practical purposes connected with the general and local government of the country. It
is n ot less required as a basis for those inquiries into the physical, sanitary, and
social condition of the people, which at the present time are generally recognized to
be essential to their well-being.
" (3) This informa tion is not supplied by the. annual estimates calculated by the
reg istrar- general from the records of births and deaths, etc., because, although for
the last three censuses the difference between the calculated and enumerated aggregates of the population of England and Wales amounted to less than 1 per cent,
those estimates furnish no guide to the cha~es in the different parts of the country
ancl especially to the changes, in opposite directions, among the dwellers in town
a,nd country, all of which it -is important to ascertain and bring to notice at short
intervals.
"(4: ) It is a fact that while the calculated· estimates of the po-pulation .of certain
towns between 1871 and 188;J. were so accurate as to come within 1 per cent of the
~ruth, in others the estimates exceeded the truth by as much, as 11 per cent, while
m one they fell short of it , as much, 18 per· cent. In some the conditions were so
changed as to render :my comparison impracticable. The error i:r;i all London was 3
per cent, but in the sanitar;r dist:rictj.s of Kensington and Batters~a it was 26 and 39
per cent, respectively. Indeed,- so strongly has the registrar-general bect>me ct>nvinced of the fact, as the distance fyom the last census increases, that he has ceased
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to pnbli h e timates of the population in the case of all the 'smaller ~owns,' :fl.ft~ in
number and calls attention to the untrustworthy character of the estrmates relatmg
to sever'al of the twenty-eio-ht principal towns.
.
.
. .
.
"(5) The committee would observe that ~he United Kmgdom ~s m this resp_ect
behind many countries of Europe and Amen_?a and even some o~ its own_ colomes.
Since 1866 a census of the whole German Empire has been t aken qurnquenmally. In
Sweden a quinquennial census has been taken since 1805, in France since 1835, and
in Finland since 1875. In the United States the Federal Government has onl,y taken
a decennial census, but fifteen of the States and Territories took an intermediate census in 1885. Among our own colonies a quinquennial census is taken in New Zealand, Queenland, Manitoba, and in portions of the Northwest Territory of Canada.
"(6) .Although there may have been special reasons in some of those countries for
numbering the population every five years, they ar~ not m?re importan~ than_t~ose
which have created such a general agreement and rncreasmg demand for a snn1lar
measure in this country; while the actual expenditure in partial inquiries by central
and local authorities and the manifold inconveniences and probable losses incurred
through the w aint of accurate and recent information outweigh by far the increase
of expenditure which an intermediate census would entail.
"(7) This expenditure, it must be observed, would not necessarily be double that
of a decennial census, because some economy might be effected in the preparations
and arrangements for taking and publishing the results if the census were made at
shorter intervals than ten years. Under the present system the acquired skill and
experience of the officers employed-both local and central-are in a great measure
faded and lost. A fresh organization has to be created on each occasion, and the
employment of unskilled and untrained hands is productive of great waste and loss
of time and money.
"(8) There are two measure11 which might facilitate an<l. improve the taking of
the census at any interval. .
"'l'he first is the passing of the census act at an earlier date than hitherto. It is
considered that two vears instead of one, or less than one, as on the last occasion,
should be secured for making the necessary preparations.
"In connection with this point, it is further recommended that a permanent act
should be passed for a quinquennial census, to be taken in such manner and with
such particulars as may be decided by Parliament, leaving the precise day on each
occa ion to be fixed by an order of Her Majesty in council.
"(9) The second measure is the appointment of a separate census branch in the
general register offi e for England and Wales, whose whole attention may be given
to the busin ss of the ensu of that part of the United Kingdom without the
periodical interruption and di location of the business of registration which has
hith rto been prorluctive of much inconvenience.
"The officers of such a branch would :find full employment in making and accelerating the preparation for each quinquennial census of England and Wales, in organizing the ma binery for taking it_, in training and superintending the persons (generally un killed and often ill-qualified) who are employed in abstracting and tabulating the returns, and in expediting the printing and publishing of the results.
"From an office so constituted, having in charge the records of each census and
the key to their contents, the legislature and the executive government would be
able from time to time to procure information regarding the population which has
hitherto been impracticable.
·
"Such an office might also undertake a work which is much required, viz, that of
makmg available. to the public1 in_ a convenient shape, and with as much uniformity
as may be practicable, the prmc1pal results of the several censuses of the United
Kingdom, India, and the Colonies.
"A further duty of such an office would be to study the means of promoting uniformity in the census of the different parts of the empire, and, among other things,
of revising the description and classification of occnpations fnrnished by the census
with the view of meeting the requirements and facilitating the inquiries of the industrial departments of the board of trade and home office, of the great trade organizations, and of private individuals engaged in the investigation of industrial and
social problems.
"(10) The committee do not deem it expedient in this, their :first report, to enter
upon questions of detail with regard to the schedule of particulars to be inserted in
the act, or to the extent or shape of the information to be tabulated and published
with the reports on the census, which require careful consideration, and about which
there may be some difference of opinion. No such difference exists with regard to
the several measures recommended in this report, and the committee earnestly recommend their adoption."

I desire also to direct attention to a letter in the same report (page
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97) from an eminent French statistician, Dr. Emile Levasseur, of Paris,
France:
PARIS, Novemiber 19, 1891.
Sm AND COLLEAGUE: You have done me the honor to ask my opinion on
the opportunity that presents itself of the establishment of a permanent Census
Bureau, connected with the Deparment of the Interior.
I have long been convinced of the utility of creating a bureau of this class.
Every ten years the United States issues a large publication that not only gives ~he
actual number of the population, but also includes a very extended and mstructive
analysis on the conditions of the people and their principal forms ?f weal~h, and
at each decade this publication becomes of more importance, showmg, as 1t does,
the statistical progress and needs of increased civilization. For this purpose Congress appropriates more money than is spent for the same object in any other country in the world. This amount could be more profitably expended on a permanent
bureau than on a succession of temporary bureaus.
Necessarily a large part of the time of ea~h census is taken up in selecting
employes. With a permanent bureau the Superrntendent would have a much better
opportunity to become acqnaintecl with the capabilities of his force, and be able to
place the clerks where their work would show to the best advantage. The clerks
would be more experienced, and the whole condition would be much improved if the
chief always had the power to remove those whose work was bad. When the
actual work of the census is completed, the force could be utilized in other ways,
su ('h as preparing a publication on the details of the popula_tion (births, marriages,
d eaths, etc.) for the States themselves, and such cities as needed special treatment,
and such other class of work as might properly come under the jurisdiction of the
Department of the Interior.
In some countries in Europe the bureaus of statitfos are more or less complete~
concentrated in one large service under a director-general; while in other couutries
each minister has his special work. In discussing this question I can add nothing
to the views I expressed in "The Introduction on Statistics," which is a preface to
"The French Population." While the plan is not impossible, it is a delicate one to
put into practice. I do not know that I can add anything to the arguments in favor
of creating a permanent bureau under the Department of the Interior; that shall
have charge of all statistics relatmg to the population and all material points
affecting it, than to sa,y that the plan meets my most unqualified approval.
I beg you, sir and dear colleague, to receive the assurances of my very distinguished consideration.

DEAR

Prominent statisticians in all the European countries are in favor of
permanency in statistical methods. In Austria they have adopted
precisely our method of tabulation, using the same kind of machine
and the same system.
,
Outside of those four countries all are behind us. There is no
country in the world so far advanced as we are, counting in our special
work. There may be some countries which are able to get the population work more accurate, yet I doubt that when you consider the difference in areas; but as to special work, all scientific work, and work
outside of population, we are far ahead.
Mr. Bom.'ELLE. What do you estimate the comparative expense of
the two systems, decade by decade,
Mr. PORTER. The estimates all show that, by throwing out some
special things and leaving out of consideration certain investigations
that would not need to be taken up again, what still remains could
be done under a permanent system with a saving of 25 per cent. For
instance, tbe present census will have cost, when completed, about
$9,000,000; the next census, if taken in the same way, would cost about
$12,000,000, and you can save about a quarter of that.
.
Mr. BOUTELLE. Suppose this bill should be passed, for instance,
what permanent force would you keep employed,
Mr. PORTER. I should go right along att we are .now. I should go
right along and get an appropriation to finish up the present census.
It may be :finished up by next March, say, but suppose it lasted longer,
to the end of 1893. That would be the ~utside limit. And we ought,
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tri tl p aking, begin pending money for the 1900 census ~wo or t~o
and a half ear beforehand. Then you have those years m the 1~terim ay five years at the out ide, at $200,000 a year, or, as I estimated th ther day, 100,000 a year, or half a million dollar~.
You have seen the aving that could be effected as shown m the_letters I read thi morning. I had never read them myself, but Just
glanced at them thi morning. I have told the writers that the ~ommittee mirrbt wish to call for them; if so, they will be ready at any time.
The Orr IRM.A.N. Are those estimates based on the present schedules'
Mr. PORTER. I suppo e they are.
The CHAIRMAN. What would be the difference by leaving the schedule you have suggested to other departments,
Mr. PORTER. Well, you reduce the whole cost. Suppose you went
along and took no action. I get through by 1893 and close the office
up. Then you begin again in 1899 and a new superintendent is appointed. He has nothing to go on. The law is hurriedly passed. The
last one wa passed on the 3d of March, just when Congress was about
to adjourn. He bas to organize the Bureau and has to do it quick, and
probably that census would cost $12,000,000 if it would cost a cent;
becau e, he would say, I can not afford to do less than Porter; I can
not abandon these inquiries. The law says go ahead; and, of course,
be woulu go ahead. Now, if you approach it in the other way you are
going to save two millions of money.
The H.A.IRM.A.N. But, by leaving out the schedules you suggest,
tran portation, :fl. h and :fisheries, insurance, etc., what saving would
that effect of itseln
Mr. PORTER. About half a million.
Mr. Ilu F. I it your idea, for instance, to have tb.e reports of the
Inter ta te omm rce ommi ion em bodied in your report,
Mr. PORTER. o; I would take this inquiry out of the census altog ther.
r. H FF. I it not rather important that they should be part of the
cen u
Mr. PORT •R. No; I think not.
Mr. HUFF. But it is important to know the number of miles of railroad, t .
Mr. PORTER. But you get it all from the Interstate Commerce Oommi , ion. The chedule are identical. The railroad simply made a
copy for us and a copy for them.
Mr. HUFF. That is all right. That would be the proper place to get
it, but the only question is whether it would not be wise to have that
information incorporated in your report. For instance, a person seeking information may think he would get all the information in the census report and then find that he would have to hunt up another report.
Mr. PORTER. I see what you mean; but if a person simply wants
general statistics he can get them in the abstract published yearly by
the Bureau of Statistics. The Census Office gives them most of the
data.
Mr. HUFF. As I understand from your remarks you expect to save
two millions to two millions and a half of money by establishing a permanent bureau and give to the country the same information; in other
words, that the establishment of this bureau with less money will give
better results, but the only question is whether we will not be spending the money in these other Departments.
Mr. PORTER. No, that would not be the effect. Most of the saving
here'i s entirnly apart from these other things. Mr. Hnnt, for instance,
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, ays there would be a saving in the population work of 25 per cent.
Dr. Day says there would be a saving of 50 per cent in th_e ;mines and
mining work. Then the Interstate Commerce CommiRs10n -and the
Fish Oommission will collect their own statistics anyway, whether the
Census Office takes statistics of railroads and :fisheries or not.
Mr. BOUTELLE. Why could not the perm.anent Census Bureau occupy
the entire :field of statistical bureaus f
Mr. PORTER. I do not think you can accomplish that. I have no
doubt Gen. Walker, when he comes here, may advocate something of
that kind, but I am only looking at the practical side of it. In that
case all these other bureaus would be up in arms.
Mr. HUFF. Up to this time, then, we have been duplicating expenditures?
Mr. PORTER. Yes; in many directions.
Mr. HUFF. After all, following the line of Mr. Boutelle's thought, if
you establish a permanent bureau could not these .people come to you
for the information¥
Mr. PORTER. That is all right so far as anything is concerned that
they can not get just as well through-their own :machinery.
Mr. HUFF. Take the Interstate Commerce Commission, for instance,
in the matter of transportation statistics. It costs them more probably
to get the statistics under their system than it would cost you in a permanent bureau.
Mr. PORTER. I do not think there would be much difference in the
cost.
Mr. BOUTELLE. Suppose we organize a blilreau on the basis that you
propose, would it not be probable that that bureau could be utilized
for the collection of an statistics much more economically and satisfactorily than could be done in any other way!
Mr. PORTER. I suppose so; if rightly organized it could. But the
other Departments would say- ·Mr. BOUTELLE. We would not care w:hat they said. We would
make a law and they would have to carry it out.
Mr. PORTER. Well, something of that sort was done . in the early
history of the census. At that time the Census Office was merely 1a
tabulating machine. The D,e partment of Justice, through its marshals,
enumerated the people and collected the information, a:o.d if it was not
properly 1done the Superintendent of Census had no redress; he had no
control over the marshals.
Mr. T.A.YLOR. The Interstate Commerce Commission would probably
insist upon gathering its own statistics in its time and in its own way.
Mt'. BOUTELLE. How could it insist if we chauged the law!
The CHAIRMAN. Would it be practicable to bring all these statistics
under the control of the Census Bureau in one system 7
Mr. PORTER. There would be many influences, not to say many obstacles, to overcome. In such a case it should be a Cabinet position. It
might be .done gradually.
The CH.A.IRM.A.N. The work is all substantially in the same line as
the census work, and it would seem that there would be economy in
concentrating !it.
·
Mr. T.A.YLOR. But where would you stop! You could not take .imports and exports that way.
Mr. BOUTELLE. I can see no objection.
Mr. BA.BRITT. How about agricultureY
Mr. PORTER. The Department of .Agriculture says no. It does not
want to take those statistics.
H. Rep. 2393--4
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Mr. TAYLOR. It seems to me that each of these departments could
do it own work better.
Mr. PORTER. My own impression is that the census, shorn of these
.
thing that I have suggested, is still a big job.
l\1r. BOUTELLE. My inquiry was based in my own m!nd _upon the
very natural objection that might be raised as to the duplication of the
service.
Mr. PORTER. There could be no duplication under the proposed system. In this scheme of mine there is no duplication.
The CHAIRMAN. It would seem to me that under the present system
there is duplication.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Porter's plan is to dispense with all this duplication.
Mr. PORTER. Absolutely; my idea would simply be to compel the
bureaus to come to the Census Office for merely those things that they
could not otherwise get.
Mr. BOUTELLE. What I mean is this: for instance, a permanent
Oen us Bureau would have statisticians, tabulators, and the whole machinery, and yet the Interstate Commerce Commission or some other
bureau is employing men to do precisely similar work that presumably
might be carried forward by a bureau already organized.
The CH.A.IRM.A.N. I suppose these statistics collected by the Interstate
Commerce Commission and by the Fish Commission are published annually.
Mr. PORTER. Tli~ Fish Commission, as I said before, takes one section of the country at a time, and publishes results as obtained. I think
the Inter tate Commerce Commission publishes its statistics annually.
The Cn.A.IRM.A.N. Is not that one reason why these statistics are collect <l independently of the Census Bureau, because it is not permanent,
and tb y ·an not get annual results,
Mr. PORTER. Of cour e Congres could put all these things into the
C n u Bur au, but I was simply endeavoring to follow out your sugg tion a to e onomy.
Mr. BOUTELLE. uppose, for in tance, your men are taking statistics
of ma,uufa ·tures and are sent into Massachusetts. Would it not be
ea ier for them to get also the fish statistics than to send a different
set of men for them Y
Mr. PORTER. No; under the present system we do not send anyone.
We employ a man in each place to take these statistics.
Mr. BOUTELLE. Could not he presumably take the statistics of
manufacture and :fisheries more readily than having two men.
Mr. PORTER. He might be called upon for the :fisheries afterward.
For in tance, Mr. Hyde, in charge of agriculture, said to me that in a
certain county no cotton had been returned and asked what he should
do. I said, Do not let us make a new appointment for that; find out
if Mr. Williams had a good man down there a year ago, or if Mr.
Holme had, and if he did his work well we can get him to do this.
That is where you would have the advantage in a permanent bureau.
You would know good men in each locality for doing work of this kindJ
and you could call upon them whenever needed to do almost any kin.a
of census work.
The committee then adjourned until Friday, .April 8, 1892.
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W .A.SHINGTON, D. C., .April 8, 1892.

STATEMENT OF HON. J. KENDRICK UPTON,
Expert special agent in charge of the division of wealth, debt, and taxation of the Oensus Office.

Mr. UPTON. I was appointed in the Treasury Department as a firstclass clerk in 1863. I worked up by grades until I was for several
years chief clerk of the Department; and then I served as Assistant
Secretary under Sherman, Windom, and Folger. All the positions I
ever received were tendered to me without asking, and during tbe
time I was in the Treasury, perhaps accidentally at first, but afterward by taste and liking, I took the financial part of it, the issue of
loans, currency, or mm:iey, and all matters pertainmg to the keeping
of the moneys. I had charge of that work before I was chief clerk of
the Department and had the care of the currency and coinage work
before it came to the Secretary. I resigned under Secretary Folger
and went into business, but at the time the Census .was organized Mr.
Porter, whom I knew slightly, asked me to take charge of collecting
statistics of finances of the States~ and said he would like to have it
preceded by a little statement showing the debt of foreign countries,
the same as "in previous censuses, and to follow out the line which
he had started on while engaged in similar work in the Tenth Census.
I did so, and had the work quite well advanced when, in the fall of
1890, it was decided to make a change arid my labors were extended to
embrace local, school, and municipal finances of the country generally,
and I then took charge of it and have been in charge since, with more
or less force, considerably less during the last six months. Of course, I
had considerable experience before I came in, but even then I found .a
vast amount of matter in which in only a general way was my previous
experience in statistics of value.
The first thing that had to be done in the division, and perhaps one
of the most difficult, was to get a complete list of every place in the
country that had power to incur a debt or levy a tax. That had been
done before I took charge of the work, but it had been a great labor
and trouble and was accomplished at heavy expense. I heard a good
deal about it and made inquiry, and my experience since convinces
me tbat it was a great labor, particularly for people to undertake who
had had no previous knowledge except in the little places they
came from. Local government in the United States is so diversified
and so few statistics can be had in regard to local affairs that it is
almost impossible to obtain information on this subject.
There are few States that give any information in regard to their
local affairs in form to be serviceable, and in many States we could not
even get a list of these places. There is not published to-day to my
knowledge, in the great State of New York any list of places having
debt-creating or taxing power. You can not find them. They appear
there simply in the name of the township in which the village is located.
The same thing is true of Connecticut, New Jersey, and Indiana. A
township starts up, particularly in the West, which is several miles
square. In some part of that township a village springs up and wants
to be incorporated for purposes of gas, lighting, sewerage, or fire, etc.,
and becomes incorporated for specific purposes. The State pays no
attention to that, and no record is made of it. Consequently it is apt to
get left out of our reports, and it is only after searching and writing
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continually that we are able to get our lists complete. We :finally got
our Ii t complete.
.
.
One would be surpri ed, I cert.a.inly was, at the lack of mform:1 t10n
the State have in regard to their local affairs. There i~ ~wt publ~shed
in any State of the Union, so far as I know, the mummpal affairs of
the State in any form, except what relate to the State itself. They
publi h the State tax and levy and sometimes the school tax, ~~ere
there is a State school tax; but wben you want to get at the murnmpal
levy of a city or town for its own expenses for grading, lighting, sewers, and ordinary expenses of a municipal government you :fin~ statistic fail you at once, and there is no place to go but the place itself,
and you must fir t :find out where it is, and what it is, and whom to addres , all of which involves no end of trouble. Sometimes we find the
same place under two forms of municipal government. For instance,
the city of Hartford, in Connecticut, your own State, Mr. Chairman, and
the town of Hartford, are coextensive in area, and yet they have two
distinct organizations, separate forms of government, separate debts,
etc. This might easily be overlooked, and, in fact, we did overlook it
at first.
The CH.A.IBM.AN. Do you mean to say that the city limits of H artford extend over the limits of the town t
Mr. UPTON. Yes, sir; they are coextensive. It was o~lyby accident
that we discovered that the town of Hartford had a separate debt from
the city. As another instance of the difficulties we met with I might
mention the town of Corpus Christi. We always did suppose there
wa a place called Corpus Christi, and without any questioning we sent
a letter there, but the letter came back marked "no such post-office,"
and we found that the official name of Corpus Christi was Rockville.
Mount Holly, in ew Jersey, is a place of 4,000 people, with a courthou e, and everybody know it is a large place, a manufacturing place,
and t M unt Holly ha no legal existence. Its legal name is Northampton, and that i the name it goes by and makes up its own city rep rt by.
ive the e in tances merely as illu trations of the difficulty of
making up a complete Ii t to include all such places. Yet if you do
not in Jude them and send out your report without them, you are immediately a ailed by a number of people who knew about them, living
in the e places, and thi tend to discredit your statistics, for when
they are discredited as to one place doubt is cast upon the returns as
to all place .
Then, again, in some States they have what i known as fire districts.
In Ma sachusetts, for instance, several adjacent places combine for
fire purpo e . They have a joint charter and no one town or one city
reports any expenditures on account of the fire department. Now you
have to get hold of this combination if you can and find out its expenditures, etc. This is also true of school districts in many States.
New York State is divided up into school districts which are not coexten ive with towns, and which, in some in tances, overlap county
lines. Now you have to get at the debt of those districts, and yet
~here is "?-o list of them anywhere that I know of. We have to get the
rnfo_rmatwn by correspondence, and we had to keep on corresponding
until we finally got at the debt of those places. But no State kuew it,
no town knew it. It is necessary to find out what they are and where
they are before you can get at their debt. I think we have succeeded
in doing this, but there is no publication made by the State of New
York which would either confirm or deny our report.
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So throughout the irrigation districts in the far West, whose boundaries are limited only by the necessities of certain va~leys for water_. It
makes no difference what town or county they are m. ~h~y 3:re m~ependently organized and have separate existenc~ as 1rr1gat10n districts. As irrigation districts they have power to mcur debt, and hav_e
millions of debt that does not appear anywhere, and_ y<_m 3:re lu_ck;y: 1f
you can get at it. I accidentally saw a reference to an irrigatwn district
in California, and wrote to the clerk of the court and found that there
were several millions of debt, which were entirely overlooked by any
State publication.
Take the poor districts of Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania was divided
into poor districts before the adoption of the Cons~itution. Several
little mining districts would get together and orgamze to take care of
the poor. Afterwar<;l these places were divided up into towns, but
kept their old organization for the purpose of tak_ing care of the poor.
And this system extends all through Pennsylvama. The State itself
has in the last few years been trying to find out what these districts
are and what they are doing. As the speaker of the house in tlrn State
legislature told me they had not been able to find out, I gave it up;
but I know that millions of dollars are spent in these districts which are
not audited anywhere, of which no account is taken by State, county,
or town officers. I received a statement of debt from one of these districts which was certified to be correct by a man who made a cross and
had his name witnessed.
These are some of the difficulties we have to labor under in getting
up ·o ur lists. Again you are met with the question, What shall be included in the debt statement and what shall not 1 Sometimes bonds
are issued merely as collateral. A state may have bonds out for some
_local improvement made under special act for which there is a lien on .
the property abutting the improvements. Shall those be included or
not 1 That is a difficult question to settle. You find them in a great
many states. Then a great many States have gone into commercial
enterprises and made wharves and docks and gas works and get their
money back from it.
St. Paul has millions of dollars engaged in gas works, a most profitable
investment, which they could sell out for millions profit. But yet that
stands as debt, and if you do not explain the assets you will have trouble. And so you are met at every step. You meet this difficulty in the
case of the Government itself. The Treasury Department to-day does
not know whether to classify the Union Pacific bonds as debt or not.
One administration puts them on the debt statement and the other
takes them off. I have myself twice put them on and twice taken them
off by direction of the Secretary. We know this, that the Government issued the bonds, but it has a mortgage ,on the property for them.
Finally, it was determined to put them at the bottom of the staitement
and let people consider them as they pleased. And you will find that
difficulty all through.
Then, again, with valuation: The States in a great many cases make
this easy. In Massachusetts they have a board, and you can get the
valuation by counties, as a rule, without much trouble. They are more
uniform, better explained, and more comprehensive than any other
statistics published by the State. And yet the State of Massaclmsetts-I am not certain about Massachusetts-but the States of New
Hampshire and Vermont do not either of them show the valuation of
the State in any published statement. You can not find out what it
is except by going to the local boards.: I believe New Hampshire does
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now have a revisory board, but it did not have until within a year.
Connecticut has a comptroller, but the comptroller's statement combine real and personal property, and to make it uniform with other
States these must be separated, which requires a large amount of corre pondence. In some States · they have two valuations, one for the
State and the other local. We must decide which to take, as they do
not agree at all. We generally take the one which we can get the
ea iest, because the one is just as authoritative as the other.
Then, again, in getting at taxation you are met with infinite trouble.
There is hardly a place in the United States where you can find out
what the taxation is without writing to the place itself. Maryland does
not publish anything. Maine gives something, but it included the dog
tax, the poll tax, and the poor tax. Massachusetts publishes nothing
showing local taxation that is worth anything. Vermont publishes
absolutely nothing. New York publishes the town tax, but when you
come to villages, etc., you find that they have been omit~ed without
saying a word. There is not a word about county taxes or about local
taxes for schools.
The CHAIRMAN. How would a permanent Census Office remedy that?
Mr. UPTON. In this way. If you take the clerks who are experienced
and have gotten up that information once, they can go to work another
time and do it without any trouble. They know exactly where to go.
They do not have to run around to find out where to get this information.
The CHAIRMAN. Is this obtained by enumerators?
Mr. UPTON. No, sir; it is obtained right here by correspondence.
I have half a dozen clerks who know, if there is any trouble in a
State, exactly who to write to for information. Our lists have cost thousands and thousands of dollars. When the census is completed and
the office disbanded that information will be lost and the work will
all have to be done over aga.in next time with the same difficulties and
troubles and at the same expense. Now, I think that you could keep
up a keleton force of the best men we have there, half a dozen men or
so, who, if they were continued, could be following this out and could
make up statistics of the valuation and debt of the country. They
could get the entire statistics of valuation without much trouble. They
could get the debt of all the States and cities of 4,000 inhabitants and
over, and this could be published in the intervening years. Half a
dozen clerks would be sufficient to give a very fair showing of the tendencj of the country. They could show whether States were increasing their debt or not. They could do that, and in the meantime could
get their schedules ready and correspondence ready, and at the opening of the next census would know exactly where to send their schedules and whom to call upon for infoqnation. The people are very accommodating, and we are never refused information if we can only find
out who to write to for it.
.After tbes~ clerks have gotten the information, a dozen or :fifteen
more clerks could tabulate it and get it ready for the printer, and the
whole thing could be got ready for the census year; so that as soon as
the population statistics were ready they would be able to show the
growth of wealth and debt right away without further expense. Only
a few more clerks would be necessary for this, and they of the cheapest
kiud, as it would only be copying work.
The CHAIRMAN. You would have the work continue on without reference to the close of the census period 1
Mr. UPTON. I think that would be very advisable.
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The Crr 1m1
utl wh at other work do you think should be continu cl on
Mr. PTO . I do n t like to , peak of any other _work th3:n my own.
I might saytlli, I thi nk, without any doubt ~tall,_1feverythlngw~reto
b e blotted out , utl I were to .. tart anew, with eight o~ ten elm ks,_ I
could o-ct t hi.· work out and do it within a reasonable time, and I will
challeige any other person with forty clerks to do it as quickly as I
could.
The CHAIRMAN. How would the results comparei
Mr. UPTON. Mine would be a gr eat deal the best. I would know
what was reliable and what was not. My work would be more accurate
and more reliable than a uew man's could possibly be. I do not say it
for myself, as it would be the same way with anyone who had gone
through it once.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you say about the cost of the two syst emsf
l\Ir. UP'l'ON. Judging from the expense incurred in this census. ~nd
if you would not charge up against it the expense of the intervenmg
years, when the clerks could be doing other work pertaining to this
subj ect, I should sa.y it would not cost more than a quarter or a third
as much as the cost of getting out the present volume.
The CHAIRMAN. You are speaking of your own division Y
Mr. U P'fON. I do not undertake to speak of others.
The CHAIRMAN. And you say this work could be done for a third of
the expe11se now incurred Y
Mr. UPTON. Yes, sir; easily.
.
Mr. BAKER. I understood you to say that would not include the
expense of the intervening years 1
Mr. UP'l'ON. No, sir; that would depend vpon what nucleus we had;
but we could give you a pretty good report in the intermediate years.
We could get up the valuation of the whole country and other information and publish it in the interim if thought to be advisable, and
tbis would ser ve to occupy the clerks. But you might put all the expense of k eeping those clerks for the whole ten years together, and I
do not think it would be 75 per cent of the expense of doing this work
under the pr esent system. I know we could do it for 75 per cent,
because it makes so much difference whether the clerks are experienced
or not.
Mr. BAKER. Do not you think that there would be more gained in
accuracy and value of tbe reports than :financial1y¥
Mr. UPTON. Yes, and desirability of form. Ten years ago this matter, which was taken by Mr. Porter, was infinitely superior to anything
taken before, more exhaustive, and in better form. Well, with the experience of that volume and with the knowledge gained, I think we
have impr oved on that. With this force I have now, and with the
knowledge I have acquired, I can, without any additional expense,
improve upon the system and improve upon the information, because
there are a great many things that ought to be published that we did
not get which I can see now we ought to have.
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, I can emphasize everything Mr. Upton
has said, because I bad charge of that division ten years ago and knew
something of the complications that arose and of the great importance
of having some one look after that list. That is the great point, to
keep that list thoroughly revised.
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STATEMENT OF MR. THOMAS DONALDSON, OF PHILADELPHIA.

Mr. DONALDSON. Mr. Chairman, a good many years ago, when I
wa a boy, I made up my mind that a man could not know everything
in the world, and so for twenty-five or thirty years I have tried to :find
out what the Government of the United States is and what it means.
Of cour e I have not succeeded, but I devoted myself, being an attorney
by profe ion, to certain pecialties in the Government-one, the publicland system. I am the author of a book known as the Public Domain,
many thousand copies of which were published by the Government,
and was one of the commissioners appointed to codify the land laws
of the United States. I am also the author of the book known as the
Catlin Gallery, published by the Smithsonian Institution, relating to
the Indians of the United States, of whom and about whom I have
been a student for twenty years. For twenty-five years, many of them
without compensation, I have been engaged incidentally in various
branche of governmental work and study. When Mr. Porter, an old
friend, became Superintendent of Census, he asked me to take charge
of the enumeration of the Indians, which in all other censuses, from
the first down, had not been satisfactory.
I believe I can state that in many years it failed from the fact that
the knowledge which migl1t have been obtained by a specialist in the
interim between censuses was not at command, and that fact alone
leads me to believe that the Government of the United States ought to
e tablish a permanent Census Bureau-the effect of lack of knowledge
on the subject-matter in previous years of the one division I have
charge of. The report which we will make, and which is in•press now,
will change materially in many particulars the present Government
Indian policy, for thecen u law is broad, and provided that we should
not only enumerate the Indians but report on their condition, and
the stati tical portion of this report will be worth more to the Government of the United tate in the future, in my judgment, t1an the
entire co, t of the Eleventh Census, and I will tru t tbe justification of
tbi opinion to the work and the changes in the laws to follow therefrom.
For myself, I do not believe in the creation of new offices as a rule.
One thing, however, is well established, and that is the absolute necessity for a census. It is taking every ten years an account of stock, of
our increase, of our progress, of our virtues and our vices, and each ten
years enlarges its scope. I can say from observation-I am one of the
class of special agents known as expert special agents-from careful
observation of this census, that if the .Anglo-Saxon race shall be able
in the next ten years to produce a man with sufficient physical and
mental capacity to stand the racket of taking the next census I shall
be amazed. I think it will break down any one man if it goes on and
expands as it has been expanding.
The great desideratum in statistics is, first, accuracy. To secure accurate statistics the man who gets them must first have knowledge of
what he wants to get, and not only knowledge of what he wants, but
where that is to be found. To educate a specialist after you get him
into the harness is a pretty costly experiment, and I think I can say
that Mr. Porter has been very fortunate in the fact that he was able to
:find so many men who were specialists to aid him. I have read none
of the testimony as to a pernrnnent census, but I say, speaking from
my own observation, if a permanent bureau is createu, that when this
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work i. 11lm•o·<'cl a th cl nnial census the men who are specialists in
charge (,f , k ;i t n di i,·i011< w uld naturally drift into the positions of
pecial ~w 11t.' iu '1H1rg of divi ion under th~ Superint~n~~nt of Censu.2 aml hav •lun·cre of th matters embraced m those d1V1s10ns. The
numb r would not b larg . The advantages of a -permanent bureau
would be the mall numb r of competent people necessary. Of course,
theywonld b p opl of pecial knowledge or service, and it would cost
comparatively littl to retain them. I should say that $100,000 a y~ar,
?r perhaps 000,000 for the interim between tbe going out and c~mmg
m of a decennial cen~u , would pay the expenses of the whole thmg.
The CHAIRMAN. You think that $100,000 a year would be sufficient¥
Mr. DONALDSON. Yes; $500,000 or $600,000 in the interim between
the two censu 'es would pay the whole cost. You see each census runs
on until within a few years, say five, of the time to prepare for the next
deceunial one.
The difficulty of acquiring information by people who are placed in
charge of sections of census work who are unskilled in statistical work
is this, that their employment commences with the beginning of an
education. To illustrate: I had under me 37 special agents, 57 Indian
agents enumerators, and 95 other enumerators and interpreters. They
were not costly, but from the minute they started it was just like a
battle. With those people in twenty-one States and Territories pulling
at you, this thing and that thing turning up, kept n;i.e on the
alert. We bad untold difficulties, and if I bad not bad a great deal of
strength and good temper and Scotch-Irish tact, and did the thing
myself, they would have bothered the Superintendent half to death.
For instance, some of the Indians did not want to be enumerated. They
said, "You want to establish a new religion. You people in Washington
are all liars." One man wanted a feast first. We furnished a feast or
potlatch, and the,special agent counted them by putting a handful of
beans in a pocket and moving them one by one through a slit in the
lining of his coat into another. Another agent got -two priests to help
him. One of the priests preached to the Indians under a tree and the
other counted them. Altogether an Indian enumeration is the most
difficu:Jt of all census work, and this census the most complete in the
history of the Government.
.
As I understand the province of a census, it is to ascertain the truth;
and if statistics are to be valuable they must be true, and if they are
not true they are not valuable; but to get valuable ·statistics you must
have _a trained service and trained men, and must have the co-operation of everybody in interest.
Then, again, I think that a permanent Census Bureau-call it what
you like, sometimes there are objections to a name, call it Census
Bureau, and not permanent-would be in the interest of economy. I
think you would pay a Superintendent in the interim in charge of that.
office not so much for what he does as for what he learns not to do.
He can see the reports of the censuses of the several States, the
intermediary censuses, and gather all statistics of value, and so a,
bright man in charge of the bureau will profit step by step by the
observation and experience thus acquired, so that when he comes into
the active work of taking the decennial census he could be very far
advanced, and that would be a great· aid in taking the census, the
knowledge he has gained how not to do things; and by intelligent
and truthful reports he could convince Congress not to extend this
census inquiry so as to include everything on the earth. He could
suggest the elimination of things that would be useless in the census
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and not l1ave a "chance medley." He could also avoid by this advice
ha ilig things put in tbe census which, after reflection., it would be seen
would be of no service.
In thi · interim the Superintendent could be laying out the J)lan
and be filling up the iuter tiee of the framework of a census. Now,
take a map of the iudustrial resources of the country. Look at the
timber surface, the wealth of coal lying underneath, and the agricultural wealth. It has gone under the ground. For instance, Ohio
produres eight bushels of wheat to the acre and Dakota forty. Before
long Dakota will be producing eight as well. So that a man in charge
of a census bureau of a limited kind-mark you, I am speaking now of a
bureau of a limited character-could watch the developments of minerals
and developments ofindustrfos and developments of agricultural we.al th
over the whole country, and when the tenth year comes around he can
place his agents and lay out the work just ai the spots where he finds
the work ought to be done. So that I think that every argument in
favor of a correct census would point to a permanent bureau during the
interim. I do not mean a large establishment. I believe that every
member of this committee will agree that there are some questions
bey011d politics, and there are things that we all believe in; ceitainly
we all believe in the country and its development; so that a bill, if prepared to be reported by the committee, should be one which every
member of the committee should sustain. in the House and could indorse
for economy and give his reasons for it. I believe that such an establishment as I speak of would save in the taking of a census over a
million and a half of money and would result in a quicker stated and
concluded census.
A word about the bulletins of the Eleventh Census. I was pushed
to the wall, at down on, hammered, run over, stood up edgeways and
cru hed by the Superintendent to get my Indian bulletin. out. I thought
it was pushing me too fast. We got a bulletin out in January, 1891.
We wanted it for December, but it ran to January when I got that
bulletin out, and you had all the results of my labor and of all that I
had done. The aim of the Superintendent was to give you as you came
into this Congress, and which he did in December, 1891, the results of
the entire census, a be did in the volumes of bulletins.
What I am engaged in now is reading the proof, preparing, going
over, and correcting the reports of the special agents who took the census of the Indians under me, and writing the report on their work and
the census. I am giving the reasons for the bulletin. Statistics are
valueless without the facts under or reasons for them. Suppose, for instance, a court of three should say the judgment of tbe court is for the
plain.tiff; one judge concurs and says, I am for the plaintiff also; the
other is for the defendant. So the court stands two to one for the pfaintiff. It is merely a conclusion. That does not satisfy the lawyer; he
wants to know the reasons of the judges for their conclusion. Now the
bulletins are conclusions; the reports that are coming out contain the
reasons, and from these reasons the country will pass judgment upon
this census. They are the proof of what each special agent has done.
These reports would be immensely advanced in their preparation and
earlier reach the public by a permanent Census Bureau.
When the census proper began-just think of it; when the clock
struck 12 on the second day of June, 1880-50,000 men, an army of census takers, walked out all over this country to take the census. It
was a vast army to handle, and from that day until they got through.
the telegrams foll like hail on the Superintendent's table and the
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letters ame by the tbou and. Thou ands of growls and queries came
in. If your numeration of a town <loes not seem fmough the people
attack you. If you giv a town too many because they really had more
than e ·timated, another town attacks you. So that this period of the
census is a time of great labor and little peace.
When an admini trative officer has a large force under him who are
ready to aid him to prove his judgment you surely will get the better
results and service. Now I am strongly impressed with the first proposition I gave you; that is, that it is a most expensive luxury to educate special agents of the census after appointing them, either as to
specialties or other lines. I can say that if it had not been for my experience with Indians before I would never have succeeded now.
The OnAIRMAN. How long have you been connected with the office?
Mr. DONALDSON. I have been in this census since February two years
ago. I have never had any pay.
Mr. FITHIAN. You say you have never had any pay!
Mr. DONALDSON. No, sir.
Mr. FITHIAN. The United States does not want anyone to work for
nothing. Why have you not been paid,
Mr. DONALDSON. I was appointed as an expert special agent, but
on account of the limited appropriation I was willing to let the others
have a chance first; and, besides, my services are under a quasi contract,
the law permitting it.
Mr. BAKER. Would you want to continue in office under the terms
of drawing no pay,
Mr. DONALDSON. No, sir; and I want to say right here that the
dearest labor in the world-unless a man is a crank, which I perhaps am
on some subjects-the dearest labor in the world is unpaid labor. A
man may do you a friendly turn, of course, for nothing, but he would
not want to perform any great labor at the same rate. If I had any
criticisms to pass upon this census it would be the small pay allowed
for the people who did this work. Let me say, also, that thereisalarge
element of charity in this work. You exact from bishops, physicians,
mechanics, laborers, all, information, and pay them nothing. It is no
advertisement to a business man to say, "I am going to put you in the
census." The public does not see him there. One of the great difficulties in the census in making up reports is to keep out names by way of
advertisement, and I can say for the Superintendent-I am not here to
blow his horn, because he who bloweth not his own horn, then shall not
his horn be blowed-that all such were cut out of reports offered, and
I want to say further that every bulletin and every sheet of manuscript
in preparation and the proofs in printed matter that go out of the Census Office the Superintendent reads and puts his "0. K." on, so that if
a man's name appears by way of advertisement, or if statements are
made which he thinks ought not to be made, he asks for information,
and, if not reasonable, out they go. He has unscrupulously, I know,
used his blue pencil on me. And generally I mean to say that the
supervisory care of the Superintendent runs through all the census
work from beginning to the end. I am not much in love with the work
myself just now. I have to work up to 10 and 11 o'clock at night reading proof.
I do think you would improve the service, do the country good, and do
culture a service which you could approve in your own consciences and
stand up in the House and defend, by establishing such a bureau as is
suggested here, but not too large. Let me impress that always.
H. Rep. 2-63
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The CHAIRMAN. Have you looked over the bill which is proposed fo:r
thee tabli bment of a permanent office!
Mr. DONALDSON. Yes; sUghtly.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you noticed the number of employes provided
for,
Mr. DONALDSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you say as to tbati
Mr. DONALDSON. I do not think it is too large.
The CHAIRMAN. What, in your judgment, Mr. Donaldson, would be
the expense of running this service during the interim, that is, bet ween
the period of closing one census and the time of commencing upon the
other census. I mean the active work~
Mr. DONALDSON. I should think between $500,000 and $600,000.
The CHAIRMAN. You estimate about $100,000 a year.
Mr. DONALDSON. I should think so.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think it would be economy simply in a money
sense¥
Mr. DONALDSON. Yes; in both senses.
The OHAIRMAN. You mean that it would result in better service and
be more economical i
Mr. DONALDSON. Yes, sir; that is, that the special agents, or the other
means employed, if it be something else, to do specific work could do it
cheaper and more economically and quicker, by reason of the knowledge
obta.ined in the interim.
The CHAIRMAN. Wherein is the greatest feature of waste under t he
present system,
Mr. DONALDSON. The great size of the country, the spread of the
Superintendent's jurisdiction, the fact that he can not know everybody,
and necessarily the slowness with which things are sometimes done. B e
relied for much knowledge on members of Congress this time, and was
right in relying upon them, for they knew the people in their States or
di trict , and he did not.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you suggest that a change be made m the
law as to the election of enumerators, etc.¥
Mr. Do ALDSON. No, ir; I think not. I am an.American, and have
no sympathy for anything foreign except humanity. I am not known
particularly as a civil-service man, and I say that frankly. I am an
.American. I spent some time in England some years ago and found
that the system was largely a fraud. I found that members of Parliament had the right to indorse men for the civil service, a hundred for
one place if they liked. I found that the English members of Parliament had a good grip on the system, and that a man after getting his
letter of indor ·ement had to pay $5 to be examined, and I also found
that that service was created for and furnished places for the sons of the
idle rich graduates of high institutions of learning. I have just that
much faith in the .American people to believe that they know wh at they
want and can run this Government without foreign grafts of a doubtful
kind, and I am circumspectly careful about the practical side of the cultured man who speaks a language I do not speak. The great cult of the
learned that only one in a hundred knows I have no use for, and I do
not believe in making the Government a place for the cult to get its
food on account of mere mentality. A man may be thoroughly educated
and be an ass in other respects.
In office it is of no moment whether a man is a Republican or a
Democrat, be being a lover of his country. Capacity is the qualification; and, besides, taking out 37000 offices of the more than 100,000,
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any and all of them can be filled by an average American, and better
than now, in an hour's time, and the special places can be better filled
in a day's notice than now. This country's ability is not dying, hut
there is, on the contrary, a growing gain thereof daily. A capable Democrat can fill an office as well as a capable Republican. It is capacity,
not politics, and this the fathers wisely ordered; and so when a party
succeeded it placed its capable men in position. Failing to do this the
other side drove them out and :filled the places with their best men.
Mr. Porter in administration was and is an idol-breaker. He went
right ahead and you have got a census. Critics interested and otherwise may say wh at they like; the proof of the pudding is in the eating.
Time will prove it. So I would leave to the discretion of the Superintendent of the Census the selection of special agents and enumerators,
to be largely upon the recommendation of the Senators and Members.
It is not so essential that they should be Republicans or Democrats as
that,they be competent; but I am a partisan, and if I had any places to
:fill I would not appoint a Democrat if a Republican could be found,
and I suppose it would be the same way if I were a Democrat, but I
have discovered that personal interest and feeling and all that sort of
thing run this world, so that I would say that there was no fault in the
selection of these people and the method should not be changed. Remember now, I am speaking only of the enumerators and special agents,
not of the clerks in the office. I would say, however, that of the employes I had I never asked their politics. I only wanted to secure :fit men,
and I succeeded. I got them on the recommendation of Representatives
and Senators. I am an old-time American and would much rather
have Congressmen elected on patronage than boodle. It would be
better for the future of this Republic and the future of this people to let
the Congressman give out a few offices to hold his friends instead of
having to go down in his pocket.
I think the debauchery of the use of money, now the common method
in Congressional elections, is infinitely worse, morally, than can ever be
caused by giving out a few offices. Therefore, I would let Congressmen recommend these men. Congressmen are much the same as
the rest of the people. They are not worse and they are not better, all
made of the same stuff. I would trust them whatever their politics.
I would leave such appointments just as they are. Under the
existing law I think the Superintendent would be a very injudicious
man to put a supervisor in a district with the Congressman :fighting
the appointment. There would be music by a full band and steadily
played. A Superintendent of Census must lean upon these people.
Who else can he go to 1 Can he go out and ask Jim Smith or Tom Brown
ma State or district1 No; take power whenever you find it. One
man says, "I am a Senator and I recommend so and so." Another man
turns up, a common occurrence, and say~ "He's a Senator who recommends this man, but he is corrupt." l would reply, "You change
him then; get another man for Senator if he is, but while he is Senator
or in the House he is the man for me to talk to."
The CHAIRMAN. So you do not believe in the application of civilservice rules to the work named, except as to the men clerks°?
. Mr. DONALDS9N. No; I believe in getting the best people-men with
Judgment proved, and that is more than you can get from the civil
service. The civil service grinds out scholars. Contact with the world
and its methods make men; mere scholarly acquirement is secondary.
Mr. BYNUM. The great thing, then,_is to get a well-organized force
at the start, men that you would not have to educate!
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Mr. DONALDSON. Yes, sir. I wish to add one word. Nobody has
opened his bead or said a word to me about coming here. I am not
open for another engagement. I am nearly through with my work, and
there are other special agents Mr. Porter can not get again at all. So
that when they speak to you here as I do now they do not speak because
they are expecting a job.
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH D. WEEKS.
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Chairman, we have here this morning Mr. Joseph
D. Weeks, .o f Pittsburg, who is the best authority on iron, coal, and
coke in the United States, and whose services I was very fortunate in
securing as a special agent. He happens to be here entirely accidentally, but he is a man w horn I think you would like to call upon, and
now is your opportunity. He has volunteered to answer any question
or make a statement on the subject of a permanent Census Bureau,
which he is in favor of.
The CHAIRMAN. What duties are you performing now, Mr. Weeks?
Mr. WEEKS. I have charge of the statistics of coke, natural gas,
petroleum, glass, and petroleum refining in this census. I had coke
and glass in the Tenth Census, and in the interim between the two
censuses I have been preparing for the United States Geological Survey a yearly statement regarding coke, natural gas, petroleum, and
manganese.
I want to emphasize what Mr. Upton has just stated as to the necessity of having directories or lists of those from whom information is to be
Hought. I did not experience sp much difficulty in this respect as many
other special agent , because I have each year prepared practically a
censu of some of the industries named for the United States Geological Survey. So I had lists; but for the industries for which I did not
have a Ii t I found their pr paration a most troublesome and difficult
work and considered that when I got a complete directory I had onefourth of the work done. I think one of the greatest advantages in
connection with a permanent censu would be the keeping up of these
li ts in the various branches of inquiry.
Mr. Upton was speaking of taxation. We have been trying in Pennsylvania to get up a system of taxation that shall be satisfactory to the
farmers, satisfactory to the manufacturers, to the bankers, and to everybody. A few weeks ago we called a convention of representatives of
the six great interests-that is, the six great departments of industryagriculture, labor, transportation, trade, commerce, manufacturing, etc.
We got together and found that there were not in the State of Pennsylvania any facts on which we could base a correct idea of taxation,
and we bad to go to work and get that information. They unfortunately
appointed me chairman of the committee to look into this, and I have
to do it. I find that the thing I need is just this Mr. Upton has spoken
of, knowing to whorn to go to get this information.
Then I find another thing. In gathering statistics, especially the
industrial statistics of a country, when you go to a man and ask impertinent, possibly inquisitorial, questions about his business you have to
previously establish a credit with that man, just as you would with a
bank, in order to get anything from him. Having done this, when I go
into a place, as I did for the Senate committee, and say, "Mr. Williams,
I would like to know what wages you pay," all the books are open to
me. He knows me. He gives me his pay rolls from 1840 to the present
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day. And not only the pay roll , but his jolll'nals and ledgers are
given tom , and I take from them just what I wish and publish it. I
publish it o nobody will know who it comes from, however. Not only
mu t the special agent establish this credit between himself and the
man from whom he wants information, but he must establish a credit
with the public at large. Take Mr. Swank, for instance; nobody ever
questions his figlll'es. They are accepted as correct the world over, and
whyf Because he has established a credit. Let anybody else, whom
the country does not know or the manufacturers do not know, try to
get these statistics from the iron manufacturers and you would see how
long it would take him to do it. Now, I go to Mr. Huff here every year
and say, "How much coal have you used, how much coke have you
made, how much is the coal worth a ton, and what did the coke sell
for f" He tells me; he gives me that information, becarn;;e he knows
that I am not going to tell anyone what he says. I have a credit with
him.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, you will not give the information as coming
from his works.
Mr. WEEKS. No; I give the figures for the district. I go _to Mr.
Frick and to Mr. Carnegie and they open their books to me. I am not
going to say how much is made by Frick or Carnegie, Phipps & Co.
I would not give that away. And they gave me the information because I have established a credit with them, and in that way I get the
information the country wants. Take Mr. Swank, for instance. While
you gentlemen may question his protection views or political views, you
do not question his statistics. He has established a credit; and if you
establish a permanent Census Bureau, that bureau and its experts
will have credit the country over, if it is properly conducted.
Mr. PORTER. Won't you tell the committee about the work you are
doing for Dr. Day,
Mr. WEEKS. I do this work in the interim between censuses. I have
done it for the Geological Survey, of which Dr. Day is the head. Under him Mr. Kirchoff, editor of the Iron Age, has charge of statistics
of lead, zinc, and copper. Those statistics for 1891 are already published. Dr. Day gets that work done at little expense and in a rapid
way that is wonderful. It is the same with Mr. Swank. He collects
the iron statistics for Dr. Day. I take the coke, natural gas, and petroleum statistics, and those are almost ready for 1891, that is, the
total of production and value. For coal he has Mr. E. W. Parker; for
gold and silver he has Mr. Rothwell; and for quicksilver, Dr. Randol.
Mr. PORTER. Those are the same men I employed, and my final report on mines and mining is now in the Government Printing Office
waiting for the completion of the illustrations.
Mr. WEEKS. And I pledge you my word that any man who has done
these various things for Dr. Day and Mr. Porter has actually received
only common days' labor pay, taking into consideration the money he
has spent. I would be better off to-day if I had never touched the
census.
One great trouble I find in taking an industrial census now is that
people do not know the particular information that I require. They do
not object to giving the information, but they say they have never kept
their books in that way and did not understand that I wanted this
thing or that; that if they had known it beforehand they could have
kept their books in such a way as to have been able to give the information desired. For instance, one of the questions in tb-e census schedule is as to the total amount of capital invested. A man can tell how
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much he bas invested but sometimes he can not tell bow much he has
u ed during the year;' if a man borrows money, that is part of bis cap
ital. If he is fortunate be does not have to borrow. They. say they
can not answer these questions; they are perfectly willing to do so, but
they did not know they were going to be asked and are not prepared
to answer them .
.Another thing. I find that manufacturers in a good many lines can
not answer correctly the questions as to amount of material used. I
went to the ]_"'lat Top region of Virginia, for example, and asked how
much coke they made, and they said so much; bow many tons of coal
they used, and they said so much. I knew from the answers that they
were not right. Every man answered the question as to coal wrong.
They never weighed their coal; they used nothing but slack coal, just
waste coal. They send their lump coal away and use this other coal,
which bas no value except for coke. Those men intended to answer
correctly, but they did not. If I had not been an expert that would
have gone in all wrong, just as another Government publication about
coke has gone wrong because the man who made the inquiries did not
know anything about it. Mr. Huff himself can not tell you to-day how
much coal he uses.
Mr. HUFF. Yes, I can.
Mr. WEEKS. Well, perhaps you can; but you are an exception.
Now, as to the cost of a permanent Census Bmeau. It will depend
entirely upon the work that is to be done. If all that is intended is to
have a skeleton force that will do a little every year to keep the office
in touch with the people, the cost will be very small. But if the House
and Senate and the Departments of the Government want information
every year in regard to certain industries, if practically a census is to
be taken every year, it will cost more; but, as these gentlemen have
said, the cost ultimately of the census, the cost of the Twelfth Census,
will be 25 per cent less than it would otherwise be if you have this skeleton force continuously. Then you want certain information from year
to yea,r to show how the country is getting along-to take stock every
year, as it were. This ought to be done, and I think a way could be
arranged by which these gentlemen who are now experts of the census
and who can not give their whole time to a permanent Bmeau could
give their advice and assistance when needed for a certain fixed compensation. For instance, I get the munificent sum of $500 from the
United States Geological Survey for getting out a report on natural gas,
petroleum, and coke, and it costs me $900, if I count time anything.
But I do it because I like the work. I would rather hunt a figure than
a squirrel.
·
The CHAIRMAN. I can see that if this should be made a permanent
office, very likely some additional labor could be attached to it. But
now, what I desire is this: Taking the Eleventh Census, for instance,
suppose this permanent bureau had been established at the close
the last _census, a1;1d_ it had remained in force up to the present
~1me, what, m your oprn10n, would have been the comparative differern e
m cost between that permanent census and the ce>st of taking the Eleventh Census under the present tempr rary system f
Mr. WEEKS. I would say that it would havecost25 per centless, and
perhaps even 33¼ per cent less, because you must remember that a great
many men who were educ~ted in the Tenth Census as experts are Mr.
Porter's experts now; but 1f Mr. Porter had had to take untrained men
it would have increased the cost very materially. By getting these
gentlemen Mr. Porter has decreased the expenditure very greatly. Mr.
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~w~nk has decreased the expense of obtaining iron tati tic ; Mr. Birkrnbme ha,s decrea ed the e:xpense of getting tati tic of iron ore. I
think the co t of getting the statistics that I had harge of ha been
great~y decreased. In gold and silver, copper and zinc, quick ilver,
and, m fact, every branch of the mining division, Mr. Porter ha , in
almost every case, secured the man who was the expert in the previou
census. And the clel'ks I used in my section of the work have been in
my employ for ten years. I simply turned two of them over to the
Census Office. Thus they did not have to be educated especially for
the work.
I would say that with a permanent establishment, taking into consideration the increase in the country in the next ten years, the Twelfth
Census can be taken for what the Eleventh Census cost, or less, because, of course, with the increase in the population you decrease somewhat the relative cost.
Mr. BYNUM. Do you think it possible to take a census next time,
considering the growth of population, etc., which would be as accurate,
organi:dng the Bureau at the time, as if there were a permanent establishment¥
Mr. WEEKS. There would be no comparison in the accuracy. .A.
man who is educated up to a sufficient degree to take charge of these
different industries, to check them off and to do this work as an expert,
will discover errors where another man will never think there is an
error. I believe this is the most accurate census that ever was taken,
because the chiefs have been trained in census methods. Mr. Porter
was trained in the last census. MF. Williams, in charge of manufactures, was trained in the last census, and the methods of the present
census are infinitely superior to the methods of the last.
Mr. BYNUM. I can see the advantage in gathering statistics that a
man who is familiar with them has over one who is not. The man who
is not familiar with the work is of no use at all and you have to educate
him to statistical work before you can do anything with him.
Mr. WEEKS. Not only to statistics, but to 1Jhe particular industry.
I think a permanent Census Bureau could be so managed that the
assistance it would give Oongress and the country would involve a
saving in the work of clerks in other departments sufficient to pay for
everything it would cost. While I think that the figures of cost of a
permanent bureau as given by Mr. Porter will cover what he proposes
to do, I think the scope of the proposed bureau could be profitably enlarged so as to make it infinitely more valuable to the country.

WASHINGTON, D. 0., April 22, 1892.
STATEMENT OF HON. FRANCIS A. WALKER, OF BOSTON.

The CHAIRMAN. Gen. Walker, the committee will be glad to hear
your views in reference to the matter under consideration, the expediency of making the Census Bureau permanent.
Gen. W .A.LKER. Mr. Chairman, I have been looking over the report
made by the Superintendent of Census regarding the matter, and it
seems to me that nearly all the considerations that .would arise in connection with it have been there enumerated, and if I could be of any
service whatever to the committee, at whose request I have come here,
H. Rep. 2393-5
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it would perhaps be by submitting myself to interrogations. Of course,
I could speak of the advantages of a permanent central statistical office
which would embrace all the statistical service now carried on by the
Government, or I might address myself to the question of putting the
Census Office, in its narrower or more limited range, upon a permanent
footing. These are entirely different questions, and I do not know
whfoh proposition the committee have before them.
Mr. HENDERSON. You are not familiar with the outline plan proposed, then, Gen. Walker 1
Gen. W .ALKER. I have seen Mr. Porter's report, which I believe
contains a copy of the bill that has been introduced.
The CH.AIRMAN. Supposing, Gen. Walker, you go on and state in
your own way the advantages or disadvantages, in your judgment, of
a permanent Census Office, and the comparative advantages or disadvantages of a temporary office.
Gen. W .ALKER. I think all the advantages are on the side of a permanent staff, if it can be provided. Taking the census is very much
like raising an army of volunteers at the beginning of a war. From
my own experience I know that you are almost certain to get something
else than good work at the start, and by the time the force becomes
trained and efficient the work is nearly all completed. The additional
expense of such a system is very great. I believe it would be greater
than the expense of maintaining a mod~rate census force, a statistical
force through the decade, and there is no question that the results would
be very much greater; I won't say more economical, though I believe
so. There are two kinds of economy: one of spending less money and
the other of getting more for your money, and the latter kind of economy can be practiced to a very high degree by a permanent bureau.
During the en1ire interval between the close of one census until the
very day when it is necessary to take measures for the new census
t,h is skeleton force could be kept at work on very important statistical
matter, which would employthem and at the same time retain in service
ready for the next census the best of the force in the previous census.
At the present time, the census being regarded as a temporary office,
the Superintendent of Census is under tremendous pressure and anxious
to get through. It is not a profession with him and be is anxious to
get home. There is a scare and flare in every quarter if the work is
delayed, and the result is that the whole work is done under a pressure
which really is only needed for a certain part of the work. The population statistics, of course, should be gotten out at the very earliest date
and the census force should be raised by successive increases of clerks
to a point that will keep all the clerks at work who can be well employed and be properly overseen in their work.
I think in 1880 we had at one time 1,500 or 1,600 clerks at work. It
was only for a few months that we ran such a force as that, but it was
of paramount importance that the statistics of population should be
gotten out at the earliest possible moment, and for that purpose a very
large force had to be employed, but the greater portion of it was of a
very temporary character. But the moment the population statistics
are _011;t, the industrial statistics, social, financial, and agricultural
statistics must be gotten up, although there is not the same necessity
for ~xpediting ~hat wor~. Gr~at pains, however, must be taken in
makmg comparisons, takmg thmgs from one side of the office to another, to see thart; things compare properly with each other and are
re~sonable. The need of good clerical labor is very much greater in
this work and loss by delay less. It is very much more important that
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the statistics should be sound when tbey do come out to be used, as
they will be for one hundred years for purpo es of comparison, etc.,
than tbat their publication should be expedited a few months.
Tben, again, and I would make it the principal argument for the extension of work of this class over the decade, e~pecially in that work
do you need the thought, the careful reflection of the head of the service and of the chiefs of divisions and experts. That kind of work can
not be rushed, and if it is rushed it will be injured seriously. While
the population statistics are in the way, which are of interest to the
masses of the people, the Superintendent of Census and his chief men
can not give much color to the best modes of classification and the
modes of compilation and tabulation. The battle is being fought every
day almost as long as the population statistics are being provided for,
and the returns are being compiled as the schedules come in. This is
a work the magnitude of which can hardly be conceived by anyone
who has not gone into it and come out alive, as some do not. There is
not time under the present system for making thoroughly sound arrangements, economical arrangements, and at the same time arrangements which will bring out the greatest amount of scientific truth.
Sufficient time is not given for bringing out the facts properly.
In other words, all such statistics suffer by being brought into the
mill at the same time. All this grist comes to the mill at once and will
as long as the imperative and overwhelming necessity exists for the
prompt publication of these statistics. The newspapers, the country,
and Congress are crying for them. It is important that the population
of every city and town in the country should be given at once. These
figures get older every day and soon become not so fresh as they might
be. That work must be rushed, but while statistics of wages, sex, civil
condition, nationality, etc., are important, there is no such panic or
tremendous baste about getting them out. We want to know how
many people living in a State were born in that State or in another
State or abroad; we want to know how many are of school age, how
many are of voting age, how many of militia age, and also to know the
expectation oflife ou the part of our people. We want to know the
average duration of life, and so on. Those things can just as well be
brought out one or two yea1·s later, and as the things of first importance
are brought out the office is continually being reduced, until when you
come to tabulate nativity, age, sex, civil condition, race, etc., you have
a force to do it with which, while reduced in number, is much improved
in efficiency.
This is work which will carry on the office on a limited scale during the
major portion of the decade. Then you would come to what might be
called the tailings that you can get out of the material which has been
·w orked up once or twice in these first tabulations, and any statistician
that is worth his salt, having a force of 60 or 70 trained clerks, could
bring out information of incalculable value regarding the social conditions of the people, the effect of occupations upon mortality, etc.,
things which do not need to be brought out until two or three years
· after the population statistics are published. It would be knitting
work, most of it. I do not mean to speak disrespectfully of it, because
to me as a statistician it is of the utmost importance. They are not
of vital consequence politically, of no consequence, in fact; but statistically they are of' very great importance. When the next census is in
preparation, two or three years ought to be allowed for the men to be
getting their sheets up or putting their heads together looking over
the results of past work, seeing where they have made mistakes, be-
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cau e no man ever worked without making mistakes, and there never
wa a man who could not do a certain work 20 or 30 per cent better
the second time, becau e he had already done it once. I think I was
appointed in the Ninth Census on the 8th of February, and the census
had to begin on the 1st of June.
·
Mr. HE DERSON. Do you mean the 8th of February, 1869¥
Gen. W ..A.LKER. No, 1870. There were only two or three months in
which to get the blanks distributed, some of them having to go to
Washington Territory. Of course we did not and could not do the
work thoroughly, because we bad not sufficient time.
Mr. HENDERSON. l\ir. Porter, come, wben were you appointed,
Mr. PORTER. I was appointed in April, 1889, but we could not ftx
our schedules until February 22, 1890, on account of changes in the census law.
Gen. WALKER. In all this work of making plans and preparations
for the great battle which is to take place, surveying the field, looking
at the results of the work of past censuses, and seeing where savingcould be effected in time and in effort and the quality of the work improved, which is of even greater importance in the view of the statistician,
I believe-- a permanent establishment would prove to be, in the highest
degree, economical in the sense of preventing errors and getting more
for your money. There is no reason why it should cost any more.
That, however, is for Congress to say. If Congress should say that it
does not care for a laborious investigation into the railroad system of
the country, Congress may cut that off. Congress may cut off any
branch of investigation at any time or restrict its functions, but whatever work is done would be done more economically and give better
re ult by keeping a trained force in the service of the Government, I
have no doubt. And, a I say, a moderate skeleton force could be
k pt at work all through the decade in doing what is now done decennially and letting it be publi lied when ready.
A I ay, in all censuse there is almost a panic in the office to get
out the r ult . It is very important to have the population statistics
ju t a hot and fre h as can be got up. But when that is done it is
more important that the return hould be thoroughly well revised, one
thing compared with another, and tests applied to various parts of the
work, than that the work should be pushed. I need not say that the
clerical force would acquire increased efficiency at ensuing stages of
the work. In Massachusetts a limited force is at present engaged in
doing certain work, surveying the town boundaries of the State. It is
the only work of the kind that has ever been done. It is important
that it should be done right, and we can not afford to put a large number of persons at work on it. We find that the efficiency of those engaged in the work increases in a high degree as the work goes on. It
would be possible for us to go to the commonwealth and say, "We can
push this work through in two years with a large force." But we do
not wish to do this, for we are increasing the efficiency so rapidly that
we are settling down to the principle of keeping a comparatively small
force at the work every year and letting the work run over.
I suppose Mr. Porter could submit to you (I have not consulted him,
however) statistics to show how rapidly the efficiency of a clerk increases after the first three or four months. For instance, take tallying
work. At a certain time a clerk could do 50 pages, some time afterwards 75 pages, his efficiency constantly increasing until at last he
could do 100 pages just as easily and perhaps more accurately than
the 40 or 50 pages he commenced with. There is a sort of economy in
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saving expense, but it is of greater importance to secure accuracy. I
tried to take one census cheap, and I never should try to take another
in the same way.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you consider the greatest element of waste
in the census work~
Gen.WALKER. The work is rushed, the Superintendent has his head
full and his hands full, and every important subject of industry cal~ing
for attention, as statistics of manufactures, mortality, transportation,
and a hundred other subjects, each one of which demands care and
thought, and if the whole harvest is brought into the _mill the same
day everything is choked up and there is no room for 1t. The J:?-ere
accumulation of papers, etc., is matter of embarrassment. These thmgs
must be taken up and run through all at once, instead of giving preference to population and then gradually taking care of the others. There
is no reason why statistics of agriculture, for instance, should be taken
at the same time as those of population and manufactures. That might
be set for two years following, or could be taken at different intervals.
Mr. HENDERSON. Does- not the Constitution fix the time when statistics must be ta.ken~
Gen. W .A.LKER. For the decennial enumeration of the people it does.
Mr. HENDERSON. Nothing else~
Gen. WALKER. That is a matter of constitutional interpretation.
In 1850 we had a good deal of discussion about that, and Congress
passed a bill which largely increased the scope of the census and made
it more comprehensive than it bad ever been before.
Mr. HENDERSON. But the theory of taking the census seems to be to
take it every ten years. If that is so, why should the data for 1900 be
taken in 1895 or 1896 ~ The question which troubles me most about
this permanent census bureau is this, that under the theory of the Constitutfon the expectation and wishes of the people are to see how much
we have advanced in ten years. Now, while I recognize the argument in favor of taking more time, is it essential to be running through
the whole period and getting data which really can not be utilized if
we limit the period to ten years~ We want to find out the condition,
say, in 1889; then, what is the use of the information for 1898, 1897, etc.~
Gen. WALKER. It was not my idea that the statistics of population should be taken more often than at present unless Congress
should decide to take an intermediate census. It is that these statistics which have not a political bearing, for the information of scientists, newspaper writers, etc., and those dealing with economic questions; should be taken in such a way as not to interfere with the
population work. A.t the same time, if it is held that there is a constitutional or political objection to that, it could go out and the permanent
force could be used in grinding the moldy grain le~ over from the
previous census.
Mr. TAYLOR. But does not the provision of the Constitution relate
only to population with a view to apportioning representation, etc.~ ·
The Constitution contemplates a census at least every ten years, but
there is nothing in it to prevent our taking the census every year if we
wish to.
Gen.WALKER. I am not a constitutional lawyer and h~ve not gone
into that.
The CHAIRMAN. But, as I understand, we are required to take the
census at least every decade.
Gen.WALKER. Oh, certainly; it determines Congressional representation and forms a basis for apportionment of representation in every
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State. The Superintendent has demands constantly made on him from
1 e'i lature of 'tate , for in tance, to get the population of these States,
and he get it out as soon as he pos ibly can. Of course for all purposes statistics of population must be paramount. Then the great matter of vital, indu, trial, educational, and social statistics, showing the
condition of the people regarding which there is no such pressure, could
be gotten out without so much haste.
lVlr. HENDERSON. Is it your idea that this permanent bureau should
keep at work and issue bulletins from time to time1
.
Gen. W .ALKER. Yes, sir; that is my idea.
Mr. HENDERSON. And you would be able to have a force trained and
equipped for work when the census is taken, and in the meantime could
keep the country supplied with intermediate statistics.
Gen. W .ALKER. Yes. What I would do would 'be to publish information as obtained. .A. large part of this would come from the census
schedules. For instance, the ages at which people married could be
figured out, and so on.
Mr. HENDERSON. In other words, they would be working over the
data and presenting information in different forms. In other words,
you would have the Uensus Bureau doing for us what we have to do
for ourselves.
Gen. W .ALKER. And in a great many cases you can not do it. The
facts must be taken from the original schedule. These can be combined in almost infinite relations, and to statisticians and economists it
is oftentimes true that the statistics which attract least popular interest are those mo t significant and more instructive. .A. comparatively
small trained force could work on that kind of material to an extent
impo ible where you have only half-trained clerks.
Mr. HENDERSON. Permit me to call your attention to a subject of
which I am den ely ignorant, and that is as to the practice in other
gr at countries like France, Germany, Great Britain, etc. How often
do they take their cen us, Ilave they a continuing cen us system 1
Gen. W .ALKER. There are just a many y tern as countries nearly.
All that information ha been collated and published in Mr. Porter's
report. In England they take a censu every ten years as we do, but
a year later, in 1881, 1891, etc. The censu, of England is taken by the
registrar-general of vital statistics. There are 600 or 700 registration
districts in England. There the Jaws as to births, marriages, and
deaths are very strictly enforced. They do not there, as they do in
some places here, stop funeral processions at the door of the cemetery to
get the certificate. In fact, oftentimes there is not that much trouble
taken here. But in England the laws are so enforced that an absolutely accurate record of vital statistics is made.
Mr. HENDERSON. They could take a census every year under that
system.
Gen. W .ALKER. They could, but only on account of their very perfect system of registration. Their regular census is merely a count of
population, with age and sex, marital condition, etc. They have no
census of industries in England at all that is worth anything. They
l1ave a report every year on mining.
Mr. HENDERSON. Do not they send out enumerators every ten years t
Gen. W .ALKER. Not for indm,tries. Their agricultural statistics are
published by the board of trade, but possess very little authority.
Their commercial statistics have been hauled over the coals very frequently in Parliament. Their mining statistics are regarded as of very
little value and their industrial statistics are of very little importance.
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But in France and Germany they have permanent statistical burea~s,
with correspondents or agents everywhere, and they collect the statistics of industries, agriculture, etc. Italy does the same.
Mr. HENDERSON. Do these bureaus take a census at any stated
period~
Gen. WALKER. At periods varying from three to ft ve and ten years
~~

.

Mr. HENDERSON. And these bureaus conduct them entirely~
Gen. WALKER. I believe so. That is given in Mr. Porter's report,
though. In Germany the central statistic~! office ~akes th~ ~ensus, and
meanwhile is carrying on an investigation rnto soma.I conditions, etc.
The CHAIRMAN. Is the census taken by a permanent office in those
countries 1
Gen. WALKER. In every country but ours.
Mr. HENDERSON. We have a permanent bureau of statistics, of course,
and of labor; what do they dot
. .
Gen. WALKER. I was in charge of the bureau of statistics of the
Treasury Department twenty years ago and have occasion to know _its
work. My idea would be that there should be a central office which
should collect and publish statistics of agriculture, commerce and navigation, industry, and pursue all the various statistical work required
by the Government.
Mr. HENDERSON. If we make the Census Office permanent why can
we not wipe out the Bureau of Labor and the Bureau of Statistics~
Gen. WALKER. I see no reason to the contrary. I insisted twenty
years ago that either the Bureau of Statistics should take the Census
Office or that the Census Office should take the Bureau of Statistics.
Mr. HENDERSON. Would not that result in a saving~
Gen. WALKER. I have not any doubt of that, and have no doubt that
it would result in improvement in the service. Not that I have any
criticism to pass. Mr. Wright is a very superior man, but all these
things should come in the same office. I have never had much doubt
that the Bureau of Labor and the Bureau of Statistics could be made
a part of this central statistical bureau, and have no doubt ·that the
statistical work of the Agricultural Department could also be done
by it.
Mr. HENDERSON. Do you know how large a force is employed in the
Bureau of Labor¥
Gen. WALKER. I do not. I have an impression that it is between
60 and 70 employes, but I am not certain.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your idea of the force which should be employed in a permanent bureau; that is, between decades¥
Gen. WALKER. My general idea would be that the force of a
newly organized Census Bureau would be gradually increased until it
reached its maximum shortly after the receipt of the population schedu_les. It ~hould then, it seems to me, be reduced by successive gradat10ns durmg the first four years. By that time you would have com~leted the census wor~ proper and you would get down to something
hke th~ null1ber reqmred for your permanent force. I see no reason
why this sh6uld exceed 50 or 70 clerks. Of course it would depend
upon what action Congress would take. If all the work of the Bureau
of Statistics, which employs 40 or 50 clerks, and the Bureau of Labor
which employs 60 or 70, should be thrown into this permanent bureau'
a corresponding increase of force would, of course, be needed.
'
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose we confine it to the present work of the
officet
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Gen. W .A.LKER. .A the main object of a permanent organization of
the office i to be ready for the next census, I see no reason why 50 or
70 clerk 1 ould not be uffi cient.
The On.A.IRM.A.N. Do you think there ought to be any employes outside of the main office in W ashington 1
Gen. W .A.LKER. Not unless Oougress charges some special investigation upon it. If investigations were ordered in regard to prices,
cost of production, etc., then it Wl)uld be necessary to have field agents
or t.o send men from the office.
The OH.A.IRM.A.N. Where, in your judgment, is the most effective work
performed now, outside or inside of the main office 1 When I say outside I mean the enumerators, etc.
Gen. W .A.LKER. Of course the enumerators' work is rough work.
They are only employed for a few weeks and have to learn all the details in a limited time. Of course there are good enumerators and bad
enumerators.
The OH.A.IRM.A.N. Would not all that be true under a permanent bureau?
Gen. W .A.LKER . .A permanent bureau would have one advantage : it
could issue forms and instructions earlier. It could get its geographers
at work and ascertain where the bad spots would be and make provision against errors. I do not wish to say that work done inside t he office is necessarily better than work done outside, or vice versa. If you
get a first-class special agent, like Mr. Weeks, for instance, he works
with more freedom away from the office than if bound down by office
rules. On the other hand, take a first-class man in the office and t here
is no reason why he should not do admirable work there.
The OH.AIRMAN. Your judgment is that with a trained force the work
inside the office would improve and also the work outside.
Gen. W .A.LKER. I think there is no doubt of that. You would have
your plans laid with better effect. For exa.mple, in case of a declaration of war to-morrow, the German army, it is stated, could place so
many thou and men within forty-eight hours and so many t housand
more within a week on the Ru, sian or French frontier; but that is
only to be done by having the thing i-,y t ematized and worked up by a
large staff, which has every :figure and fact bearing on the subject at
command. That could not be extemporized. You could not extemporize anything like th_e German system of mobilizing troops. It is
simply impossible. The German officers have almost every contingency
provided for, and at every railroad station in Germany the men have
their instructions. Everything is numbered, everythmg ticketed, and
all necessary preparation made with reference to moving troops at an
hour's notice. In the same way with census work, good results can
only follow where there is long previous preparation, and between that
and trusting to an extemporized system I think there is no doubt that
efficiency and economy are on the side of a permanent office; that is,
havfog your staff men ready to take command and well trained.
The OH.A.IRM.A.N. Leaving out the question of efficiency, general, what
would you say as to the economy of a permanent office as compared with
the present system,
Gen. W .A.LKER. You mean as to the actual keeping down of expenses
aside of the value of results,
The 0:a:.A.IRM.A.N. Precisely.
Gen. W .A.LKER. It seems to me from what I know of the work that a
good Superintendent ought to save enough in the six or seven years
now necessary for preparing for a census and completing it to pay for
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keeping a skeleton force on between the ending of one census and the
beginning of the next.
.
Mr. HENDERSON. And viewed in the light of information furmshed
it would be vastly cheaper1
Gen. W .A.LKER. In the light of results, certainly; but I have no doubt
that he could save his entire pay roll for the intervening period, in those
six or seven years, in the cost of raising the new force, putting in the
field his forty or :fifty thousand men, carrying on tabulation, etc.
The CHAIRMAN. Is our growth of population and expansion of business an additional reason why it should be a permanent office1
Gen. W .A.LKER. If it is a good thing it is all the better for that
ground. Any advantage that would be derived from it would be
greater by reason of the growth of the country.
·
Mr. HENDERSON • .A.s we get more populace and jostle each other the
General Government and governments of States have to study more
closely for the interests of our people; statistics become more valuable.
The CHAIRMAN • .A.re the results under the .present system generally
satisfactory; that is, can they be made so1 Is there not considerable
guesswork, and necessarily so, as well as imperfect work 1
Gen. W .A.LKER. There is no guesswork or anything that could be
called guesswork, but there is imperfect work. Some classes of subjects are liable to very much greater error than others. For example,
take statistics of valuation here; if you came within 5 per cent I
should consider that very close, because valuation is fluctuating all the
time. On the other hand, I should consider that a man who did not
come within half of 1 per cent of the population had made a great
mistake and a culpable mistake. Some statistics are approximately
correct if they come within 5 per cent of perfection, while in others
you can get within a half or tenth per cent. Take the population of a
town in Vermont, for instance. 'rhe census of that town ought to be
absolutely perfect, so far as number is concerned. There is no reason
why a single person should be omitted in the census of a township in
Vermont or Massachusetts, etc.
_ On the qther hand, take a city like New York, where the people are
living by thousands and by tens of thousands in tenement houses, and
the case is very different. Probably the worst case is where buildings
are primarily devoted to purposes of commerce or manufacture, and
yet 50 people may be sleeping in one of them. .A. man might reside
in such a district all his life and never have an idea that anybody lived
in that building. The policemen might know it. This is simply an
illustration of how persons might be overlooked in a great city. In
New York a man would be lucky if he came within-I won't say what
per cent-and I do not speak of that as an error of the census. It is
a necessity of the case. But in rural districts it is different.
There are other classes of statistics where the probability of error is
very considerable. I can not express it in percentages, and yet for
any practical use figures within 5 per cent are just as good as if
exact. For instance, you might have considerable error and yet it would
not amount to so mq.ch as you throw off as a fraction in your ordinary
use of figures. That is, you say a certain element has 51 or 53 per cent
of this thing or that, and it is just as good as if you should give the
percentages as 51 and 53 thousandths. You would not use the fraction.
It has no significance, and you would not trouble your hearers with it.
The errors of the census should and do almost all come within the
fraction that you throw away.
·
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The CHAIRMAN. Rc1,ve you considered the question of the mode of
appointing the employes of the Census Office¥
Gen. W A.LKER. I have not specially; no. I believe in the civil-service system, and I would have the clerks come i.n the office, most of
them, originally when the great mass of the work has to be done, and
then I would have those Raved who had Hhown the greatest energy,
were of the most value to the office, and the most reliable. In that
way after you had reduced the number of clerks down to 60 or 70 you
ought to have a very superior class of men.
The CHAIRMAN. What about the employes outside of the office, such
as enumerators, supervisors, etc.1
Gen. W A.LKER. I should pick my men for supervisors very carefully.
There is no civil service about that, because it is not a question there
of skill or learning, but a question of energy and ability. .A supervisor,
in charge of a district and having under him seven or eight hundred
enumerators, must be the very sort of man who would run a railroad
successfully or make a good local superintendent of an express company. What you want is a man of energy, character, and integrity,
and desirous of doing the right thing. In fact, as I say, a good local
superintendent of an express company would be the best man for supervisor of census.
The -CHAIRMAN. By whom should supervisors be selected¥
Gen. WALKER. The responsibility should be on the Department of
the Interior, but the Superintendent of Census could select the men
and recommend their appointment.
The CHArnMAN. The same as now¥
Gen.WALKER. Yes, sir; and the President should send in the names
to the Senate on his personal responsibility. I do not think that any
change is desirable in the manner of appointing supervisors.
The CHAIRMAN. Does any member of the committee wish to ask Gen.
Walker any further questions¥
Mr. HENDERSON. I think that he has covered the ground very
thoroughly for us, and we are glad to have bad bis views.
The CHAIRMAN. I desire to thank you, Gen. Walker, for appearing
before the committee this morning. We have all been very much interested in what you have told us.
The committee then adjourned.
#'

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 29, 1892.
STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN S. BILLINGS, U. S. ARMY.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Billings, will you please give your name, residence, and occupation,
Dr. BILLINGS. John S. Billings; residence in Washington; surgeon
in the .Army, curator of the .Army Medical Museum and Library. In
connection with the Census Office, I am principal a;dviser to the Superintendent of Census in the divisions of vital statistics, of special classes,
and of social statistics of cities.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, if you will go on and state your views in
reference to this resolution relating to a permanent Census Office the
committee will be glad to hear you.
Dr. BILLINGS. In relation to these divisions of the census with which
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I am specially familiar, that is, the vital statistics, of which _I had
charge of the compilation in the last census a~d. was the ~dVJser of
Gen. Walker in the previous census; the statistics of special classes,
including more especially the insane, i~iots, deaf and d~mb, bli?~, and
the degenerate portion of the population, and the social st~t~stics of
cities, especially in their sanitary relations, I _am of the opm!on that
the creation of a permanent Census Bureau will very greatly rmprove
the quality accuracy, and practical utility of the statistics that are
collected o~ those several points, and that it will do that without any
material increase in cost. Taking more especially the subject of vital
statistics, which includes the variations of the life of the people as
affected by births, marriages, and deaths, which must always be considered in relation to the living population by color or race and the
special tendencies to disease and deaths in different localities, under
the present arrangement of affairs in the United States we have less
accurate and valuable data than almost any other civilized country,
owing to the fact that it is not possible to obtain a complete record of
the number of deaths and births occurring in a community unless that
information is noted at the time or very near the time of the occurrence
of the death or birth.
Now, in this country, we have in the New England States of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Vermont a
registration of deaths, which now may be said to be properly carried
out. Maine has passed a registration law, within the last year, which
bids fair to be all that is desired. New York has a good registration
system for all except a few counties which are sparsely settled. New
Jersey has a very complete system. In Alabama one-half of the
counties of the State make reasonably accurate returns. Many of the
other States have laws which require registration of births and deaths,
but those laws are not enforced. Practically, we have no complete
know ledge of the number of deaths that occur in far the greater part
of the United States.
In addition to the States I have mentioned almost all the large cities
require registration of deaths and attempt to obtain registration of
births, but this last is nowhere complete or satisfactory. Hence the
only information we can get in this country in regard to differences in
death rates in different parts of the country or the liability of different
parts of the country to certain diseases is from the returns made by the
enumerators every ten years to the Census Office. They ask in each
family, "Who of this family has died during the last year, and what
was the cause of death, and the sex, age, and so on of the decedent."
They do not get the total number of deaths within anywhere from 30
to 40 per cent. Sometimes the family has been broken up by the death
of the father or breadwinner .. Sometimes deaths are forgotten. In the
t enement houses of large cities the number of deaths reported to the
enumerators would not be one-half of the number actually occurring.
Still, that is the best we can do. We can not compare the number of
deaths in Kentucky, for example, with the number of people in that
State and compare the result with a similar ratio calculated for Massachusetts. It would show that the death rate in Kentucky was much
less th'an that of Massachusetts, simply because not more than half of
the number of deaths in Kentucky had been reported.
We can, however, obtain records of a large number of deaths from
the enumerators-between 700,000 and 800,000 in the course of a yearand from_ these we ca1?- as?ertain what the relative proportion of deaths
from var10us causes m different parts of the country is to the total
H. Rep.2-64
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number of deaths reported. We can, for example, ascertain very intere ting facts relative to the prevalence of consumption, typhoid fever,
cancer, etc., but we do not get the facts in relation to the number of
population. Now, in almost all other civilized countries the deaths are
recorded at or near the time they occur accurately and carefully. It
is considered that, in the first place, a registration of deaths is necessary
to insure a man's legal rights to his property. The information derived
from the registration of marriages, births, and deaths enables a man
to prove his legitimate descent and that others who might. have been
entitled to the property have passed away.
In the second place, registration is desirable as the means of prevention of crime. Where there is no inquiry as to the cause of death and
a man is buried without the necessity of recording the fact, and with
no one to look after it, of course there are greater facilities for poisoning and other methods not involving actual violence, and especially for
the crime of infanticide. These are largely prevented where, by registration, the cause of each death can be verified. It is necessary also
for the good of the community to establish the fact of death. The claim
that John Smith has died should be capable of verification. And this
special information coming in from day to day and from week to week
is of special interest to the department which is endeavoring to prevent
disease and the spread of epidemic diseases. It is very important, for
instance, to know the occurrence of the first death from smallpox,
scarlet fever, yellow fever, etc.
The CHAIRMAN. How often should these statistics be gotten,
Dr. BILLINGS. Registration should go on constantly. That is a matter of State and municipal work, but a permanent Census Bureau would
have a strong influence in inducing them to do this important work.
We now use the data we get from the registration cities, which are
simply copied without giving schedules to the enumerators, and in
State which have not registration the enumerators must do the best
they can to get information from families. If there were a permanent
Oen u Bureau, with a small trained force perfectly familiar with the
matter, these statistics would come in at regular periods, quarterly
perhaps, or monthly even. But no sy tematic comparison of those
returns is possible now. The sy tem in one State has not the slightest
reference to that of another, but all, as I know positively, will be extremely glad if they could deliver their returns to one central place,
which would publish them side by side, and thus give each an opportunity of comparing their returns with those of other States. There
have been two or three references of those engaged in collecting vital
statistics in the various States and that has been the uniform wish of
all of them. As soon as it is seen that these data are published regularly I think there can be no doubt that tJ10se States and cities which
have not registration will rapidly perceive the necessity and desirability
of it, will wish to appear in the Government tables and to show what
the condition of affairs is as regards human life in their own localities.
Mr. BABBITT. In other words, it would be an incentive for all States
which have not adopted th,at plan to adopt it at once¥
Dr. BILLINGS. Yes. To illustrate, in the last census we used the
methods of comparisons of certain forms of diseases, and I have here
one or two maps in which the depth of shade indicates the proportion
of deaths from certain diseases. Take, for example, that. map showing
cancer, and you will see how very heavy the shading is in New England.
If you take these maps of diphtheria and scarlet fever you will see that
they are diseases of the North and not of the South. Now, the publi-.
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cation of these illustrations aroused a very great interest i? the ~.ifferent
States and was the cause of the passage of several registration la.ws.
I know from conversation with the officials of bo:1rds of health, etc.,. that
these data had a great influence. Now, _in this present cens?-s, 1f we
publish anything of this sort, we can give those States which have
good registration accurately.
.
.
.
Mr. BAKER. I should like to ask a quest10n, if you please. I see this
map gives statistics of scarlet fever for 1880. ~ave you compared _these
results with those of 1890, to see if by comparison through a series of
years this condition holds true~
Dr. BILLINGS. That is what we are engaged in now.
Mr. BAKER . .Are the reports simply for one year~
Dr. BILLINGS. Only for one year-the census year. Of course the
figures of one year are not very satisfactory. The census year may be
an exceptional year, and it is perfectly clear that we ought to have the
information each year.
•
Mr. BAKER. Have lung troubles and cancer increased during the past
ten years~
Dr. BILLINGS. The proportion of deaths from cancer has been about
the same, but there has been a slight increase in some other countries.
Mr. BAKER. Is cancer confined to certain sections of this country~
Dr. BILLINGS. No, sir; but the death rate is heavy in certain sections.
.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask one question. Is cancer attributable largely to climatic influences~
Dr. BILLINGS. No, sir; there are two great causes that affect distribution of cancer in this country. In the first place, it is not nearly
as frequent in the black as in the white race, and it is more frequently
among Irish and Germans than among the English or native .Americans.
The black population is in the South, tbenative.American in the Northeast; German and Irish are scattered through the North. In the
second place, cancer is a disease of advanced age. Where there is the
greatest number of old people there you will find the greatest number
of deaths from cancer. For each 1,000 of population the number of
deaths will increase up to 90 years. Hence, a large number of deaths
from cancer indicates an old-settled place and a relatively healthy
place because of the great number of old people. But it is not my purpose to discuss the causes of death, but simply to show how this becomes interesting for comparison, and you will understand how much
more interesting it would be if we could have reports year by year.
The CHAIRMAN. Does not the fact of cancer being confined to certain
localities show that it is largely affected by climatic influences~
Dr. BILLINGS. I have not been able to see that it is prevalent in connection with climatic conditions, but rather that it was largely a matter
of race and affected people over 50 years of age. I do not niean to say
that climatic influences may not have something to do with it, but I
have not demonstrated that. That would be a very interesting matter
to study out.
The CHAIRMAN. Has that been made a study!
Dr. BILLINGS. It has been studied in England only. The data for
the last English census and the data which I published ten years ago
are practically now the only available statistical data of the prevalence of cancer in different parts of the world. When we get the
statistics of this last census compiled, giving them not only for this
but for the last five years in part, with distinctions of race, I hope to
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con iderably enlarge the knowledge we have as to the distribution of
cancer.
The CHAIRMAN. This information, of course, laid the foundation for
this inve tigation.
Dr. BILLINGS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Were these maps published in the census reports of
1880.

Dr. BILLINGS. Ye , sir; these are simply enlargements made for a
particular purpose.
Mr. BAKER. I notice in looking over these maps that they are confined to a section of the country which is indebted in a great measure
for increase of population to the foreign element.
Dr. BILLINGS. Tbey cover the whole country.
Mr. BAKER. But take the Southern States, for instance, and on this
map they show very little disease.
Dr. BILLINGS. That is so as to scarlet fever, but here is a map
showing heavy death rate from malarial fever in the South.
Mr. BAKER. I have always had an idea that climatic influences had
a great deal to do with a prevalence of certain diseases.
Dr. BILLINGS. They do; but they ought to be studied in connection
with races, because I have no doubt that certain races are especially
fitted for certain localities.
Mr. BABBITT. How do you explain that consumption, which we
have been taught to believe was cured in California, seems to have a
larger death rate there than anywhere else 1
Dr. BILLINGS. Those statistics relate to the number dying. A great
many consumptives go to California as a health resort and die there.
I have that separated out, but it is not separated on those maps.
The CHAIRMAN. I fear we have diverted you from the line of your
arrrument.
Dr. BILLINGS. I simply wi h to say that the more accurate, the more
cornpl t , and the more ontinuou the data that are funli hed by the
nit d tate Government, putting the work of the everal States side
by ide, the more certainly will tho e States endeavor to make their
data accurate and complete, and the more certainly will the other States
which at present are doing little or nothing in tbat direction endeavor
to put themselves alongside of those which enforce registration laws.
The continuous registration of deaths must necessarily be a State
matter. It comes in under the general police powers of the State, and
t,his power is conferred by the State in turn upon certain municipalities
even when the State does not choose to exercise that power throughout
the whole of jts domain; and what the United States had best do is to
encourage that and to give the means for regular, continuous publication and for securing the work being done on uniform schedules. To
eftect that, in my judgment, the creation of a permanent Census Bureau,
with skilled men who have worked in it from one census to another, will
h&ve a powerful influence.
We are particularly fortunate in the vital statistics of this census in
having as chief of that division the same gentleman who had charge
of the work ten years ago, and in that he was associated with me. We
worked out all the details of tabulation and forms, etc., and he came to
this census knowing from his experience pretty much what would be
wanted, and no time was lost in experimental work, getting up tables
and forms, etc. Nearly all the clerks who came in had to be trained,
and they required special training. All kinds of diseases are reported,
and the clerks have to learn to classify them. I do not say that it is
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necessary to have medical men, but it is very desirable to have a nucleus
of medical men to instruct the others.
.
The same thing may be said of the division of the defective class~s,
and those are matters of very great interest to the people of the different States. Statistics of the number of people who .a re degenerate
· and have to be taken care of at public expense, many of them especially liable to certain degenerations and kinds of disease, and who require special means of edueation in certain respects, such as the deaf
mutes, the blind, etc., are of great practical importance. We should
have not only once in ten years but regularly every year the data as to
the number of these people in different localities, whether tha~ num?er
is decreasing or increasing and whether an in~reased n_umber 1s commg
from foreign countries, and, if so, whether the mcrease 1s from Gerll?-any,
Austria, Italy, or Russia, etc. If a permanent bureau ~ere .estabhs~ed
two or three skilled men should be constantly collectmg mformat10n
throughout the country on that matter. There is a very general desire
for • information on this subject throughout the States. Most of the
States have provided means for the car.e of these people, and they are
very anxious to get the earliest data from the census about how many
there are in the State and where they are located, with reference to
the amount to be appropriated for supporting and sustaining existing
institutions or for the creation of new ones.
The social statistics of cities are becoming more and more important
in this country, especially from a sanitary point of view, and they should
be studied in connection with registration of deaths, in order to determine the unhealthy parts of cities and the direction in which work must
be done to prevent increase in the death rates. It is true that this has
been done to a certain extent in each individual city by its own health
officials, but to make it of greatest value it is desirable to have qu..arterly or annual returns, so that comparisons can be made of deaths in
Boston with deaths in Baltimore, of deaths in Philadelphia with deaths
in Washington, etc. I think this will become quite evident when we
publish the data collected in this last census where the large cities
have been divided into sanitary districts, putting the tenement regions
in one, the better class of residence districts in another, business districts
in another, etc., and giving not only general death rates, but by cause
of deaths, by black and white, and, where the population justifies it, by
race. This has been done not only for the census year, but the records
of deaths for five years have been copied for some of the largest cities,
a:13-d these, ad~ed ~o the re~urns for the census year, give a period of
six years, whwh 1s sufficient for accurate results as to the relative
h~althfulooss of these cities. When these are published I think there
will be a d.eman~ to have it co~tinue from year to year, and that cities
not appearmg will be very anx10us to appear and have their data compiled in like manner.
. Th~ CHAIRMAN. I understand you to say, doctor, that you would adV?-se, 1f a permanent census were established, the taking of these statistics every year 1
Dr. ~ILLINGS. To obtain from State and municipal authorities copies
of their registration records at regular periodical intervals.
The 0HAIRM~N. Now, what do you say of the expense of doing that
as compared with the expense of collecting these statistics now,
Dr. BILLINGS. The expense would of course increase somewhat with
the increase in number and completeness of the data, that is as to
the collection of the data; but the expense of compiling that data'would
not increase in any such ratio, perhaps not at all, because of the in-
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crea,sed skill which would be acquired by the men engaged. So that
for little more than the same money we could get more accurate and
more extensive series of data.
The CHAIRMAN. What would be the difference in the expense if you
took the same statistics as you now collect under a permanent and
under a, temporary organization,
Dr. BILLINGS. The cost would be less. We could do the same work
for less money.
Mr. BABBITT. What percentage of accuracy in reports would be
gained under a permanent Census Bureau, that is, would not the reports
received under a permanent Census Bureau be much more correct' I s
not that a valuable point,
Dr. BILLINGS. That is an important point, that the statistics of a
great majority of the States, those that have no registration and in
those parts of the States outside of the great cities where we have not
been able to get complete data, while they have a certain value and
ought to be tabulated, because we have nothing else, are of very low
practical value compared with what we get from registration States
and cities. They are not worth compiling in any of the detail and
completeness that the others are. They are largely a matter of conjecture. You have to say from these returns "Probably this is true." We
know, for instance, that we do not get more than 60 per cent of the
total number of the deaths in Kentucky.
Mr. RABBITT. Then the reliability of the returns would be 40 per
cent greater,
Dr. BILLINGS. We would get 40 per cent more deaths and very much
more value in the utility of the returns.
The CHAIRMAN. T:6.ese statistics, I understand you to say, where
there is no State law of registration requiring them to be returned, are
gathered by the enumerator,
Dr. BILLINGS. Yes, sir; they ask of each family how many persons
have died during the past year. Those are collected by name, age,
sex, color, civil condition, etc., and the return is made on a special
schedule. It is not thought worth while to expend a great deal of
money compiling those in detail. We do not compile those as we do
the statistics which come from places having complete registration.
We get the number of deaths reported from every county in the United
States with distinction of color and certain ages, and people who are
not accustomed to using vital statistics will undoubtedly deceive themselves in these tables, because they will say that those States are the
unhealthiest which have the best returns, and those counties will appear to be the healthiest where the fewest deaths are returned.
The CHAIRMAN. So that they are very deceptive.
Dr. BILLINGS. In that respect. Of course attention will be called
to that source of error, but where we consider the data to be very
imperfect we do not waste much money in compiling them. We will,
however, probably duplicate the set of maps which I have shown you,
so as to show what changes have occurred in the ten years. You can
readily understand that with a hundred thousand deaths we can give t he
proportion of deaths of consumptives, for inst~nce, for certain localities, which, of course, is very interesting. It is not nearly so interesting, however, as if we knew the total number of deaths and could compare them with the number of population, but all we can give is t he
total number of deaths returned and say that 5 per cent of the total
dea~hs in a certain district was due to diphtheria. In the last census it was shown that diphtheria is a disease of the rural districts and
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no~ of the large cities and sewered town . I imply mention tl1 e
thn~gs by way of illustration. It is an important matt r to all anitary
engmeers to know that diphtheria is not a disease of sewered towns.
The CHAIRMAN. What subject doe your present y tern cover1
Dr. BILLINGS. Vital statistics, statistics of ueaths and births, so far
as we can ~~t at them _by takin~ the number of children m1der a year
old found livmg at the time oftakmg the censu and the number who died
during the census year. Adding these together should give, if accurate, the number of births. Tl.Jen we get the number of marriages with
the number of children to a marriage, with distinction of color, race,
and the relative fecundity of Irish, German, native American, negro,
etc., the relative tendency of death from certain causes, the relative
tendency to death at certain ages, etc. Then w~ give the ratio of deaths
to occupation, skilled and unskilled labor, the proportion of deaths in
factory workers and among shoemakers, small tradesmen, etc. Most
of this is a matter of general sociology which it is important to have before you if any action is to be taken toward ameliorating the condition
of certain classes. A large part of .what is known as the labor problem
is connected with sanitary conditions and death rates and arguments
pro and con resting on them.
Mr. BAKER. I would like to ask Dr. Billings whether, from information contained in these maps, particular localities might not be able to
guard against these diseases by certain sanitary regulations if they
had knowledge that such diseases were peculiar to certain sanitary
conditions~
Dr. BILLINGS. They indicate the direction in which persons who
have charge of such matters ought to look.
Mr. BABBITT. Take the fact that diphtheria is confined to the rural
districts, and it would have a tendency to induce parties to look more
carefully to their water supply, etc., and direct their attention to sanitary improvement.
Mr. BAKER. I was laboring under a very grave mistake in reg·ard to
sewerage and diphtheria not being found in sewered places. Now the
worst case of the most malignant type that I ever knew occurred in
Philadelphia while I was there. The disease broke out in Walnut
street in that city.
Dr. BILLINGS. I do not for a moment say that diphtheria does not
occur in cities. It is a disease which is transmitted by contagion.
Public schools are great agencies for spreading it. What I mean to
say is that, taking it over the broad field of this country, the heavy proportion of deaths has been in the interior. It is not so prevalent in the
large cities, in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Washington, etc., as it is in
the villages and in the country regions of the Northwest. At least this
was so ten years ago. I do not know how it may be now.
Mr. BAKER. Then I understand you to say that diphtheria is a disease
that may prevail in any section by contagion and that it is liable to
obtain in certain localities by natural causes~
Dr. BILLINGS. No, sir; I do not t~ink it is sp~mtaneous any _mo~e
than smallpox. The only point I desrre to make m that connection 1s
that the knowledge that a proper sewerage sys~em will ~ecrease the
spread of diphtheria would be importan~ to samtary engn1;eer~. F~r
example Baltimore has no sewers. It 1s the only great mty m this
country that I know of that has none. And one of the great objectio1!s
urged in Baltimore against sewerage has been that sewer gas will
produce diphtheria. ~raking any l_arg~ number of de~ths all over the
•country it is very easy to see that 1t will not do -anythmg of the sort.
il. ~op. L3U3--6
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fr. BA.KER. The r a on why I a, ked the question I did in regard~
di a br akino- out pontan ou 'ly was that an instance occurred I?the city I r id d in in the We t. In one family the sanitary condi-

tion were not very healthy and tlwee of the children died of diphtheria
within quite a hort period of time. There was no further spread of
the di ease in the city, and but one or two other like cases occurred.
Dr. BILLI GS. I can not explain variations in epidemic diseases, but
I am very keptical about diphtheria or any other contagious diseases
breaking out de novo.
Mr. BA.KER. Still there did not seem to be any communication of
the disease in this case.
Dr. BILLINGS. It might have come by mail. I know of a case of
scarlet fever which was carried in a little knitted shawl which had
been worn by a child who had died the year before and it was not supposed there was any danger. It was sent in the mail and carried the
contagion with it.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Billings, the committee is very much obliged to
you for the information which you have given it.

W .ASIDNGTON, D. C., April 30, 1892.
The committee met at 10 :30 a. m.
STATEMENT OF FRANK R. WILLIAMS.

The CH.AIRMAN. Plea e give your name and occupation.
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. My name is Frank R. Williams, and I am the expert
in charge of the Oen u Office investigation relating to all branches of
manufactures.
The CH.A.IRM.A.N. What ha been your experience in census takingt
Mr. WILLIAM, . I had charge of the inquiry into manufactures at the
la t cen u under Gen. Walk r, and have undertaken to perform the
same work at the pre ent cen u . I have been more or less connected
with statistical work for the past twelve years.
The CHAIRMAN. Plea e go on and state your views with reference to
the establi hment of a permanent Census Bureau.
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. I presume it is hardly necessary to say in regard to
this important branch of inve tigation, with which you must all be
familiar, that there is probably no line of statistical information more
necessary and important to Congress, as well as to the country at large,
than that relating to the manufacturing industries of the country, because such information forms, to a very large extent, the basis for legislation in regard to many lines of productive industry. The fresher the
information and the more accurately it can be secured the better results for legislative purposes.
Under existing law we can only obtain data for one year in every
ten, so that when the information is published for the present census
and compared with information secured ten years previously the conditions may be so entirely changed as to make any and all comparisons
misleading. Take the wool industry, for example. The statistics which
have just been published were prepared under the direction of Mr.
North, of Boston, expert in charge. The census year of 1879-'80, for
which data were collected at the Tenth Census, was the most prosperous year in the wool industry, while the census year of 1889-'90 was
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the least prosperous year known in its history.
port says:
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Mr. North in his re-

While we are compelled to make these comparisons under the present system of
collecting census statistics, if w e could h ave the data for the intermediate years for
such a,n important industry as that, where we would be able to compare year by
year the :fluctuation in its conditions, it would be of incomparable value as compared
to the present system.
·

What is true of the wool industry is equally true with reference to
others. The conditions, however, may be exactly reversed. We may
compare a prosperous year at this census with a bad year at the previous census. The importance of this investigation to the general
public as well as to Congress can not be overestimated. There is no
branch of census work for which less information can be secured, except for the census year, than that of manufactures. I think this
proposition can be illustrated by turning to the monthly report published by the Department of Agriculture in regard to cereals. These
reports are eagerly sought for by every bread center and govern the
prices of these products. If we could obtain similar information .
(probably it would not be necessary to collect it for every branch of
manufacture, as we do every ten years) as to special branches of manufacture, more particularly those concerning which there is likely to b.e
t ariff legislation, it would tend to more accurate results and render
t he information moie valuable, because if collected every year the
work could be performed not only with greater accuracy, but at onet hird of the cost at which it is obtained under present auspices. It is
my judgment that over two-thirds of the cost required to collect and
compile the data under the present system would be saved under a
permanent census. Thousands of dollars are expended in educational
and experimental purposes, and also in various other ways that could
.not possibly be provided against in the conduct of a temporary office,
but which would be saved were a permanent Census Office established.
A nother very important matter, in fact one of the most important,
is this. Each succeeding decennial census, in the very nature of things,
can only secure the services of a very small percentage of the persons
previously employed and possessing the al>ility and experience necessary to take charge of important branches of the work. It is not
reasonable to suppose, except in isolated cases, that gentlemen of expert capacity are willing to be connected with a temporary Census Office
where, as in the present case, the pay is entirely inadequate for the high
order of the services required. In some instances a few experienced
employes return to this census because ,o f their love for statistical work
and the interest they take in it, but as a rule the experience g.ained
at one census is lost to a succeeding census. The new persons selected
to take charge of the various branches may or may not be competent
for such duty. This can not be fully determined until the information
1s nearly ready for publication, and then .it may be discovered that
t he whole mass of work is valueless and goes for naught. It is of
p aramount importance that early publication of the results should be
made, and that can be best accomplished under a permanent system.
One of the most important and yet one of the greatest items of
expense is the preparation of proper directory lists, so that the office
may know whether we have obtained returns from every person
engaged in any particular line of industry. For example, at the commencement of the census I desired to make up the directory list for
each industry. The first duty to be performed in this behalf was to
obtain all the trade directories possible .a nd make up lists therefrom.
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These lists were sent out to the persons engaged in each particular line
of industry, requesting them to make corrections, etc.
It was necessary in many cases to dispatch special agents to collect
this information. The preparation of these lists involved an expense
of $25,000, almost all of which could be saved under a permanent census, because the lists could easily be kept up by correspondence at
comparatively little expense, without necessity for any :fieldwork.
The present system of obtainjng and treating information of all kinds
could be vastly improved upon in a permanent Census Office.
The CHAIRMAN. How many have been employed in your division ;
what is the largest numberf
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. The largest number I had was 600 clerks and 1,600
special agents in the field, collecting the information by personal visitation to every shop or mill, etc., for the purpose of securing returns
covering their operations.
Mr. BABBI'l'T. How many of your employes were men who had had
former cen·s us experience¥
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. Not 5 per cent.
Mr. BABBITT. And for what length of time did you have these men?
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. Varying times, from sixty days to a year. Of course,
in temporary employment of this kind we have to accept the services of
a great many incompetent persons. If we were enabled, under a permanent system, to select a certain proportion of the clerks, who cou]d be
educated and become experienced, of course we could get along with a
less number, probably one-third of the number now employed.
The CHAIRMAN. And at a corresponding decrease in the cost f
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. lt is almost 12 o'clock, and the committee can not
sit during the session of the House.
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. I would like at a future time to talk further on this
subject, and show you the difference between our present methods and
those of previous censuses. There is no comparison possible in the stati tics of manufactures with any previous census on account of the
changed method adopted by each succeeding Superintendent prior to
1870, although statistics of manufactures were collected as early as 1810.
So from 1810 to 1870, by reason of the temporary character of the census, no comparison of statistics of manufactUI'es is possible, because of
the changed methods adopted by each succeeding Superintendent and
by each person successively in charge of different branches of the investigation.
Permit me, at this juncture, to go a little further into details, even
at the risk of some repetition.
When the :fieldwork of productive industry is finally completed and
the information has been obtained the employment of a large clerical
force becomes necessary for the purpose of classification and examination of the returns. Each schedule must be separately examined, errors
noted and corrections made, not only in addition, but in various other
particulars. Examination sheets are prepared for each schedule, showing by separate items in gross the miscellaneous expenses, wages,
materials used, and product, and calculations made as to the amount
of profit and loss. This immense labor of examination of, say, half a
million separate schedules is preparatory to the calculation of percentages, total number of hands employed by ages, sex, and classes, together with rates of wages per week and number of hours per day of
labor. This work is preliminary to that of final tabulation, and these
tabulations not only involve a labor of immensity, but require expert
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mathematical ability of high order. It is a work that can not be hurriedly performed, because correctness is essential. Any neglect or
carelessness in this regard necessitates doing the work over again,
involving large expense and loss of time, and in order that this repetition shall be avoided or reduced to a minimum the clerical force, which,
in the main, comes to the Census Office in a crude or raw state, must
be weeded out from time to time and the fittest, who survive the test,
educated and trained to the required standard.
This training necessarily incurs large expenses which, under a permanent census, would be materially lessened, because only the most
available and competent persons would be employed as the·nucleus
around which to gather the large temporary clerical force at recurrence
of the census period, with methods adopted and lines carefully laid out
to follow. Considering the census work, including that of the recent
enumeration of population (requiring the count and ascertainment of
results shown by a return of 20,000,000 schedules and the preparation of
millions upon millions of cards), it is apparent that at the termination of
the fieldwork the information obtained can not, under the existing system, be completed and published until from four to six years shall have
elapsed, so that really quite a proportion of the results are ancient to
that extent, while meanwhile the population and wealth of the country
are constantly increasing and changing features.
A permanent census establishment would therefore enjoy the great
advantage, in the matter of inquiry into the wealth and industrial pursuits of the country, of gathering much information, preliminary and
immediate, from year to year, aided by the statistics taken annually in
most States of the Union, by which process the operations for each year
of the entire ten years' census period could be obtained, instead of only
those of the single census year, thus enabling the office- to show the
result of an entire census period of ten years, in lieu of only the single
census year, permitting comparisons of one census period with those
of the preceding census period and furnishing data by which important
general averages for ten years could be ascertained and shown. It is
neither a fair nor correct statistical process to compare the results · of
the single census year with those ascertained at the preceding single
census year concerning the productive industries and wealth of the
country, because the single year may reveal abnormal conditions of
prosperity or adversity. A pestilence, failure of crops, or great financial
depression might supervene pending the single census year, and therefore all comparisons of that year with the result ascertained at the
previous census year, or vice versa, would be fallacious, misleading, and
injurious.
Again, when the impermanent Census Office is first organized upon
a preparatory basis an immense amount of printing must be immediately done, not only the many millions of population, wealth, and
other schedules, but many more millions of cards, reports, and blanks
of all kinds. The preparation of the inquiries to be propounded in
these schedules is a work requiring peculiar address, care, and circumspection, and yet all this preparatory labor, together with the incidental
printing, must be performed in great haste, practicallyunder whip and
spur. So soon as the necessary printing can be done an immense
amount of mailing work must be performed, crowded into a narrow
space of time, and hence the outgoing mails are avalanched with tons
upon tons of census matter, to be transported to all sections of the
country, in addition to the carriage of the regular mails, taking its
chances of safe delivery under a pressure that certainly overtasks the
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capacity of the postal service. Quite a percentage of this census
matter, under such circum tances, is lost, mislaid, or eloigned in transmi ion by mail, nee ssarily involving large pecuniary loss, often necessitating additional supply by reprint.
Still the work must go on without intermission, since the limitations
upon time are fixed by law touching supervisors and enumerators, while
other time limitations are required to be placed upon special agents for
the performance of their branch of duty concerning census inquiries.
It is a drive from imprimis to finis in prepa,ring for and gathering the
various items of information, involving also an immense amount of
pressing and immediate correspondence.
This is the outgoing work, but ·the" drive" does not cease here. The
matter sent out comes back, and the incoming work commences under
equal pressure and with equal embarrassments and responsibilities.
Were the Census Office placed upon a permanent basis, with due time
afforded preliminarily for preparation, printing, correspondence, mailing, and the like, the saving in pecuniary outlay would aggregate many
thousands of dollar~, besides· relieving untold embarrassments and insuring a much higher grade of current work. The pressure under whip
and spur would be relieved by time being given for the due performance of all the work, and the spasmodic labors cease-considerations of
no small importance.
Under all the principal heads of statistical investigation uniformity
of method, respecting both the forms of inquiry and tabular presentation of results ascertained, are absolutely essential to proper comparison with previous census inquiries and correct deduction of facts.
Under a permanent bureau the tendency to change methods will be
greatly lessened and the results bear a corresponding increase of value.
While the pecuniary saving incident to thus preserving uniformity of
methods can not be estimated in round figures, it must necessarily
amount to quite a sum, because the cost of experimental work is
avoided and there will be little or no duplication of clerical work. One
of the great drawback to tbe exemplification of statistical work in previous ce.n suses was the constant changes, experimental and otherwise, in
form and method, which necessitated doing the work over and over
again before the results could be satisfactorily ascertained and shown.
With uniformity of method duplication or further repetition of the
work is reduced to a minimum, effecting great pecuniary saving, since
an apparently small table, involving only four or five heads and an inconsiderable number of figures, might and doubtless would represent
weeks, possibly months, of expert clerical work.
The increase in value of these results under uniformity of methods,
while it does not represent mere dollars and cents, nevertheless
redounds to the general credit of the census in all the essentials of
reliability. It stands to reason that a permanent Census Office can
better undertake the details incident to presentation of reliable statistics and their deductive results in all the varied branches of census
inquiry than a temporary census establishment, because its credit will
always be involved, and its responsibility is continuous and ever present. An impermanent Census Office practically surrenders its responsibility when it becomes disbanded, while a permanent Census Office
must certainly incur and maintain it. Viewed from the standpoint of
political rather than pecuniary economy, the saving in this particular
by a permanent Census Office would be inestimable.
The hour of 12 o'clock having arrived, the committee adjourned after
inviting Mr. Williams to continue his remarks at a future meeting.
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W .A.SHINGT0N, D. C., l}fay 13, 1892..
STATEMENT OF HON. CARROLL D. WRIGHT.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wright, the committee will be glad ~o hear
your views on the question of the establishment of a permanent Census Bureau.
Mr. WRIGHT. It is a matter to which I have given a good deal of
attention on account of my own work in the past in my State at home,
Massachusetts, where for fifteen years I had charge of the statistical
office, which was by law the census office, so that we had, so far as the
State is concerned, a pmctical demonstration of the benefits arising
from a permanent census service. The old censuses of the State of
Massachusetts were taken by assessors every ten y~ars. In 1875 the
legislature made a departure and placed the census work under our
office, which was. the bureau of statistics of labor, and that has stood
ever since as the permanent census office of the State. The State census of 1875 was taken under that condition of affairs, as was also that
of 1885. I had charge of both.
In the quinquennial period between the censuses of 1875 and 1885,
having a c.,ensus organization ready, with skilled men, we ~ere able to
make a volume out of the tenth census returns for the State of Massachusetts, using the returns and getting information which the State
always wants, and which the Federal census reports can not give to
the degree of taking in town and county details. The result of the act
of Massachusetts in placing the census in charge of the bureau .permanently bas been very beneficial. The census has been thoroughly
prepared. The work being in the hands of the officers of that bureau,
they could look ahead to it, so that when the real work of the census
commenced there was no friction. The bureau was ready to draw up
such a bill as would be necessary under differing conditions from one
decade to another, and the legislature, knowing that it was a bill drawn
from experience, was ready to adopt it and carry out the work. I would
say that the census of Massachusetts is carried on with a great deal of
fineness and detail, and there is no census in the country like it; therefore to that extent the effect and benefit of a permanent organization
has been practically demonstrated by the experience of that office.
As to a Federal office I have doubt about the expediency of making
it permanent. No man, I do not care how great he is or how great a
statistician he is, or how great an administrator, can take a census
creditably to himself or creditably to the Federal Government under
the present system. It can not be done. There ought to be an office
where experts in statistical work can gain an experience, so that when
the great army of census employes is organized you have an existing
and experienced skeleton like our great army. Our regular army is
small, but it is the skeletop_ of a great organization. It should be so
with the Census Office. The constantly bringing in of raw men for statistical work does more damage to the statistical accuracy and to the
science of statistics than any one element. The same is being shown in
the various State bureaus by constant change in the personnel. It
should be scientific work, and that can not be done by amateurs nor by
temporary men. Each year's experience is always worth more to the
statistician than all that he might learn from a lot of bright men who
had had no experience. Foreign governments are exceeding us in the
quality of t heir statistics because they have permanence in statistical
service, men wh@se business it is to watch the developments of indus-
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try, of population, of everything relating to governmental. statistics,
and by watching them be ready to furnish the government with the
information desired.
Let me give one little illustration of the value of a permanent office.
In the nations of Europe there is a great deal of stir just now relating
to what is called compulsory insurance. They have a law in Germany
compelling manufacturers to insure their workingmen. The state pays
a certain portion, the manufacturers pay a certain portion, and the
workman another portion of the expense. Now the demand for that
class of insurance is being made on the different governments of Europe and will be made here soon. When it is made, the Government
of the United States and State governments ordinarily would have no
information, but having a Department like my own in existence I have
been able, through a very intelligent man residing temporarily in Germany, to secure at a cost of only $500 all the information possible on
the question of compulsory insurance, so that when Congress meets
this fall I shall probably be able to lay before you all the facts relating
to this subject. Now, that is at a minimum expense, a...id yet it will give
Congress the information it requires ready at hand. That is but one
little illustration of what a permanent statistical office accomplishes as
against the temporary one.
The ques ion comes up as to whether it would cost more" for a permanent establishment than under the present system. In my opinion
it would cost less, that is, the aggregate cost for the ten years would
be less. It is utterly impossible to create an efficient office to do statistical work under the system pursued in the last few decades. It can not
be done. If you have a permanent office costing, say, $300,000 a year,
you have ready at all times a trained force of chiefs of divisions and
statisticians, with plenty of work to do in the meantime, so that when
the census year comes around the census work would start without
friction. There are a great many facts that have been collected in the
pre ent and in the past censuses that have not and can not be tabulated,
but which hould be tabulated. The statistics of unemployed labor in
the United States were collected in 1880, but not tabulated. The information appears in the schedule. I doubt if it will be tabulated this
time. .All the facts relating to conjugal condition, the nativities of
married and single, etc., were not tabulated in 1880. The information
all lies there and could be tabulated, and would be just as valuable now
as then.
There is another matter. The organic law of our Department provides that the Commissioner of Labor shall "establish a system ofreports,
by which, at intervals of not less than two years, he can report the general condition, so far as production is concerned, of the leading industries of the country." Why is that there, Simply because the census
• of manufactures taken every ten years is of very little value for comparative purposes. The year 1880 may have been a very good or a very
bad year. The census of 1890 might have been a very good year or a
very bad year. Suppose both were bad years and the intermediate years
were prosperous. What would comparisons be worth supposing both
years were bad or one bad and one good, In almost every state of facts
your census is not strictly comparative. You must have the facts for
such matters at less intervals, two years, perhaps. In my own State, at
my suggestion, the legislature abolished the decennial census of manufactures for that reason and have established in its place a yearlw
cernms of manufactures, which is taken on a simple schedule. While
all the facts for all the manufacturers are not obtained, 75 per cent are,
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and tl1at is the bulk of the production of the State, so that every year
we are able to know by yearly comparisons whether the production of
the State is going up or down and at what percentages. That can not
be done with a decennial census. By adopting this system the country
would know every two years whether it is going up or down in the
matter of production.
The CHAIRMAN. What kind of statistics would you recommend
should be taken oftener than once in ten years 1
Mr. WRIGHT. Simply the amount and character of production. I
would not go into the details. You should get the cost, value of
materials-that is, raw materials-value of product and total number of
employes, with classification of wages, ai:id the proportion of business
done to capacity; that is to say, if, for instance, it is a cotton factory,
we simply ask producers to put in the percentage of business done of
t hat which they could do. Their capacity is 100 per cent. If they are
doing 75 per cent of what they could do we are getting at each year
t he production of the work relative to capacity. If they return 100
per cent, we know that they are working at full capacity. This is a
simple question, and any manufacturer can answer it. If he is running
at half capacity, all he would have to do would be to put in 50 per
cent. Just those simple _questions are all we ask, and we get them
every year. The manufacturers have taken great interest in them
because they see their value.
The census work heretofore has not been of very much value to the
producers themselves. They have been worth something to economists
and to the writer on social topics, but to the manufacturer himself they
are not worth very much. Now, this class of statistics is of some practical value to them. It is the same with statistics we have gathered
relative-to cost of production. They are of value to the manufacturer
himself. The manufacturers in Massachusetts are taking great interest
in this work, and are keeping their accounts now in such a way that
each year they can make a statement for it.
My plan would be, under this law, to take the great industries of the
country, comprising 90 per cent of the whole production. If you have
ir on, cotton, wool, leather, boots and shoes, and two or three other
things, you can determine just as well what the course of production is
as if you had every shop in detail. That would keep your men busy,
and keep them experienced. There is any quantity of work to do.
lt takes five years to get over a census, so that there would only be
four years at the outside that would have to be filled up with special
work, and that could be done by scattering special inquiries over tlie
t en years. There is no necessity of :flooding the Census Office every ten
years with t]?.e vast amount of information brought into it. Population
and agriculture are all that should be attempted in the decennial year.
The rest of the investigations which are essential, and which Congress
might authorize, may be apportioned through the ten years and carried along constantly, instead of at one time, when people are overwhelmed with inquiries and everybody gets mad and ugly over the
whole census business.
The CHAIRMAN. In your judgment, should a permanent Census
Office cover the same work as now done in the temporary office, that
is, cover the same branches, or should it cover more or less 1
Mr. WRIGHT. That should be cared for with a great deal of discretion. There is some of the work of the Census Office that need not be
done every ten years, and other work that ought to be done at less
periods. Some of the special investigations that were conducted in
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th T nth , n u and ha e been condu ted in the present census might
b liminat d .
Tb On IBM • What I had p cial refi rence to was whether any
bran he now in the n u
h uld be put into other depart.
m nt, or ome bran h of
put into the Cen u Offi e. I mean, for in tance, fish and :fisheries,
tran portation, tc.
Mr. WRIGHT. My own view i that everything should be J?la_ced
where it belono- . The Fi h Commi ion i a competent comnnss10n,
and the Cen u Office hould ne er ha e anything to do with fish stati "tics, it se m to me.
ither i there any nece it y for the Ce1:1sus
Office having anything to do with tran p rtation. That is all provid~d
for, either by the Int r tat Comm r
Commi ion or the Commissioner of Railroad , al bough th la t r only deal with subsidized
road . Th re are other branch of the cen u work that should be
d ne by oth r ffi .
Mr. T.A. LOR.
hat about your Bureau, for in tancef
Mr. WRr HT. Our Bur u i pra ti ally a c nus bureau so far as
pecial fove ti ation are con rn d. W make original investigations
only. We take up u h topi a
ngre d ignate , either by general act or sp cial re olution, or u ha , in the di r tion of the Commi ioner, ought to be carri don. Many of the features of the Census
O:ffi e, like the mortgage indebt dne inquiry and some ot hers, practically b long to an office on tituted a our department is. I always
take gr at pain not to cla 11 with any other office, but t here ought not
to be any opp l'tunity to •la h. The tati tical service of the United
State ought to b
o cla ified by law that everybody would know
where to look for tati ti .
The On IRM . A a matter of fact, i not work duplicated in t he
di:ffi r nt offi
Mr. '"' T'T'"'TTT. I think not. There i a great opportunity for it, howrk migM bed li · t <l. if m ne did not take care to see
ever.
that it We n t dupli t d. I do n t kn w of any duplication, but it
might a il
ur.
Mr. B
. Th ti n f th dano- r now.
Mr. RI IIT. Y
and n whi •h u J1t to be avoided, it seems to
me, by 1 i la ion, an not by leavin · it t the di cretion of men who,
und r ome ·ir ·um tan · , mi bt want to duplicate.
The On IR N. ou would not favor, as I underst and it, putting
out id d partment und r the Cen u Bureau?
· Mr. RIGHT. I do not b lieve it could be done now. Some of the
work might b done; but you could not take the Bureau of Statistics,
for in tance, out of the Trea ury, becau e the Treasury is an Executive
Department, and the work of that Bureau is part of the regular work
of the Trea lll'Y Department. You could not eliminate very well the
stati tical work of the Department of Agri ulture from it; nor could
you quite say that the Department of Agriculture should take the census of agriculture, because you must have a gTeat army of enumerators,
and statistics of agriculture can only be collected by a house-to-house
canvass when the population is taken. .All other featlll'es of the census could be eliminated from the decennial count, and thus not only
simplify the machinery but reduce the cost.
A department of statistics, of course, bas been agitated for many
years. You will find a great list of bills that have been introduced at
every Congress on this subject.
Mr. BABBITT. Will you please state to us how many States have
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bureaus organized like that of Massachusetts, which are capable of
giving yearly information or information at any time not covered by
the general census 1
Mr. WRIGH'l.'. There are five or six States which take a decennial census, but their bureaus are poorly equ~pped. Some of them take the facts
out of the census by arrangement with the Census Office.
Mr. BABBITT. But I understood you to say that in Massachusetts
they were able to give at once information. that the Superintendent of
Census required.
Mr. WRIGHT. We can do that under the annual schedule. No other
State could do it.
Mr. BABBIT'.l'. That is a very important point, because if other States
were as well organized there would not be so much necessity for this
permanent Census Office.
Mr. TAYLOR. Do you think, Mr. Wright, that a permanent Census
Bureau would have a field sufficiently wide without assuming any part
of the work of the Treasury Department, or the Agricultural Department, or your Department 1
Mr. WRIGHT. Oh, yes; there is ample room for it, but I should hope
that if a permanent Census Office were established there would be a
classification of duties. You will understand the difference of purely
census work and that of our Department. We do not ta.ke a census;
we do not take the aggregate. We make special investigations into
particular conditions. Take the cost of production, for instance. There
is no necessity of getting items of production from all .the firms in an
industry. In the iron industry a half a dozen representative iron works
would be sufficient. But the Census Office must take the facts for all
the iron works in the country.
Mr. BYNUM. Your idea is that if a permanent Census Bureau were
established these statistics in regard to manufactures could be better
collected and published with greater benefit to all parties every two
years than every ten years 1
Mr. WRIGHT. I think so; they would be of infinitely more value.
And in answer to your question further, Mr. Chairman, about the con- .
solidation of duties, I think that events will soon determine just what
to do about that. With a well-eEtablished Census Office you could
drop into it from time to time just what you thought ought to go into it.
Mr. BENTLEY. It would regulate itself very soon 1
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And as to the cost, you think it would be less under
a permanent system than under a temporary one t
Mr. WRIGHT. I believe there would be a saving of money. Of course
you would need just as large a force of enumerators every ten years,
and a very large clerical force to get your work out quickly, but that
would be an elastic force. You would have your organization to start
with, which no Superintendent has yet had.
The CHAIRMAN. Would there be a considerable saving in the accuracy of the work 1
Mr. WRIGHT. I think so. Suppose it cost just as much as now,
dollar for dollar, I think the work would be worth very much more, and
of course it is a matter of economy if you can get much better results
for the same money.
.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Have you examined the proposed bill to establish a
permanent Census Bureau 1
Mr. WRIGHT. I have read the bill. If you will pardon me, I think
the chief objection to it is that it undertakes to make too many de• ·
H. Rep. 2-65
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W .A.SHINGTON, D. C., May 20, 1892.
The committee met at 10 :30 a. m.
STATEMENT OF MR. FRANK R. WILLIAMS-Continued.

The CH.AIRMAN. Mr. Williams, the committee will hear you continue
your remarks commenced on a previous occasion.
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. Mr. Chairman and gentleman, during a previous
se sion of the committee I stated my views in general terms concerning the desirability of providing a permanent Census Bureau from the
standpoints of economy and of necessity and usefulness to the country.
I now desire to occupy but a brief portion of your time, because Mr.
Price, the chairman of the National Board of Trade committee on
transportation, who is now present, will doubtless offer some very in- .
teresting suggestions.
.
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Compared with those of the present census,. the ~eth?ds adopted at
previous censuses touching all branches of mvest1gat10n have been
very crude. The forfi:1-S of inquiry have m~terially changed at ea?h
successive census. Prior to 1880 the collection of all classes of statistics was made by what was then known as. asststant ~arshals. The
questions contained in the schedules were comparatively few and
limited to such as were deemed to be best adapted to the conditions
of the various industries at that time. As I have stated previously,
no comparison is capable of being made with any census prior to
1860 for the reason that the form of questions and scope of inquiry
wer~ changed largely to suit the idea of each successiye Superi1;1-tendent
of Census without respect to what had been determmed by his predecessors. It can readily be seen that this is very unfortunate, since it
absolutely forbids proper presentation and comparison of data of one
census period with another.
At the census of 1880 eight questions were asked relating to manufactures, covering in general terms the amount of capital invested,
number of hands employed, wages paid, value of materials use_d, and
value of output for each establishment. No questions were asked covering miscellaneous expenses. As a consequence the census of 1880,
as well as all previous censuses, was severely criticised, because the
results were in a measure misleading, through failure to show the true
conditions of the manufacturing industries of the country. The
present census has endeavored to remedy these defects by constructing
the questions in the form believed to be best adapted to elicit more
accurate and complete information respecting these items, such as rent,
insurance, and other items entering into the cost of manufactures, so
as to show approximately the true industrial condition of the country.
At the request of the labor organizations of the country and other
parties interm,ted in this important subject the actual rate of wages
paid each class of employes for every manufacturing industry (that i ,
the rates per week, focluding officers and firm members, adult males,
adult females, and chHdren) have been ascertained.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you, in your investigation, go into the inquiry
as to the cost of labor and other expenses entering into the manufactured products f
Mr. WILLI~MS. Yes, sir; that is, approximately or very nearly so.
:For ex.ample, 1f we take the cost of labor as reported in the wages, the
cost of mIScellaneous expenses and cost of raw material and deduct
these amounts from the value of the output which is th~ net value at
the mill or place of production of the goodJ manufactured the excess
represents relatively the profits that would accrue to the manufacturers, provided the questions are answered correctly. There is another
element entering largely into the cost of manufacture which we have
no~ been able to secure in all cases, that is, the cost of depreciation.
This we have not been able to obtain, because, I regret to state, a large
number of manufacturers have not kept their books in such manner as
to be able ~o giv_e the information accurately, while others have not
~akell; that item mto consideration at all. Again, quite a number of
mtelhgent a~d shrewd business men assert that no depreciation occurred to their plants, because they kept them up to the original standard by frequent repair.
The CHAIRMAN. Do the manufacturers give you free access to their
books generally 1
·
Mr. WILLIAMS. As a rule, yes; the large manufacturers especially.
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The CHAIRMAN. Of course you have no power to compel them to
produce their books 1
Mr. WILLIAMS. In the case of the smaller manufacturers, however,
we experience considerable difficulty, because they do not keep ~·egul~r
or systematic book accounts. The large manufact~ers, e~pecrnlly_ m
the leading industries have been very particular to give us mformat10n
directly from their bobks. Some notable exceptions, howe~er, have occurred. I am sorry to say that the Census Office has experienced great
difficulty in securing desired information from manufacturers engaged
in the iron and steel industry.
The CHAIRMAN. Please state the occasion for that.
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. When we proceeded to formulate our schedules so as
to elicit the required information we were met with opposition on the
part of some of the representatives of the iron and steel industry, who
stated that the questions were inquisitorial, and hence the Government
had no right to ask them. The existing law provides penalties only for
refusal to give information in the case of corporations. By reason of
this fact a few large firms in Pennsylvania, known as limited liability
companies, have taken advantage of this defect_ in the law and d~cli~ed
to answer the questions. We are therefore obliged to defer pubhcat10n
of statistics concerning this industry because of such refusal. The
Superintendent prepared a bill, which was sent to your committee, and
also to the Senate committee, so framed as to bring within the purview
of the law all classes of manufacturers, whether individual firms or
quasi corporations, and I trust it will be the pleasure of your committee to report that bill favorably and press it to :final passage.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee reported that bill favorably sometime ago.
Mr. PORTER. It will be impossible for us to give you the manufacturing returns until that bill shall be passed and we can obtain the
necessary information.
The CHAIRMAN. I will endeavor to get it up by unanimous consent.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I think one of the best arguments I ever read in
regard to this question was in the Louisville Oourier-Journal, edited
by Mr. Watterson, in which he asserted that any industry which took
the Government into partnership and then refused to disclose information to its partners was not entitled to much consideration in the way
of partnership arrangements. There is not only opposition to giving
this information in the iron and steel industries, but in isolated instances touching other industries. Some very large firms in other
branches of manufacture have refused to disclose necessary information, and consequently we have been unable to perfect the statistics of
those industries. Of course, it is not the policy of the Census Office
to create friction among the manufacturers. We desire to obtain the
information voluntarily without resorting to the courts or to extreme
measures of any nature. But if we are not compelled to pursue such
extreme course (and I think it will not be necessary if the law is
amended), I am confident that the delinquent firms will give the information without further hesitation.
~he CHAIRMAN. I see that the present statute only relates to corporat10ns.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir; and these delinquents have taken advantage of that defective clause in the law and refuse to give the desired
information.
Coming down to facts and figures regarding the economy of a permanent census, I have here a statement, taken from my books, showing
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that $602,212.00 have been expended in the collection of the stati tics of
manufactures for the present census, being tbe aggreo·atc up to the 30th
of ~pril, 1892. Of that amount we have pa.i d $132,364.66 to exp rt
~pecia.I agents, as they are termed, having cha,r ge of certain I ading
mdustries of the country. The industries intrusted to their charge are
as follows: Chemical, clay and pottery, coke and glass, cotton, manufactured gas, iron and steel, textiles, printing, publi bing and the periodical press, shipbuilding, silk, salt, etc.
Under the decennial system such expenditures have been unavoidable. I have made a close estimate of thi item of expense, and am, afe
in stating that at least $100,000 of the $132,000 could be saved to the
Government under administration of a permanent census.
The CHAIRMAN. You are speaking of your branch 1
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, the branch of manufactures. The gentlemen
having charge of the inquiries into these industries, by reason of their
technical knowledge relating to each branch, have been intrusted with
the sole charge of collecting all the data concerning them. The information bas not been collected by any of the local agents. They have
been invested with entire discretion as to the means of securing the information and preparing it for tabulation. The tabulation, however,
is done in our office under general rules relating to all industries. If a
permanent Census Office shall be established it will be possible for the
expert in charge of all statistics of manufactures to employ for a few
weeks in the commencement of the work an expert for each branch to
formulate the schedules relating thereto. Taking as a basis the present
rate of compensation, that would not involve a cost of more than $300
at the outside. The maximum pay allowed by law to any of these experts, which I am sorry to say is entirely inadequate, is but $6 a day.
Many of these gentlemen, in fact nearly all of them, are engaged in
other lines of business, and hence are unable to give all of their time to
census work. If they were asked to construct the schedules the cost
would be nominal, and they would not be again employed until after
the data had been collected and the returns submitted to them for
analysis and criticism, when their reports could be written at a cost
not exceeding $500 each. Upon this basis $1,000 would, in my judg.ment, cover the total cost of constructing the schedules and preparing
the reports for each branch. Thirteen industries would represent the
total cost of $13,000 in a permanent census, as against the sum of
$142,364.66 which has been expended up to the 30th of April last for
the decennial census. The expense has not yet ceased, because the
statistics of none of these industries have been fully completed.
That is one item of economy. There are also other items of expense
which could be greatly reduced in the matter of administration. In
addition to the actual saving in dollars and cents, a permanent cen us
would give us more accurate information and permit the earliest practicable publication of the data. This is one of the most important factors for consideration in connection with this subject.
I have here the various schedules relating to manufacture , and, as
has been previously explained, the improvements in the pre en~ n u
concerning the scope of the inquiry and character of tbe quest10n an
be readily seen if you desire to examine the various que tion . Th re
are one hundred and odd questions in the general sch dule for the pre ent census under the same general head a were u . d at the en u of
1880. 'fh~se questions are subdivided, so as to brmg out leal'ly ~11
items ent,e ring into capital invested, cost of manufacture, wage paid,
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the kind and value of raw material used, and the kinds of products and
their value.
There are a.Iso twenty-seven special schedules prepared for the present census which in addition to the inqui_ries of the general schedule,
contain q~estiond relating to the technical detai~s of the respective
branches of industry. These have been drawn with great ~are, aft~r _
consultation with the representative manufacturers, and received their
approval. Under a permanent census, instead of twenty-seven special
schedules we should probably have double that number, which would
secure re;ults of much greater value than it is practicable to obtain for
any decennial census. The questions contained in the schedules of
1880 were very few, and probably did not require one-tenth of the expenditure involved in the hv.ndred and odd questions contained in the
schedules employed at the present census. As a matter of fact, the
questions for which data were collected at the Tenth Census cost 93
cents apiece on the average. I have made a careful computation of the
cost of the questions propounded at the present census, being twelve
times the number of those propounded at the last census, and the outlay has increased only from 93 cents to $1.10. Taking into consideration the additional value of the information obtained, the increased
cost at the present census has been comparatively trifling, and I have
no hesitation in saying that under a permanent bureau this expense
would be very materially reduced.
Sixteen hundred special agents were appointed at the present census
to collect statistics of manufactures in the cities and towns where manufacturers were concentrated to any extent, without taking population
into consideration. There wereaboutl,100 of these citiesortowns, while
at the Tenth Census the number was about 300. It was the experience
of the Tenth Census, and has been of the present census, that the
schedules collected by the enumerators (who were required to complete
their work in the rural districts within thirty days) were so defective
as to create a very great additional expense in securing thereafter
corrected returns from the parties to whorn they :first presented the
schedules. In a permanent census bureau this defect could be remedied (and the same would hold good in my judgment with reference to
agriculture) by withdrawing schedules relating to manufactures from
the enumerators entirely and placing them in the hands of special
agents to be appointed for counties, cities, and towns throughout the
United States.
·
The CHAIRMAN. Right here, before I forget, I desire to inquire, in
reference to the statistics of the cost of labor in -the manufactured
product, whether the work which you perform in your office duplicates
the work which Mr. Weeks performed in 1880,
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Weeks followed different lines. In his volume
on wage statistics at the Tenth Census he endeavored to show the
wages paid to each class of employes, if I remember correctly, for
typical establishments in different lines of industry. For example, he
would take wages paid in the iron and steel industry to puddlers, carriers, etc. My recollection is that the results published were the returns
received from individual establishments. The wages that we show are
compilation of returns from every establishment engaged in certain
lines of industry, so that our wages would represent the actual earnings of the men for the time employed, whether six months or the entire
year, classed as males, females, children, and officers and firm members.
The CHAIRMAN. So that the two are really distinct, then,
Mr. WILLIAMS. To that extent. The results to be shown by the
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present census will be the actual wages paid to each class of employes
throughout the country for each industry. I have here a schedule, from
which you will see the character of information called for and which
- will be published. For instance, under the head of skilled laborers we
ask for the average number of males above 16 years, females above 15
years, and children employed during the year, and also the total amount
paid in wages to each during the year. The same information is asked
for, leaving out children of course, under the head of officers or firm
members. Like information is asked for under the head of clerks or
salesmen. Then comes what might be termed unskilled labor, under
which head the same information is asked. So that, under the different
subdivis10ns, we will be able to show the wages paid and the number
of people employed in productive labor as compared with the number
employed in nonproductive labor. In addition to this, a table is embraced calljng for the number of adult males, adult females, and children employed at each of the following rates per week: Under $5, over
$5 and under $6, over $6 and under $7, and so on to $25 and over,
which will practically show the actual wages paid, not the average
wages, but the actual wages as taken from the reports of each manufacturing establishment in the country for every class of labor under
the heads of males, females, and children.
The CHAIRMAN. But you analyze the cost of the product as labor
product.
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is not that the peculiar feature of Mr. Weeks's work.
Mr. BYNUM. He does not analyze the cost of production at all. He
just shows the amount of wages received by each workman per day.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand, he shows the cost of the product,
giving every element that goes as a matter of cost.
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, sir; I do not understand it so. I understand
that Mr. Weeks, for example, takes the lumber-mill industry and shows
whatthesuperintendent receives, what the saw-filer receives, what the
engineer receives, and what the various classes of mill employes receive
according to their respective grades; but I do not understand that he
goes into the unit cost of production.
Mr. BYNUM. In the iron industry, for example, he takes puddlers,
carriers, etc., and gives the amount of wages they receive in certain
industries.
Mr. HUFF. I rather think he gives the cost of producing iron in different sections of the country.
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. If you will pardon me, Col. Wright does that, giving
the unit cost of production in each line of industry.
Mr. HUFF. Is not that in Mr. Weeks's report,
Mr. WILLIAMS. He did not do that in 1880. I do not know what his
plans will be at this census.
(A copy of Mr. Weeks's report was sent for, and the committee found,
upon examination, that he classified the different kinds of labor with
wages paid, and in some cases the elements of cost entering i1;1to the
product.)
Mr. WILLIAMS. We show wages in the aggregate. We will show
the actual wages paid to all employes, without referen_ce to whe~her
the employe may be a boss in a carpenter shop or upermtendent m a
packing department, or ind~ed _anythin_g el e.. We grye the total
wages paid for all employes m different rndu tries, that 1s, the rate .
They have so many that are paid $5 a week, so many between $5
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and $6, and so on; but we do not distinguish them by classes, as puddlers, , aw-filers, coal-beavers, etc.
The CHAIRMAN. That is .the peculiarity of Mr. Weeks's report.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
M_,._BYNUM . .A.nd he takes for different years and you take for one
year.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. I have with me, and exhibit to the committee, a bound volume containing all the manufacturing schedules.
Tbe first schedule is General Schedule No. 3, designed to cover all
industries for which special schedules have not b een constructed. It
embraces the smallest blacksmith shop up to the lar gest ma chine shop
in the country, because we have not been able to construct schedules for
the various distinctive shops. We have constructed, however, twentyseyen schedules for different lines of industry.
The CHAIRMAN. How is this information obtained, Is it by the
examination of the manufacturers' books,
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. Yes, sir; wherever books are kept. The special
agent is instructed to go to the head of the firm, and, if he desires,
leave the schedule with him, givir1g him sufficient time to fill it up,
with the option of forwarding it direct to Washington or returning it
to the agent when he may call again.
The CHAIRMAN. Do your agents examine the books themselves?
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. Not unless the agent has reason to believe that the
information is being concealed for some ulterior purpose or is erroneous
in some particular. If he should have such impression upon examining the schedule a.fter it is filled up, he would then request permission
to examine the books, and, as a general rule, it would be cordially accorded him. After the schedule is received at the main office it is critically examined, and if anything defective be discovered a letter is forwarded inclosing a copy of the schedule (not the original), pointing out
defects and asking such information as may be necessary to render it
an accmate and complete report. ""rVe never had any difficulty about
that. We were always able to get additional information whenever
the parties gave information in the first place. Of course there are
instances where the parties were not able to give the information; in
some casfs they refused, and in other cases, while not absolutely refusing, they kept postponing from day to day, which was practically equivalent to a refusal. Some of the largest manufacturing establishments ·
have acted in this way, and therefore delay us in publishing statistics
of some of the leading industries in the country. Hence, as I have
previously remarked, I do not see how we can be able to obtain or publish the information until the present law shall be amended.
The CHAIRMAN. I hope to get that bill up soon. I have it in mind.
Laying aside the question of cost, would a permanent office improve
the methods of obtaining this information and conduce to greater accuracyf
Mr. WILLI.A.MS. Under the present system, when the Census Office
is created the first or preliminary labor is to formulate out schedules.
The next requirements are to secure recommendation for the appointment of proper persons to collect the information and gather a clerical
force and educate that force sufficiently to be able to make examination of the returns as fast as they are received. The method that we
adopted in the present census for securing agents was to request members of Congress to name persons resident in the cities and towns in
t heir respective districts, whom they regarded as fully competent for
the duty, explaining the importance of securing the best men, so far as
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was practicable-men of intelligence, in whom the manufacturers would
have confidence, and hence be likely to impart the information required.
But then, of course, the persons recommended in 98 per cent of the
cases must necessarily be men without previous experience, who would
only be employed, say from thirty days in the smaller towns to twelve
months in the larger cities, and who would not have the same interest
in collecting information as persons permanently employed nor the
experience necessary to enable them to obtain correct results. In many
instances, I am sorry to sa.y, some of these special agents have dragged
out their work for the evident purpose of remaining in Government
service as long as they could at a good rate of compensation.
The _CHAIRMAN. You mean, of course, if a permanent office were
established they would be looking out for this information continually?
Mr. WILLIAMS. We would then be able to secure the most competent
men. They would acquire the information from day to day and be constantly endeavoring to secure the best results; this, too, at a decreased
cost, because they would be able to secure twice as many returns per
day as under the present system.
.Another important element in the cost is the education of the clerical force necessary to conduct this work. In my division up to the
1st of January I have had a total of over six hundred employes.
Out of that number, after . trying for weeks in some cases and months
in others to educate them up to the standard required for this work,
only about 150 clerks were found competent, while as to the others
their employment was practically wasted so far as the labors of the
manufactures division were concerned. I found them, if not wholly
incompetent, at least not adapted to that character of work. Under
a permanent system we would obtain the best equipped clerks.
I will be glad to answer any further questions the committee may
desire to ask.
Mr. BYNUM. I have no questions except to say that I presume
that a work of this magnitude could be better done by having permanent officers and a permanent skeleton force.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. The experience of one census is lost at the
succeeding census because the clerical force becomes scattered when
the census is completed.
Mr. BYNUM. .About how long do you think it will take to complete
the present census; that is, fully completed and the department finally
wound up1
Mr. WILLIAMS. Of course I can only speak for the division of manufactures. I estimated to the Superintendent last January that I would
be able to complete the manufacturing statistics in eighteen months
from that day with ·a force of 300 clerks, and the Superintendent has
given me nearly that number now.
Mr. BYNUM. That would not include publication.
Mr. WILLIAMS. That includes only preparation of the data for publication.
•
Mr. BYNUM. But the force has to be i:etained for reading proof, etc.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir; some of the force, probably about 25 clerks
would be needed out of the force of nearly 300, which I have at the
present time.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. OWEN). How long would it take to complete
publication 1
Mr. WILLIAMS. That would depend upon the Public Printer.
Mr. BYNUM. So that it is hardly possible to close up a census in less
than five or six years 1
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Mr. WILLIAMS. The census of 1880 was closed in 1884. I left the
cen u of 18 O in July of 1884, but some volumes were not issued until
two years afterward. Mr. Weeks's report was not published until 1886.
Mr. PORTER. And two volumes of that census have been published
since I wa appointed. Superintendent of this census in 1889.
Mr. LAwsoN. Will you kindly let us know how long you have occupied your present position,
.
.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I was appointed m June or July, 1889. I occupied
a similar position in the Tenth Census under Gen. Walker during the
lat two years of the work. The work was _t~e?- inaugurated_ b_y Mr.
Miller who was chief of the manufactures d1vis10n. I was ongmally
a clerk in that division, and was forced, after he left it, to take up the
work and close it as best I might.
Mr. LAWSON. Did you not experience great difficulty in taking up
work commenced by your predecessor?
Mr. WILLIAMS. It was with great reluctance that I took up the work,
because I had almost insurmountable difficulties to contend with.
Under the circumstances, however, there was no other course to pursue. I mapped out the present inquiry, and hope to be able to complete
it and am responsible for its success or failure.

STATEMENT OF J. A. PRICE, OF SCRANTON, PA.
Mr. P0R'l'ER. Mr. Chairman, I have the pleasure of introducing Mr.
J. A. Price, who has been requested to appear before the committee.
Mr. Price is chairman of the statistical department of the National
Board of Trade, representing about 1,100 cities in the CTnited States.
He is very much interested in statistical matters, and will speak to you
about t,h e permanent census.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be glad to hear Mr. Price.
Mr. PRICE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I have
not anticipated in any way any material that you might desire upon
this subject, but if you think that I have, in my contact with the commercial bodies of the country, acquired any information that would be
of use to you I hope that you will feel at perfect liberty to ask me
questions on the subject. Of course I make no pretensfon to any technical knowledge on this subject, but all I have comes from the constant
contact with commercial associations for a great number of years past.
I might say possibly, first, that the conviction of the National Board of
Trade on this subject has come from repeated conferences of the different commercial interests throughout the country. .
The discussion began in our conferences upon uniform commercial
laws. As you all know, if you have conducted or had anything to do
with commercial transactions that cross State lines, you have great
confusion in your central office because of the variation of State laws.
I am not going to dwell upon that,, but that led up to another condition which we found by these conferences, namely, that if you wil1 give
us adequate knowledge as commercial and industrial men we would
care but_little what Y?ur laws ~re; We will avoid all complications,
obstructions, and stram, and will seek the best and easiest method of
transacting our busines3 and pursuing the developments of the country
as far as it is in our hands. Consequently, we early came to the conclusion that if our statistical matters could be ph1eed upon a more per~anent ~nd broader b~sis, and possibly one l)y which we could receive
mformat10n more readily than we do now, you would' have done for the
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commercial and industrial interests of the country a benefit that would
surpass anything that you could calculate.
As I remarked before, you give us the knowledge and I would almost
say we could get along without laws. Law is terribly confusing and
we all so regard it, hence, as I say, our whole drift of thinking in these
lines has been to get Government to give us information and then we
can transact our business really without so much multiplication upon
the statute books, which we all recognize to be really an obstruction
to any material growth or development.
.
This is in brief the position of the National Board of Trade, which
represents about one hundred of the leading commercial organizations
in its regular body. Those organizations are such .as the cbamberR of
commerce of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Oincinnati, New Orleans, etc. They represent the important commercial interests of the
large cities. We are in contact with all these questions with all the
local boards of trade, etc., which number 1,300 or 1,400. We send
them all our circular information. We ask them questions upon matter
of public import, also, to get a consensus of opinion upon great measures,
such as the permanent census proposition has turned out to be. After
a great deal of that kind of conference, extending O-\ er a number of
years, it was decided at New Orleans at our meeting there that the
time bad come when, from the dissatisfaction expressed in our body as
to the result8 of census inquiry, it should be placed upon a more definite,
·
reliable, and permanent footing than it has been in the past.
This, gentlemen, is the conclusion of the commercial men of the country, and I feel that it is a conclusion which is worthy of respect. I can
say to you this, that in all these 1,300 or 1,400 organizations there is
scarcely the first evidence of objection on the part of any one. And if
I should to-day take the consensus of that opinion I believe I could secure · an even more general response than in the case of the original
resolution which directed this inquiry and the presentation of this bill
which is before you to-day. I appealed to those bodies at that time
without reference to membership in the national board, and those of
you who were members of the last House will recollect the many memorials that were presented to you from different sections of the country, a11 in favor of this proposition. So far as that is concerned I feel
there is no question, gentlemen, but what in giving to the country this
measure that is sought here, and in making the Census Bureau permanent, you will be following exactly in the line of what is desired by the
commercial organizations of the country as represented by these bodies
· I speak of. They represent over 5,000 business men in this country,
and they have largely spoken on this question and always in favor of
the proposition.
Mr. BYNUM. What commercial statistics do they desire or expect
that are not now handily attainable 1
Mr. PRICE. There is no line drawn on that point. I may say that we
have had a great deal of discussion whether it would be wise to incorporate in the permanent establishment sought anything but what pertains to the population; that is, anything but what is prescribed in the
Constitution and kindred vital and social statistics; that is, to statistics
pertaining to the person. We have also felt that the time is coming
when it will be necessary to give us prompt information in regard to
property; that is, to the material resources of the country. If you will
allow me, I may be able to contribute a little on that point.
In this feature you will readily see that a line will be drawn between
what .Mr. Williams bas been talking to you ~bout and the population
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propn, inclucling vital and social statistics, education, religi?n, etc.
We have considered tlJjs matter but have reached no concluswn yet.
It is in tbe hands of our committee, and you may hear from us some day
and you may not. Of course, we will endeavor not to ask anything that
will not be according to the best judgment of our people for the benefit
of the whole country.
The matter I desire to speak of now I may illustrate by my own State,
Pennsylvania. We a,re in a terrible complication, at least we think we
are, as to our tax laws. Mr. Huff will understand that, I think. A
general call was issued for a conference of various industries ou this
subject. That call included representatives of the agricultural, laboring, transportation or railway, the commercial, and industrial interests, and the county commissioners. Of course, it is all a voluntary
matter, but a beginning ought to be made and the object given to secure consolidation of these representative industries for the purpose of
securing, if possible, uniformity of tax legislation. Representative
men of all the different industries have given their co-operation; snch
men, for instance, in railways, as Joseph D. Post, Mr. Olmstead, of the
Delaware, Lackawanna and Western; Mr. Pangburn, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and others; Gen. Niles, representing the agriculturists;
Mr. Powderly, the Knights of Labor; Mr. Weeks, representing certain
commercial industries, and others.
We first discovered this fact when we met to discuss what was best
for the State-that no one had formulated a bill for taxation, and that
no one of those gentlemen was ready to propose a definite scheme. The
men who had talked the most about it, when they came together with
gentlemen whom they considered their equals, said at once, there are
points we do not know. In order to get material to prepare that bill,
we called upon our attorney-general department and treasury department for information as to the State tax system. The attorney-general
told usI am unprepared to give you that information. It is here, but it will cost $1,500
to get it out. It is not tabulated or in any shape to be used.

We went to the county commissioners and found that while one
county commissioner knows what is in his own county and another
what is in his, there is no compilation or tax system; in other words,
when it comes right to the gist of the matter, while everyone thought
that anybody could propose a tax measure he would accept, yet not
one man felt that he himself could formulate a bill that would equally
cover the great industries of the State of Pennsylvania for the purpose of taxation. I only give you this to show how helpless we ·
are when we come to these great questions.
Mr. BYNUM. How would a permanent Census Bureau help you t
Mr. PRICE. I am coming to that now.
We met at Harrisburg, and, after finding nothing adequate, our men
objected to formulating any bill for presentation to the legislature, because we ~1d. not know what to formulate. We wish to begin to collect material m the State. We hope to have what is collected by the
Census Office and all that sent to county commissio110rs' offices. A
committee was_ appointed t_o look up this matter. Joseph D. Weeks
h_as been m~nt10ned as cha1rman of it. We also appointed a cornmiss10n to c_omp1le the laws of our State and of other Sta.tes upon the_general subJect of taxes, headed by Lyman D. Price, of Erie. These gentlemen are at work upon these matters. We have collected· a considerable fund in order to carry this thing through. It is doing in a vol-
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untary way just what the Government ought to do, as we feel, in a
permanent way, in order to give our legislators a basis for legislation .
.As we have conferred and time has gone on it seems to us that is the
best course. rhose who are going to attend to this matter say that if
they have the data there is no doubt or difficulty about drawing the
bill. They were very much impressed before they went into this conference that they could draw bills without number that would cover
the case. We have to-day no greater advocate of having the information
upon which to frame bills than those very gentlemen themselves. You
give us the assurance that these laws are the public license or direction as to the needs of Government in the several States; the one, as I
say, for the purpose of taxation in the State, the other what we desire
to know in connection with the General Government and which is
amended by the Constitution.
I only give you this, gentlemen, not to ask your advocacy of that
step, but simply as a matter of history of what is going on iu these
interests, with the desire to obtain the best results. I think, so far as
that matter is concerned, I have spoken sufficiently, and if there are
any questions relative to these matters that I have been connected
with that you desire to know on this line I hope you will feel perfectly
free to ask.
lVIr. BYNUM. What the committee is trying to do is to narrow this
census business and not to enlarge it. That is the trouble now, and if
we shoul<l attempt to go out into the States it would be rendered impracticable at once.
lVIr. PH,ICE. You will understand I was not asking that, not now, at
least. That is a matter of growth.
Mr. BABBITT. That is information that the States propose to give to
the census.
Mr. PRICE. Oh, yes. I was only designating it as to wh'a t must be
done, not advocating that. I would like to say just this in confirmation
of Mr. Williams in answer to your questions to him, that we always find
that the most extensive work that we can inaugurate in our offices is
that systematic work that would be kindred to the manner and form of
doing the census work in the past.
Let me illustrate. We always conclude, and the facts on our books
bear us out, that the best employe, our highest wage man, if you
please, is invariably the man that gives you the most satisfactory returns from his work. We also find that it is cheaper, vastly cheaper,
to do by regular appointments, with permauency of occupation, all
things connected with our institution. Take, for example, advertising.
If a concern has any material amount of advertising to do, instead of
starting up in the season, as you would call it, to throw out a great
mass to the public in order to catch the public ear and eye, we find it
much better to do that work by ::1 regular department, upon which the
responsibility is placed. Now, then, anyone who has had any experience in that line will find that they can accomplish very much better
results, and at less cost, very decidedly, by doing it in that way than
they can to do it in a temporary way.
Mr. OWENS. It is your idea, as I understand it, that similar organizations in other States would aid a permanent Census Bureau and
make it more valuable 1
Mr. PRICE. I think in time the two could come together. You are
taking care of the persons. We must take care, for State purposes, of
property,and I will saythatit bears its burden. Weare working along
toward a permanent way of getting efficiency and of getting accuracy,
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Mr. OWE-~
nd you would be gfad to furnish that information to a
perman nt en u Bureau.
Ir. PRI E . o doubt of that. We are only working as volunteers
a y t. At the la t es 'ion of the legislature there was a bill propos~d
wlli ·h wou]<l do ju t what you are doing now by voluntary subscription. But every one wa. at sea about it, and it was lost in the multiplicity of the demands upon the legislature, there being no one to
pu hit properly. But we hope to demonstrate in the State of Pennsylvania, with this voluntary contribution on the part of these gentlemen I have spoken of, that the State can save money as well as get
rid of the mi erable confusion prevailing now as regards property
value a a basis of taxation . That is om hope, and I for one trust
that we will be able to carry it out. I have only given you that as a
contribution to this general line of thought. I am not asking it here,
as far as I am concerned, but we feel on this basis that you can not
make any mistake in giving to the country the .p ermanent Census Office,
so far as our census matters are concerned.

A BILL TO EST.A.BLISH A PERMANENT CENSUS OFFICE .A.ND TO PROVIDE
FOR TAKING THE TWELFTH .A.ND SUBSEQUENT CENSUSES.
Be it enacted by the Senate ancl House of Rep1'esentatives of the United States of Ame1·ica
in Congress asse11ibled, Tha,t a census of tbe population, wealth, and industry of the

United tates shall be taken as of the date of June first, nineteen hundred, and once
in every ten years thereafter, as of the said date of June first; and that there shall
be a periodic collection of vital and social statistics, and of statistics of agriculture,
manufactnres, mining, fisheries, churches, education, finance, transportation, and insurance, to be made as h ereinafter provided..
:::iEC. 2. That there shall be e tabhshed in the Department of the Interior an office
to be clenomiuatcd the Cemm Offi e, tlle chief officer of which shall be called the
uperiutendent of Census, whose duty it shall be, under the direction of the head of
th Department, to proceed as oon as practicable to organize the Census Office upon
a p rmanent basis of organization, to uperintend and direct the taking of the
Twelfth and ach sur ceecling con us of the United tates, and each periodic collection of tati tics h refa provided for, in accorclance with the laws relating thereto,
and to perform such other duties a may be required of him by law.
EC. 3. The uperintendent of C nsus shall be appointed by the President, by and
with tbe advice and coo sent of the euate; and h6 shall receive an annm1l salary of
six thousand dollars. .And there shall be in the Census Office, to be appointed by
the Secretary of the Interior, in the manner hereinafter provided, a chief clerk and
one disbursing clerk of the Centius Office, and five expert chiefs of divisions, at an
annual salary each of twenty-fl. ve bnn<lred dollars, one stenographer, at an annual
salary of two thousand dollars, six clerks of class four, ten clerks of class threep
:fift en clerks of class two, ~nd such number of clerks of class one, and of clerks,
copyists, anil computers, at salaries of not less than six hundred dollars nor more
than one thousand dollars per annum, as may be found necessary for the proper and
prompt performance of the duties herein required to be undertaken. And the Secretary of the Iuterior may also appoint, in the manner hereinafter specified, one
captain of the watch at a salary of eight hundred and forty dollars per annum, two
messengers, and such nnmber of watchmen and assistant messengers, laborers and
sk~lled laborers at six hundred dollars each per annum, and messenger boys at salaries of four hundred dollars each per annum, and charwomen at salaries of two
hundred and forty dollars each per annum, as may be found necessary to carry out
the provisions of this act. The five chiefs of division must be statistical experts
and all of the clerks of classes four, three, and two, above provided for, may b~
statisti_cal ex_perts_. 'l'he disbursing clerk herein _provided for shall, before entering
upon his duties, give bond to the proper accountrng officers of the United States in
the sum of fifty thousand dollars, which bond shall be conditioned that the said
officer ~hall render a true and faithful account to the proper accounting officers of
t~e Umt~d States _q uarter-y~ar]y, of a~l money_s and properties which shall be by
him received by virtue of his office, with sureties to be approved by the Solicitor of
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the Treasury. Such bond shall be filed in the office of the Firs~ 9omptroller of the
Treasury, to be by him put in suit upon 3'.ny breach of the co_nd1t10ns ther~of.
SEC. 4. That the Secretary of the lnter10r shall, at least six months pr10r_ to the
date fixed for commencing the enum_eratio? at the T~elfth and each succeed1!1g decennial census, on the r ecommendation of the Supermtendent of Cens~s, des1gna~e
the numlier whether one or more, of supervisors of census to be appomted w1th1n
each State ~nd Territory and the District of _Columbia, :who shall he appointed by
the President of the United States, Ly and with the advice and consent of the S~nate. The number of such supervisors shall not exceed three hun~red. Tb~ supermtendent and the supervisors shall, before entering upon the duties of their offices,
respectively, take and subscribe the following oath or affirmation: "I, - - - - - (superintendent or superviso:, as_ the case m~y be), do solemnly swear (or: affir~)
that I will support the Const1tut10nofthe Umted States, and perform and discharge
the duties of the office of (superintendent or supervisor: as the case may be) accordinO' to law honestly and correctly, to the best of my ability;" which oath shall be
:fil~d in th~ office of the Secretary of the Interior.
SEC. 5. Each supervisor of census shall be charged with the ·performance, within
his own district of the following duties: To consult with the Superintendent of
Census in reO'ard to the division of his district into subdivisions most convenient
for t,he purpo~e of enumeration; whi?h said subdivisions shall b~ declared and the
boundaries thereof fixed by the Supermtendent of Census; to designate to the Superintendent of Census suitable persons, and, with the consent of said Superintendent,
to employ such -persons as enumerators within his district, on_e or more for each subdi vision, and resident therein, who shall be selected solely with reference to fitness,
and without reference to their political party affiliations, according to the division
ordered by the Superintendent of Census: Provicled, That in the appointment of
enumerators preference shall in all cases be given to properly qualified persons honorably discharged from the military or naval service of the United States residing
in their respective districts; but in case it shall occur in any enumeration district
that no person qualified to perform and willing to undertake the duties of enumerator resides in that district, the supervisor may appoint any fit person, resident in
the county, to be the enumerator of that district; and in case it shall occur that no
person qualified to perform and williJJ.g to 1,mdertake the duties of enumera.tor shall
be found residing in such county, the Superintendent of Census may appoint some fit
and proper person as enumerator of said district without reference to residence; to
transmit to enumerators the printed forms and schedules issued from the Ceusus
Office, in quantities suited to the requirements of each subdivision; to communicate
to enumerators the necessary instructions and directions relating to their duties, and
to the methods of conducting the census, and to advise with and counsel enumerators
in person and by letter as freely and fully as may be required to secure the purposes
of this act; and under the direction of the Superintendent of Census, and to facilitate
the taking of the census with as little dela,y as possible, he shall, in all incorporated
places, and wherever practicable in other places, cause to be distributed by the enumerators, prior to the taking of the enumeration, schedules to be filled up by householders and others; to provide for the ea.rly and safe transmission to his office of
the returns of enumerators, embracfog all the schedules filled by them in the course
of enumeration, and for the due receipt and cnstody of such returns pending their
transmission to the Census Office; to examine and scrutinize the r eturns of enumerators, in order to ascertain whether the work bas been performed in all respects
in compliance with the provisions of law, ancl whether any town or village or integral
portion of the district has Leen omitted from enumeration; to forward to the Superintendent of Census the completed return8 of his district in such ti.me and manner as
shall be prescribed by the said Superintendent, and in the event of discrepancies
or deficiencies appearing in the returns from his district to use all diligence in causing the same to be corrected or supplied; to make up and forward to the Superintendent of Census the accounts required for ascertaining the amount of compensation
due under the provisions of this act to each enumerator of bis district. Whenever
it shall appear that any portion of the enumeration and census provided for in this
act has been negligently or improperly taken and is, by reason thereof~ incomplete
or erroneous, the Superintendent of Census, with the approval of the Secretary of
the Interior, may cause such incomplete and unsatisfactory enumeration and census
to be amended or made anew under such methods as may, in his discretion, be practicable.
SEC. 6. Each supervisor of census shall, upon the completion of his duties t~ the
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior, receive the sum of one hundred and
twenty-five dollars, and in addition thereto, in thickly-settled districts, one dollar
for each thousand or majority fraction of a thousand of the population enumerated
in such district, and in sparsely settled districts one dollar and forty cents for each
thousand or majority fraction of a thousand of the population enumerated in such
p.istrict; such sums to be in full compensation for all services rendered and expenses
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jn u1T d by him, except that in erious emergencies ari ing dnring the progress of
th num ration in hi di tr:i t, or in connection with a reenumeration of any sub<l.ivi ion, h may, in the rli cretion of the Superintendent of Censu , be allowed
actual and 11 ·e . ary travelinrr expenses, and an allowance in lien of subsistence not
xcceding three rlollar por d ay, during his necessary ab, ence from his usual place
ofr ideuc , and that an allowance for clerk hire may be made, when deemed necessary by the uperintendent of Census: Provided, That, in the aggregate, no supervi or hall be paid less than the sum of one thousand dollars. 'l'he designation of
the comp usation per thousand, as provided in this section, shall be made by the
ecr tary of the Interior at least one month in advance of the date for the commencement of the enumeratio11 .
SEC. 7. That all mail matter of whatever class, relative to the cen us and addressed to the Census Offi ce, to the Superintendent of Censu , bis chief clerk, supervisors, or enumerators, and indon;ed '' Official business, Department of the Interior,
Census Office," shall b transported fr e of poi;t;arre ; and aU mail matter, of whatever class, relative to. the census and addres ed to the cnsn, Office, to the Superintendent of Censu , l1i chi f cl erk, sup 1-visor , or enumerators, and indorsed
"Official bu ines , Department of the Interior, C nsns Office, r<->gistered," shall be
transported free by r gistere<l mail; and if any per ou alrnll rnake nse of either of
such iudorsements to a,void the payment of po tnge or of any r gistry feo on his private letter, package, or other matter in the mail, the per on i;o offending ahall be
deemecl guilty of a mi. demeanor, and subje ·t to it tine of three hundre<l. dollars, to
be prosecuted in any court of competent jurisdiction.
SEC. 8. No enumerator shall be deemed qualified to enter upon bis duties until he
bas received from the supervisor of census of the di trict to which be belongs a commi sion, under his band, nnthorizing him to p<'rform the dnti s of an enumerator,
and setting forth the boundal'ie of the subdivision within which such duties aro to
be performed by him. He slrnll, moreover, take and subscribe the following oath or
afffrmation:
"I, - - - - - - , r esiding at---, in the county of---, State (or Territory)
of---, an enumerator for taking the - - - cen us of the United States, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will make a true and exact enumeration of all the inhabitants within the subdivi. ion assigned tom , and will also fa.itl1fully collect all
other statistics therein, as provided for in the act for taking the said census, and in
conformity with all la,wful instructions which 1 may receive, and will make due and
correct r eturn theMof as r eq nired by ·aid act, aIHl will not disclose any inform ation
contained in tho cbedul s, lists, or statements obtained by me to any person or person , except to my uperior officers.
- - - ---."
" ( igued)
Whi ·h aid oath or affirmation may bo admini tered by any j ndo-e or clerk of a court
of record, or a,uy jn ti e of the p •ac , or notary pul.,lic empow red to administer
oaths; wbi ·b oa,t;h, duly nuthent;icat cl, hall lie forward d to th uper visor of census befor th date fixed h rein for the commen cem nt of tho nn111eratfon, or, in the
ca e of an_y numerator a,ppointed su bs qnent to such date, IJofore he shall enter
upon the di1;rh, r,r of hi duti • . It hall he h ltl to be a violation of said oath or
affirmation if any enumerator ball be accompanied or ot;h rwise a sisted in the performance of hi clntie as such numerator by any person not dnly appointed as an
officer or employe of the Census Office, and to whom an oat~ or affirmation bas not
been duly admiui tered, as provided in this act.
SEC. 9. No p erson employed as a clerk by any supervisor of census, eith er at the
personal expensA of such supervi or or by authority of the Superintendent of Census,
shnll enter upon l1is duties until he hall have taken and subscribed tltefollowing oath
or affirmation: "I - - - - - -, it clerk in the office of the supervisor of census for the
- - district of---, do sol mnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend
the Constitution of the United tates against all enemies, foreign or domestic; that I
will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely,
without any mental reservation or purpo8e of evasion; and that I will well and
faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am about to enter, and will
not disclose any information obtaine<l by me ip cmmcction with the discharge of
such duties, except to my superior officers. So help me God!" Which said oath or
affirmation may be administered by any judge or clerk of a court of record, or any
justice of the peace, or notary public empowered to administer oaths, w11ich oath,
duly authenticat ed, shall be forwarded to the Superintendent of Census.
SEC. 10. It shall be the duty of each enumerator, after being duly qualified in the
manner afore aid, to visit personally each dwelling house in bis subdivision, and
each family therein, and each individual living out of a family in any place of abode
and by inquiry made of the h ead of such family, or of the member thereof deemed
most credible and worthy of trust, or of such individual living out of a family, to
obtain each and every item of information and all the particulars required by this
act, ~s of date June first of the yeair ip which the enumeration shall be made. .And
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in case no person shall be found at the usual place of ~bod~ of such f:1mily or ,i ndiv idual living out of a family competent to answer the mqmries made m comphance
with the requirements of this act, then it shall be lawfu~ for the enumerator ~o obtain the required informa tion, as nearly as may be practicable, from the family or
families, or person or p er sons, living nearest to such place of abode.
. .
SEC. 11. And it shall be the duty of each enumerator to forward the or1gmal
schedules, duly certified, to the sup'ervisor of census of his district, as his returns
under the provisions of this act.
.
SEC. 12. The compensation of enumerators shall be at the rate of three dollars a
day of ten hours, which shall be in full for all services? except ~bat where enumeration would b e more diffi cult because of the nature of the reg10u to be canvassed.,
density or sparseness of settlement, or other considerations pertiu_ent there~o, the
Superintendent of Census may, with the conse~t of ~he Secretary of the Interior, fix
a rate in excess of three dollars, but not exceedmg six dolla,rs per day; l,r nt the subdivisions in which the increased rate will apply shall be designat~d by the Superi~t endent of Census at l east one month in advance of the enumeration, and the decision of the Superinteuuellt of Census as to how many days' serviee has been performed
by any enumerator shall be _fin~l. No claim~ for m~l~age or traveli_ng expense& shall
be allowed any enumerator m either class 01 subd1v1s10ns except m extreme cases,
and then only by authority of the Secretary .of the Interior on the r ecommenda,t~on
of the Superintendent of Census. The Superintendent of Census shall prescnbe
uniform methods and suitable forms for keeping accounts of the number of people
enumer ated or of the time occupi ed in fieldwork for the purpose of ascertaining the
amounts due to enumerators, severally, nuder the provisions of this act.
SEC. 13. The Superintendent of Census may authorize a,ud direct supervisors of
census to employ interpreters to assist the enumerators of their respective districts
in the enum eration of persons not speaking the English language. The compensation of such interpreters (not to exceed four dollars per day) shall be fixed by the
Superintendent of Census in advance, and they shall take and subscribe the oath or
affirmation prescribed for en um era tors, except that wherever the w oid '' en um erator"
occurs in said oath the word" interpreter" shall be substituted.
SEC. 14. That the subdivision assigned to any enumera.tor shall not exceed two
thousand inhabitants, as near as may be, according to estimates based on the preceding census or other reliable data . The bounda ri es of all subdivisions shall be
clearly described by civil divisions, rivers, roads, public surveys, or other easily distinguished lines.
.
SEC. 15. 'I'bat any supervisor, enumerator, interpreter, supervisor's clerk, special
agent, or other emplo1,e who, having taken and snbscribed the oath required bythis
act, shall, without justifiable cause, neglect or refuse to perform the duties enjoined
on him by this act, or shall, without the authority of the Superintendent of Census,
communicate to any person not authorized to receive the sa.me any information
gained by him in the performance of his duties, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined not exceeding five hundred dollars; or if
he shall willfully and knowingly swear or affirm falsely he shall be deemed guilty of
perjury, and on conviction thereof shall be imprisoned not exceeding three years,
and be fined not exceeding eight hundred dollars; orifhe shall willfully and knowingly make false certificates or fictitious returns he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction of either of the last-named offenses he shall be fined
not exceeding five thousand dollars and be imprisoned not exceeding two years.
SEC. 16. That if any person shall receive or secure to himself any fee, reward, or
compensation as a consideration for the appointment or employment of any person
as enumerator or clerk or other employe, or shall in any way receive or secure to
himself any p art of the compensation provided in this act for the services of any
enumerator or clerk or other employe, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, on conviction thereof~ shall be fined not more than three thousand dollars or be
imprisoned not more than one year, or both, in the discretion of the court.
SEC.17. That each and every person more than twenty years of age, belonging to
any family residing in any enumeration district or 1:mbdivision, and, in case of the
absence of the heads and other memb ers of any such family, then any representative of such family, shall be, and each of them hereby is, required, if thereto requested by the Superintendent, supervisor, or enumerator, to render a true account,
to the best of his or her knowledge, of every person belonging to such family in the
various particulars required by law, and whoever shall wiHfully fail or refuse shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof~ shall be fined in a sum
not exceeding one hundred dollars.
And ev ery president, treasurer, secr etary, agent, director, or other officer of every
corporation and every est ablishment of productive industry, whether conducted as a
corporate body, limited lia bility company, or by private individuals, from which
answers to any of the schedules provided for by this act are herein required, who shall,
if thereto requested by the Superintendent, supervisor, or enumerator, willfully neg-
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1 ct or refu e to o-ive true and compl te an wers to any inquirie authorizc<l. by this
a t, or hall willfully give fal e information, s_hall be gnilty of a misdemean?r, and,
on conviction th reof, hall be fined not xceedmgten thou aucl clollars, to which may
b added impri onm nt for a period not xceedino- ono year; and ev ry minister of the
go pel, jndge, or oth rper on authorized by law to perfor~1 marriage·, aucl e_very physician nrgeon and undertaker shall re11der, when requued by the Supermtenclent
of Cei{sus o to' do, a full, true, and parti ular account of the number of births, marriao-e and deaths in connection with which he shall have been employed, together
with ~uch oth r information relative thereto as the Superintendent of Census, with
the con ent of the ecretary of the Iuterior, may require, and in case of refusal shall
be liable to the penalties prescribed by this section.
EC. 18. Tllat all fines and penalties imposed by t,hi act may be enforced by indictment or information in any court of competent jurisdiction.
EC. 19. That the schedules of inquiries at the Twelfth and su cceeding censuses,
and at all other collections of statistics authorized by this act, shall be the same as
those contained in section nmuber twenty-two hun<l.red and six of the Revised Statutes of the United tates, of eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, as amended by
section seveuteen of the act entitled "An act to provide for taking the Tenth and
subsequent censuses," approved March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine,
with such changes of the subject-matter, emendations, and modifications as may be
made by the Superintendent of Census and approved by the Secretary of the Interior; it being the intent of this section to give to said Secretary foll discret,ion over
the form of the schedules of such inquiries. The report which the Superintendent
of Census (if directed by said Secretary) is required to obtain from railroad corporations, incorporated or unincorporated express companies, telegraph companies, and
insurance companies, and all incorporated or unincoqwrated companies doing a carrying business, whether by land or water, and from all corporations or establishments,
firms or individuals reporting products other than agricultural products, shall ho of
and for the fi cal year of such corporations or e tablishments having its termiuation nearest to the first day of October of the year for which saicl report may be
gathered. The Superintendent of Census may employ special agents or other means
to make an enumeration of all Indians living within the jurisdiction of the United
tates, with such information as to their condition as may be obtainable, classifying
them as to Indians taxed and Indians not taxed. The Superintendent of Census
hall collect and publish the statistics of the population, industries, and resources of
the district of Alaska, with such fullness as he may deem expedient, and as he shall
find practicable und r the appropriations made1 or to be made, for the expenses of
the Cen u Office. He shall also, at the time ot the general enumeration herein provided for, or at any other time, as the 'ecretary of the Interior may determine, collect
the tati tics of and relatincr to private wealth and indebteclne s, including statistics
of farm and home propri tor hip, value , and incumbrances, and make report thereon
to Cono-re , and for thi purpo e he may employ experts and special agents; and he
shall collect from official or other sources information relating to animals not on
farms.
SEC. 20. That each enumerator in his subdivision shall be charged with the collection of the facts and statistics required by the population scbedule, and such
oth r schedules as the Superintendent of Census may determine shall be used in connection with the decennial enumeration. In citie or States where an official registration of deaths is maintained the Superintendent of Census may, in his discretion,
withhold the mortality schedule from the several enumerations within such cities or
States, and may obtain the statistics required by this act through official records,
not only at the time of the decennial enumeration, but at such other times and for
such periods _as he may deem expedient, paying therefor such sum as may be found
necessary, not exceeding two cents for each death thus returned. Whenever he shall
deem it expedient the Superintendent of Census may withhold the sche<l.ules for
agricultural, manufacturing, mining, and social statistics from the enumerators of
the several subdivisions in any or all cases, and may charge the collection of these
statistics upon experts and special agents, to be employed without respect to locaiity. And said Superintendent may employ experts and special agents to investigate
and ascertain the statistics of the agricultural, manufacturing, railroad, fishing
minin~, cattle, and other industries of the country, and of telegraph, express, trans~
portat10n, and insurance companies as he may designate and require, and at such
times and with such frequency as he shall deem expedient.
And the Superintendent of Census shall, with the a,p proval of the Secretary of the
Interior, prepare schedules containing such interrogatories as shall, in his ,iudgment,
be best adapted to elicit this information, with such specifications, divisions, and
particulars under each head as he shall deem necessary to that end. Such experts
and special agents shall take the same oath :ts the enumerators of the several subdivisions, and shall have equal authority with such enumerators in respect to the
subjects committed to them, and they shall receive compensation at rates to be fixed
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by i he Superintendent of Census with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior:
Provided. That the same shall in no case exceed six dollars per day and actual necessar y traveling expenses, a°:d an allowance in lieu of sub~istence not exceedin$' three
dollars per day during their necessary_ absence fr_om their mmal places of res1de1~ce.
SEC. 21. That the enumeration re<]_mred by this act sh~11l commence on the first
Monday of .June, nineteen hundred, and on the first Monday of June of the year in
which each succeeding decennial enumeration shall be had, and be taken as of that
dat e, and each enumerator shall prosecute the canvass of his snbdivision from that
date forward on each week day without intermission, except for sickness or other
u rgent cause; and any unne~essary ces_sation of his wo~k s~all be sufficient ground
for his r emoval and the appomtment of another person m lus place; and any person
so appointed shall take the oath required of enumemtors, and shall receive compensation at the same rates. And it shall be ·the duty of each enumerator to complete
the en umeratton of his district, and to prepare tlie returns herein uefore r equired to
be m ade, and to forward the same to the supervisor of his district on or before the
first day of ,July in such year; and in any city having over eight thousancl in.habitants under the preceding census, the enumeration of population shall be taken
w ithin two weeks from the first Monday of June as aforesaid; and any delay beyond
t he dates above, respectively, on the part of any enumerator shall be sufficient cause
for withholding the compensation to which he would be entitled by compliance with
t he provisions of this act, until proof satisfactory to the Superintendent of Census
shall be furnished that such delay was by reason of causes beyond the control of
such enumerator.
SEC. 22. All appointments provided for in section three of this act shall be made
in accordance with the provisions of the act entitled "An act to regulate and improve the civil service of the Government and the amendments thereto, except such
appointments as the Secretary of the Interior, may in his discretion select from the
experts and trained clerks employed in taking the Eleventh Census, who shall have
served therein satisfactorily for two years.
SEC. 23. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, whenever be may
think proper, to call upon any other department or office of the Government for information pertinent to the enumeration h erein required.
SEC. 24. Any supervisor of census may, with the consent of the Superintendent of
Census, remove any enumerator in his district, and fill the vacancy thereby caused
or otherwise occurring.
SEC. 25. That upon the request of any municipal government, meaning thereby the
incorporated government of any town, village, township, or city, or kindred municipality, the Superintendent of Census shall furnish such government with a copy of
the names, with age, sex, birthplace, and color or race, of all persons enumerated
within the territory in the jurisdiction of such municipality, and such copies shall
be paid for by such municipal government at the actual cost of making, such cost to
be computed according to the number of clerks needed to make such copies and the
time actually occupied; and all sums so received by the Superintendent of Census
shall be accounted for in such way as the Secretary of the Interior shall direct and
covered into the Treasury of the United States, to be placed to the credit of the appropriations for census purposes.
SEC. 26. All records, files, furniture, and property of whatever nature, including
the printing office outfit, appertaining to and used by the Eleventh Census, or by
any previous census, shall be transferred to the control and custody of the Census
Office created by this act. The said furniture aµ.d property sha,11 be inventoried by
the chief clerk of said office, who shall be the custodian thereof, and an attested
copy of said inventory filed and preserved in the office of the Secretary of the Interior.
SEC. 27. And the Superintendent of Census is hereby authorized to print and publish from time to time bulletins containing statements of preliminary and other results of the various investigations undertaken by the office, together with such volumes as Congress may hereaner direct and provide for.
SEC. 28. That if any State or Territory, through its duly appointed officers or agents
shall, during the two months beginning on the first Monday of October of the year
which is the mean between the decennial censuses of the United States by this act
directe<l. to be taken, take and complete a census according to schedules and forms
of enumeration to be approved by the Superintendent of Census, and shall deposit
with the Secretary of the Interior, on or before the 1st of January following, a full
and authentic copy of all schedules returned and reports made by the officers and
agents charged with such enumeration, then the Secretary of the Treasury shall
upon receiving a certificate from the Secretary of the Interior that such sc.hedule~
and reports h:1ve been duly d eposited, pay, on the requisition of the governor of such
State or Territory, out of any fu;nds in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated a
sum equal to 50 percentum of the amount which was paid to all supervisors and act~al
ep:g.me1ato:rs within suc]l State o:r ';['erritorr at the Up.ip13d Stap13s ceµ.sus next :prn~~q..-
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ing, increased by one-half the percentage of gain in population in such State or Territory between the two United States censuses next preceding .
SEC. 29. That the Secretary of the Interior may antborizo the expenditnre of necessary sums for the traveling expenses of the officers a,n d employes of the Census
Office, and the incidental expenses essential to the carrying out, of this act, including
the rental of convenient quarters in the District of Columbia and the furnishing
thereof, and the continuance of the printinp: office now in the Census Office, and shall
from time to time make a detailed report to Congress of such expenditures.
SEC. 30. That the- act entitled "An act to provide for the taking of the Eleventh
and subsequent censuses," approved March first, eighteen hundred and eighty-nine,
and all laws and parts of laws inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby
repealed: Proi•ided, That nothing in this act shall be construed to interfere with
the operations of the present establishment of the Census Office until the work of
taking and compiling the results of the Eleventh Census shall have been completed,
and all censuses subsequent to the Eleventh Census shall be taken in accordance
with the provisions of this act, unless Congress shall hereafter otherwise pl ovide.
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6, 1893.-Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed.

FITHIAN,

from the Select Commi~tee on the Eleventh Oen u ,
reported the followmg as the

VIEWS OF THE MINORITY:
The Constitution under which our national census was in tituted,
provides only for ~n enumeration of the_ people a~ a basi ~
apportioning representation in Congress and direct taxation. The fir t and
second censuses taken for the decennial years of 1790 and 1 00 were
simply enumerations of population. This was all tbe Constitution contemplated should be taken. The act of March 26, 1810, and the amendatory and supplemental acts providing tor the tbird or censu of 1 10,
required United States marshals and Territorial secretaries, who were
then in charge of the census taking, to tra,nsmit returns of manufactures. From this departure from the constitutional census has grown
a great Government machine employing myriads of enumerator , pecial
agents and employes of the Census Office, some competent and many
incompetent, to collect statistics in relation to many subjects.
Nothing is more important than that the census of our population
every ten years should be accurately and honestly made and the reRult
promptly declared. So cumbersome has become the census taking
under the present system that the count of population bas become imperfect, hindered, and delayed, and fails to carry with it that confidence
that makes it valuable in fixing a basis of representation in Congress
as well as fairly apportioning the power of the electoral colleges in the
election of President and Vice-President of the United States. 'rhe
present Census Office is divided into twenty-five divisions. At the
head of each is a chief, special agents, statisticians, and other officials.
These different divisions, according to the present organization, deal
with appointments, disbursements of accounts, geography, population,
vital statistics, church statistics, educational statistics, pauperism and
crime, national and state finances, farms, homes, and mortgages, agriculture, mines and mining, fish and fisheries, transportation, insurance,
printing and stationery, statistics of special classes, supervjsors correspondents, Alaska, statistics of Indians, social statistics of cities, and
revjsion and results.
Six of these different divisions, viz~ the first, second, third, eighteenth,
twentieth, and twenty-fifth, relate to the administrative duties of the
Census Office. All the rest, except the fourth division, which has
charge of the enumeration of population, should be eliminated from the
census proper. It is not claimed that these different divisions, or at
least most of them, are not necessary under the law creating the Eleventh Census, but atte~tion is called to the same to show how gTeat the
machinery of our census taking has grown from what was originally
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cont mplat d by the Con ti ution. Many of the tatistic taken uuder
our pre nt en u are aJr ady uffici utly given by the r eport of the
diffl r nt bureau of the Government, and the cen u reports are merely
the dupli ation of stati tic already once printed and published at the
expen e of the Government. In the opinion of the minority of your
committee, our cen u e have been enlarged upon from time to time,
more from a de ire to create more offices and, therefore, more officers
and more salarie , than from a de ire to obtain stati tics imparting
u eful information to the people.
Our cen us has become a jumble of figure and irrelevant inquiries
filling many volumes, which make their appearance so late after taking
that they are valuable only for waste paper. What we want every ten
years is the census of our population as provided by, and for the purpo e of, the Constitution, free from the taint of partisanship, gathered
quickly and correctly compiled and published without the unnecessary
delay occasioned, in a great degree, by the census officers being burdened with u eless and irrelevant matter dumped by Congress into the
eleventh and prior censu es. The present bill provides that a census
of the population, wealth, and indu tries of the United States shall be
taken a of the date of October 1, 1900, and once in every ten years
thereafter, as of the said date of October 1, and that there shall be a
periodic collection of vital and ocial statistics and statistics of agriculture, manufactures, mining, fisheries, churches, education , finance,
tran portation, and insurance. It will be observed that the bill provides for a "periodic collection" of vital, social, and other statistics.
The period, at which such tati tic shall be taken are left entirely
to the di cretion of the superintendent as provided in ection 20, which
empower him to make uch " periodic collection " "at such times and
with uch frequency a he shall deem expedient," which may be every
one, two, thre , four, or five year , or if the uperinteudent di<l not deem
expedient, n t until ach de ennial y ,ar. In the meantime the perman nt office for e ould do nothiu O'' and would be a u les. and
needl
burd n to the ta pc
f h ountry, < nd p rhap , this
would be o v n if th , u Iint nd nt h uld only deem jt expedient
to make thi p ri di
Ile ·tion in the d nnial or en u year, a ection 20, provid that the uperintendent "may charge the collection
of the tati tic upon expert and pecial aO'ent to be employed without
regard to locality." If there hould be any demand for any periodic
collection of such tati tic not already coJlected a~nually by t,h e different bureau of the Government, let Congress by act place the taking
of the same in charge of some of the other bureaus uow in exi tence.
A pernicious sy tern has grown up in many bureaus of establishing
Government printing offices to do the printing of the bureau independent of the regular Government Printing Office. One objection to this
bill is that a printing-office outfit is to be made a permanent .fixture to
this new census office. If the rule is to prevail that Government
printing is to be done at printing offices connected with the different
bureaus, then the Government Printing Office, which is maintained at
great expense, should be abolished. From the establishment of new
offices new bureaus are created, and from new bureaus new departments grow, until now it is thought that we have more offices, more
bureaus, more departments, and more Government machinery than the
requirements of good and economical government demand.
This bill is prepared by the pre~ent Superintendent of the Census,
and the twenty-second section of the bill places the office under the
control of the civil-service law, except such number as may be neces.
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sary shall be selected for permanent appointments of the r etained clerks
and experts of the Eleventh qensus, who shall h~ve served ~herein s~t~sfactorily for a continued period of two years without passmg the civilservice examination required of other applicants for positions in this
new proposed bureau. No term of office is fixed for such appointments
as are excepted from the civil-service, but they are to be permanent.
With the power given to the Superintendent to only make periodic collection of statistics, and the care with which the bill has been prepared
so as to take care of the present census officials, it looks very much like
this bill should properly be called "a bill to give permanent employment
to certain employes of the present census at good salaries, with nothing
to do but to draw pay from the Government.''
The attempt is made to show that the cost of maintaining a permanent Census Bureau would be less than under the present system, and
that the annual cost would not exceed $200,000. This would be the
annual cost of the office force of the bureau as shown by the statement
of Superintendent Porter, but in addition to this $200,000 money
would have to be appropriated to pay the experts and special agents
provided for in section 20 to take the periodic collection of the statistics, and there would also be the expense of printing and publishing
the reports of the same. In addition to this there would be the expense of maintaining the bureau printing office, and while the friends
of this measure may claim now that this proposed new bureau will be
run at an annual expense of $200,000 a year, yet if it is established
time will show that it will be double and treble that amount.
The minority of your committee thinks the establishment of a new
bureau is unwise and would entail upon the Government a needless
expenditure of large sums of money, and therefore recommend that the
bill reported favorably by the majority of the committee do not pass.
GEO. W. FITHIAN,
WM. BAKER,
JOHN W. LAWSON.
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